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Sgt. T. D. Locke
Serving In Vietnam-

Schultz Outlines School
Plans For Optimist Club

Vol. LXXXXII No. 108

10* Per Copy

Nine Indictments
Returned By Jury
In Circuit Court

now
Sgt. T. D. Locke is
stationed with the United States
Army near the DMZ in Vietnam.
He left for overseas in January of
a
outside
living
students
those
for
School
Murray
this year.
school.
Reorganization and Progress one-mile radius of the
Locke is a flight engineer with
vocational
area
Plans for an
Report" was the subject of the
111 helicopter unit with the 101st
combeen
finally
have
school
by
presented
program
Airborne Division. He has been in
Well it looks as though we are
construction
Superintendent Fred Schultz at pleted and the
the
service since volunteering for
going to have to quit eating
been
have
to
the Murray Optimist Club contracts were
the Army in 1954 while a senior at
Ihrordfish. Since this is an in- Tuesday night.
signed on May 6. Funds for the
„—
Kirksey High School.
al part of our daily diet, we
vocational school are coming
The Calloway County soldier
ltknow what well do. Schultz explained that the from federal, local, and
ien
rertn'
has had Army tours in Thailand,
t says that Swordfish middle school for grades five Economic Development AdFrench Morocco, Iceland, Japan,
have too much mercury in them. through eight was not to be a ministration funds.
Sp-4 Richard 0. Lanes
Germany, and two tours in
continuance of the elementary
Superintendent Schultz exKorea.
self-contained classroom, nor a pressed a hope that the
Sgt. Locke is the son of Mrs.
We don't mind the government simplified high school; but a vocational school facility will be
Hazel Locke, formerly of Coldmaking cigarette people put smooth transistion between the completed in time for use around
were February Grand Jury, was fined
indictments
water in Calloway County, now
Nine
warnings on their Packages and two.
the first of 1972. This facility will
$25 by the court on Thursday.
County
Calloway
in
her
the
residing
by
with
mother
returned
we don't mind the government
serve high school students and
Members of the Petit Jury are
of
term
current
the
children,
His
in
Mo.
Hill,
Marble
arand Jury
saying cyclamates are harmful, The highly regimented concept adults in Calloway County.
and
storm
now to report beck to
night's
Wednesday
scheduled
M.
Tommy, Hope, Bonnie, and Tina,
Circuit Court, Judge James
or Swordfish are dangerous to of high school classes can be President-elect Bill Cherry
accompanying high winds cause Lassiter, presiding, on Thursday. the Court on Tuesday, May 11, at
Mrs.
his
sister,
with
facility
reside
new
the
with
modified
but
if
is
bad,
eat, or some Tuna
concurred with Schultz that such
nine a.m. to hear the case of Joe
Class Dorothy Pridemore, 102 North serious damage at the home of They include the following:
they start a big campaign saying which is to be completed by next a prpgram deserves and requires Specialist Fourth
Thomas
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Hal Spann vs. Gene Steely,
wilful
and
Dr.
Collins,
12th Street, and attend local
—Franklin
that cornbread is dangerous, this school term. This, according to the support of the eclucationa, Richard O. Larson,son of
Stark in the Sinking Spring murder of Mrs. Louise Dixon on regarding a swimming pool. On
will just be carrying things too Schultz, can especially be ac- industrial, and total community. Mrs. Edwin Larson, 105 South schools.
12, the case of
community.
February 17. Trial has been set Wednesday, May
far. We are just going to keep on complished in the area of junior Vocal support of the Optimist 14th Street, Murray, has been The Army Mattis the brother of
a
down
Coca-Cola,
blew
vs.
winds
high
Walls
The
Alice
of
e
2.
r,
June
Certificat
Bobby Locke of -.Coldwate
for Wednesday,
eating cornbread no matter what and senior study halls. He ex- Club for this program was awarded a
barn, left another large —Newell (Skip) Crook, regarding a bug in a cold drink, is
plained that the reorganization wholeheartedly expressed, a Achievement from the United Marra): Route One, and of Carol tobacco
happens.
about six inches off possession of alcoholic beverages scheduled.
States Army Medical Commaad, Gene Locke of Benton 14.te tobacco barn
will require bus transportation spokesman said.
blew down a
foundation,
Other cases listed on the Court
its
of
Three
in Europe.
for purpose of sale in local dry
several
contained
that
crib
of Docket are as follows:
sale
on
given
and
was
territory,
certificate
The
option
Ford
to
Darlene
ions
Congratulat
tools, blew down a chicken house alcoholic beverages in local dry
May 14—Lawrence vs. Witty,
April 23, 1971 for "outstanding
for being named "Girl of the
.
a
chicken
larger
accident.
unrbofed
and
automobile
was
and
case
His
Radiology
of
territory.
field
work in the
option
Year" by her sorority and the
-•
Fortner
vs.
17—Wood
house.
May
September
continued until the
X-Ray Procedures at had
same to Mrs. Willard Ails for
The south end of Stark's stock term of court.
May 18—Hazel Lumber vs.
Landainhl,
in
Hospital
General
by
her
honor
same
receiving the
T.
barn was blown down, two trees —John Willoughby, two counts Leffter, unpaid bill.
Germany. The work produced by
sorority.
indicted
carport
the
Dirk,
and
19—Stanley
uprooted
were
May
Pled
to
asset
this one man is a great
of storehouse breaking.
adjoining the home was guilty to charge of store house by February Grand Jury for
Ouncan, Marsha Ernstberger,
Army Medical
The honor roll for the fifth six Lorna Erwin, Sandra Futrell, the United States
January 9,
damaged.
Corp", as printed on the cerbreaking and sentenced to two arson that occurred on
itedleta weeks has been released for the
No other damage was reported years in the Kentucky state 1971.
Hays, Vickie Hum- tificate.
Beverly
d *dray High School.
Calloway County High School by
May 20—Ward vs. Arnett and
in the neighborhood. The home is prison on Thursday in Circuit
phrey+, Teresa Joseph, Kathy Larson, age 19, entered
Principal Howard Crittenden.
on the Gus Robertson Court.
located
Paschall.
and
1969
April
in
service
members
military
faculty
Rosemary
Kelso,
State
Janey
Murray
All students making A's will be Kelly,
vs. Davis.
—Guthrie Ilosd Allen, Jr., May 24—Vance
Lamb, Kenny Lawrence, Debbie had his basic training at Fort are voting again today in a two- Road.
Hooray for our Chionanthus designated +s.
vs.
25—Pritchett
Mr. and Mrs. Stark said that carrying a conceited weapon.
May
Gail Miller+, Darlene Oliver, Knox graduating in Radiology, X- candidate runoff to chose a
Virginica for producing its first
the damage occured about 11:30 —Dwight Houston, carrying a Thomure.
twoRecords.
a
for
Medical
and
ive
Ray
Rowland,
Robert
representat
Ross,
Emily
called
faculty
biome. This is caempaoli
Seniors-Linda Arnold, Vickie
p.m. Wednesday night. They said
May 26—Rube Davis, indicted
the late Fringe Tree. The Boggess, Barbara Brittain+, Brenda Rule, Donald Scott, The Murray man worked in year term on the Board of that the electricity went off and concealed weapon.
February Grand Jury for
by
at
Fort
The other four indictmen
Regents.
bioacastmatateame out before Terry Broach, Jan Brower+, David Sims, Sabrina Tucker, Medical Records
they looked out and saw that the were not released by the office of assault and battery, occurred on
before
in
Carolina,
UnSouth
competing
Patty
Jackson,
Underhill,
members
Connie
two
The
like
crazy
the leaves and blade
Jerry Chapman+, Kevin Cooper,
door of a garage had been blown Circuit Court Clerk James September 72, 1970.
for awhile, then tat the blooms Jill Craig, Beta Futrell, Tim derwood, Linda Wetmore, Pam being transferred to Germany on the balloting are Robert Hendon,
off.
May 26—Lloyd Thompson,
in
of
Germany
While
1970.
July 25,
Blalock.
professor
associate
fade away the lama begin to Fannin+, Danny Herndon, White,. Joyce Winchester.
is a farmer in the Dennis
Bobby Indicted by February Grand Jury
Chester,
Freshman-Phyllis Adams, he has had advanced training in agriculture, and Dr. M. D. Mr. Starks
make their aggeanmee. The Danny Guy, Edna Gooch, Patsy
breaking, ocSinking Spring community.
Chester, Gary Brame, and Gary for storehouse
Hassell, associate professor of
plant has several late blooms this Hopkins,Patricia Jrnyn, Bonita Robert Allen+, Ronald Arm- Fluroscopy.
29, 1970.
December
on
curred
of
charges
on
bean
he
has
guilty
Europe,
in
pled
While
Rebecca
Bogard,
year which means that next year Jones, Mike Kline, Ginriy Locke, strong, Debra Bonner,
twassi Storms, heavy rains one essaialt avid batbery end were May 27—Clark vs. Gene P.
in
were wpwasteise
MAWS bea timbal el balimapleadl emeosertenr- —titeetriya, - isrances Burkeen, Danny Chadwick, traveling
Brussells, Belgium, by their faculty colleagues from I
by the Steely.
ley fovever.
Nance, Donnie Peal+, Deneoia Kenneth Cleaver, Debbie Coates, Holland,
isolated tornadoes swept over each fined $50 and cost
May 27—Bridges vs. Poll,Austria, field of 5 candidates.
Innsbruck,
Thursday.
on
Court
,
Circuit
Luxemburg
Crick,
Karen
causing
Compton,
Thursday,
CYnthia
Joan
Kentucky
Ramsey, Pete Roney,
dester.
Oslo,
nd,
Wilson
charged
Switzerla
m,
by
Cunningha
released
Floyd
totals
Vote
Zurich,
Kathleen
one
Robinson+ Paul Rushing, Eva Jesse Ray Darnall+,
heavy damage, but only
May 28—Larry Myers, indicted
n,
Our Robin in the Lob Lolly Pine Williams, Dennis Sears, Robert Doyle, Freda Duncan, Nancy Norway, and Copenhage Gantt, dean of admissions and weather connected death was with leaving the scene of an
February Grand Jury for
by
plans
he
guilty,
of
summer
plea
chairman of the faculty election reported in the Blue Grass State. accident, entered a
In the front yard lost one of her Waters, Linda Stubblefield.
Duncan, Quentin Fannin+, Denmark. This
conversion of a motor vehicle,
Barcelona,
months
in
six
to
weeks
sentenced
two
are:
was
and
spend
committee
to
of
Laurel
Guy,
19,
Danny
apparently
The
wind
high
Futrell,
eggs.
Donald Blankenship,
Juniors-Phyllis Beach+,
25, 1970.
Hendon 76, Hassell 51, Dr. Woodman, Ky., drowned in rain- In jail, suspended for one year if occurred on September
caused one of the eggs to become Vickie Bolen, Tonya Bucy, Lamar Harrell+, Vera D. Spain.
Beach.
vs.
1—Logan
June
the
to
married
automobile
of
an
is
professor
James Thompson,
dislodged from the nest.
swollen Elk Creek after his jeep be not drive
Dianne Burkeen, Teresa Byerly, Herndon+, Amanda Hoke+, Sp-4 Larson
2--Franklin Collins'
Suzette former Kay Frances Haley, who Economics, 48, Dr. S. M. had become stalled in the high without a driver's license and riot June
Marsha Conley, Jimmie Dodsen, Warren Hopkins,
murder.
wilful
six
their
while
with
of
driving
for
Mayfield
professor
,
convicted
in
be
Matarazzo
Denise
lives
Merry Ann Evans, Linda Futrell, Hughes, Vanetta Jeffrey,
water on a rural road.
intoxicated, by Judge Lassiter June 7—Rickman vs. Roberteducation, 364%ind Dr. Carroll
We witaessed a Cardinal a day or David Hall, Kathie Hardie, Kathy Johnson, Jennifer Lovett, Jackie months old son, Michael.
son.
Harrison, associate professor of
so ago defending his territory Hopkins, Kathy Jackson, Debbie Marshall, Phil McCallon, Doug
A tornado touched down in the Thursday.
June 8—Garland vs. Raspberry
the
by
indicted
Lockhart,
Leon
19.
Danof
speech,
Brenda
Pam
outskirts
Oglesby,
McCann,
too.
Anyway
which is our yard
southwestern
Johnson, Gail Kemp, Katie
Downey.
and
imfor
Jury
will
Grand
runoff
the
February
of
the
The winner
this Cardinal pair has staked out Kemp, Edith Litchfield, Susan Overcast, Cathy Pigs, Richard
ville, toppling the steeple of
r Auto vs.
assume the post now held by First Christian Church, unroofing moral and indecent practices June 10----Lassite
our yard as their home during the McCann+,Sherry Mitchell, Lisa Scott, Melia Spann, Kerry Steen,
Hendon who was elected last homes and businesses and with another, was sentenced to Bryan.
nesting season. A strange male Perrin, Tarea Roach, Johnnie Garry Tabers, Melinda Taylor+,
June 11—Whitlow vs. Nance,
Cardinal made his appearance Stockdale, Glenda Stubblefield, Donna Waldrup, Mane Wells, Two persons, injured in ac- spring to fill out the final year of overturning railroad boxcars., one year in prison and was
money involved.
regarding
years,
two
of
period
the
for
probated
an unexpired term.
and the "owner" took chase Billy Usrey, Tommy Vance; Tommy West, Pam Wilson.
cidents, were treated at
Personnel of the office of
by the Court on Thursday.
immediately and ran him out in Carla Watkins.
emergency room of the Murray- The two candidates are inAnother three eyewitnesses
Kenneth Downey, indicted for Circuit Court Clerk James
nothing flat.
Calloway County Hospital on volved in the runoff because none
Sophomores-Stacey Adams+,
funnel
black
a
seeing
reported
hospital
and battery by the Blalock said some of these cases
majority
assault
of the five got a clear
Thursday, according to
Dale Arnold, Gale Broach.,
in
Danville
at
down
touch
may be settled out of court, but
cloud
but the two top votegetters
officials.
Sherry Buoy, Becky Burchett,
are now listed on the docket.
the vicinity of the Southern
of
23,
constitute
to
age
enough
got
Reeder,
As Richard Ardery, says the Coleen Cavanaugh, Danny
together
E.
Charles
The Grand Jury made its
Railway Yards.
intruder is psychologically Cossey+, Kathy Crowell, Jerry
Murray Route One was treated a majority of the 230 faculty
visits to- the public
regular
beaten the moment he enters
for contusions of the head and members who cast ballots. Gantt
tornado
buildings of Calloway County and
since he knows he is on forbidden
right shoulder. He was reported said 349 faculty members were Another storm of
reported as follows:
reportedly destroyed two
territory. Conversely, the owner
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence injured in an automobile ac- eligible to vote under provisions velocity
Ky.,
Wildie,
at
homes
mobile
1968.
Route
has psychology on his side and
of a Kentucky law inacted in
Silas Turner of Murray
Eldridge whose home was cident.
- apREPORT OF THE
Cook, age twelve, of
usually runs out the intruder
According to that statute, near Mbunt Vernon,
Three died this morning at 7:20 at
destroyed by fire on February 19 Robert
GRAND JURY
of
southeast
miles
45
y
proximatel
the
at
holding
treated
County
-Calloway
was
members
since he is filled with righteous
facultySix
Murray
the
Route
will be honored with a shower at Murray
May 1371 Tert
Danville.
the
or
on
professor
of
stricken
indignation.
rank of associate
Hospital. He was
the Deward's Chapel Church on 6:30 p.m. for contusions
were
injuries
serious
No
Monday with a heart condition.
Highway 94 East on Wednesday, head and right hip. Reports are above may vote.
JAIL
reported from either storm.
The deceased was 76 years of
May 12, at 7:30 p.m. at the he was hit by a car -while riding a
Jury visited the
Grand
The
The Red Cross Junior and
Stockyard
County
Boyle
The
the
of
member
mini bike.
church.
age and was a
Senior Lifesaving course will The Eldridge couple have been
was heavily damaged, and State Ledbetter Baptist Church. He County Jail and talked with
LETTERSTMEEDITOR
begin Monday, May 17 at 6:00 residing with their son, Richard
Police at Richmond said there was born August 31, 1894, and his Calloway County Jailer Wimpy
p.m. at the Murray University Eldridge, while their home was
were reports that 10 homes and' parents were the late Tom Jones concerning the problems
Homecoming services will be Pool.
equal number of business Turner and Minnie Ervin Turner. encountered by the Jailer. We
an
Dear Editor;
being rebuilt. The house is now
held Sunday, May 9, at the Jenny Requirements
that
are
firms were damaged at Danville. Survivors are his wife, Mrs. found the Jail to be in a generally
to
move
for
them
ready
about
and neatly kept,
Ridge Pentecostal Church, students be strong swimmers
I am writing to you because I The home of Thurmond F. Tencil Turner of Murray Route clean condition
into
adequately serve
located two miles off Highway 94 with minimum ages 12, or 11
to
was
seems
it
and
mailman,
Danville
a
Baxter,
something
be
Mrs.
at
should
items
think there
Persons may leave
Three-, three daughters,
The Hi-Y Club of Murra High
of the citizens of
East.
having completed the fifth grade Stroud's Upholstery on South 8th
done to stop the tpollution in destroyed when a large tree blew l Rex Dowdy of Almo Route One, 4he needs
hold a car wah in
will
School
Noon meal will be served and of school for Junior Lifesaving
Calloway County.
put down atop it.
would
you
If
to
them
or
take
Dexter
Co.
of
Murray,
Calloway
Street,
Rudolph
Robert
Mrs.
recommend that
everyone is invited to attend, a and 16, or 15 having completed
Saturday, May 8, from nine a rn
some articles on pollution in your A wall collapsed at the Central Route One, and Mrs. Elna Scott, We would
the shower. For pick up of items
be repainted due
cells
church spokesman said.
the
of
some
the ninth grade of school for callStroud's Upholstery 753-3628, to five p.m. at the Wishy-v)ashy Paper, it makes more people Wholesale Lumber building.
307 Irvan Street, Murray; one
Car Wash on Story Avenue
Senior Lifesaving. The two week or 753-6018, or 753-8800.
Several boxcars in the son, Dayrnon Turner of Hardin; to scratches on the walls and so
interested in it.
course will be held each evening
Southern Railway yards were one brother, Henry Turner, and forth, and we further recommend
The price will be 21.50 per car
from 6:00 to 10:00 p.m. May 17-21
blown off the tracks and a parked one half brother, Bud Turner, that some sort of cooling system
thorough
Yours truly,
which includes a
and May 24-28.
semi-trailer truck was over- both of South 14th Street, be installed in the building.
washing and vacuuming. Pickup
Those who wish to take the
turned on a parked car a station Murray; seven grandchildren; In our opinion, the Jailer is
and delivery is available by
Bobby Futrell
Occasional periods of showers course should sign up in advance
maintaining the facility in a
wagon.
152
on
or
before
Box
5
Route
calling 753-4965
one great grandchild.
and thunderstorms through at the Red Cross chapter office in
manner and is to be
one
responsible
ely
approximat
Stanford,
At
Murray, Ky.
Saturday.
Funeral services will be held
tonight ending from the west the courthouse from 9:00 to 4:00 Bake sale will be held in three
the roof of a clothing Sunday at two p.m. at the chapel commended.
of
third
Saturday will make up the May 10-14, and pay the pool fee of iifferent locations on Saturday,
factory was blown off.
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
•
weather picture for Kentucky $2.00.
PERMIT FOR JUMBO
May 8, from nine a.m. to noon, Almo School PTA Plans
COUNTY HIGHWAY BARN
Barns were leveled, trees Home with Bro. Roy Green and
heavy
Chance of locally
LONDON (UPD—The Minis- uprooted and power lines downed
The Grand Jury further viewed
Instructors, Water Safety conspired by Murray Assembly
officiating.
Year
Riley
School
Lake
Bro.
Meet,
Final
thunderstorms today. Mild Aides, and lifegaurds are needed So. 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Barn at
try of Transport has told John over a wide area of southwestern
Interment will be in the the County Highway
-Constable to get a and south central Kentucky.
through the day.
The
Chichester
Streets.
Vine
and
Fifttf
to help with the class. They will
acher
Parent-Te
the
The Aimo
Palestine Cemetery with
and license for his Hailstones and torrential rains
• Turning a bit cooler tonight and receive credit toward re- The sale will be held at Roses in
to be in
nts by. the J. H. County Barn appears
Association will hold its final certificate
arrangeme
Saturday
authorization by teaching, and he Central Shopping Center, Big meeting of the school year on mechanical elephant.
swept through a wide area, with Churchill Funeral Home where adequate condition and to serve
Highs today mostly in the 70s. should call the chapter, 753-1421 K in the Bel Air Shopping Center,
The order was given when flooding reported at Louisville,
for which it is inat
pm.
two
at
10,
Monday, May
friends may call after four p.m. the purpose
lows tonight upper 40s to 50s. to volunteer
ind on the court square in
Constable asked what he had to Springfield and in Pilos4*nty.
tended.
(Friday).
the
school.
today
70s.
do to be allowed to ride the Schools throughout the'area
Highs Saturday 60a to low
Donald Burchfield will be the lovmtown Murray. Cookies, pies,
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis, elephant on a public highway. either dismissed classes Carly of •
HEALTH CENTER
director of the couse. Mrs. ind cakes will be sold.
THREE CITED
president, urges all members to
The Grand Jury also viewed
Gaylord Forrest is Red Cross
held students overtime until the
Pea'
Year
Fifty
EXTENDED FORECAST
attend
Three persons were cited by the Courity Health Center and
Water Safety Chairman for
storm danger abated.
The Hazel Masonic Lodge No.
CAR FIRE
The Extended Weather outlook, Calloway County. Dr. Chad
were the Murray Police Department talked with Mr. R. L. Cooper at
warnings
flood
Flash
631 F.& A. M. will present a fifty
Sunday through Tuesday: Stewart, Chairman et the
issued for extreme 'Eastern on 'Thursday. They were one for that facility. The building itself
Year pen to J. .L. Ellis on
Chance of showers Sunday night Physical Education Department The Murray Fire Department
Eno.*
Kentucky, particularly the driving • while intoxicated and was found to be in good condition,
You
Now
the
at
7:30
at
night,
Saturday May 8
Monday
through
area, where nearly two driving on suspended or revoked other than the need for a few
Pikeville
of Murray State University, used CO2 to extinguish the flames By United Press laternathaial
and
•
masons
decreasing Tuesday. Continued assists in planning such water on scar, owned by Kristy Ray,at
a Hazel lodge All
of rain was reported license, and two for reckless
Inches
was ca
first
kazoo
The
friends of Mr. Ellie are Welcome
(Continued on Page Tiselvel
mild Highs in the 70s. lows in the safety programs for the com- 400 Olive Street on Thursday at
driving
Thursday
hew-gag
and urged to attend.
am.
eleven
Sas
munity

Storm Damages Franklin
tark Home In Indicted
Sinking Spring

S74 Larson Is
Commended For
Medical Service

Students Na med, Honor
Roll At CalloWay High

Collins Is
For Murder

Faculty
Election
In Runoff

Two Persons Are
Injured, Accidents

Lifesaving
Course Starts
Here May 17

Shower Planned For
Mr., Mrs. Eldridge
At Deward's Chapel

Silas Turner
Expires Today

Homecoming Planned
At Church Sunday

Car Wash Planned
By The Hi-Y Club

The Weather

Bake Sales Will Be
Held By Assembly

•
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Profit on Your
litiit
iNPUSfitY
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e-

Every five years. assuming 1,00
eve an Average Arnencan. you
will give up one residence sod
!love to another If this invottrei
•elling your home, and if vot
MAC a profit, do you have tc
5.i) income tax on the amount ol

se_

Ten Years Ago Today

Jj
Man Cecelia Wallace, daughter of I.and Mrs. A_ D. Wallace,
won the _dor twirling daskalauthip at the r- --'-k Tenn,
strawberry festival
Bide for rentrfadng of the AIIIIPOIMith read kCalloway
County will be received by the Stale DeprImed el11111111thYs on
Miry U,according to Henry Ward,commlimissuritildliwiTe•
Mies Greta Gay Brooks, deadder
Br aid Mrs. W. H.
Brooks., was mimed president at the R
rictPHA
at the aping=soft bold at Heath High
}Mar at
College High School.
"Cry For Happy" with Gime Ford and DUMMY MEW is
thowing at the Varsity Tbeetre.

Harold Assitwwit mar
me
aa==111Ment Ms Mai*at
the state
*WE VI
,

Take, ray brethren, the preppie,*be have spires le the mar
the tank kir as example of sedestig, afflieneu and at
primer--James I:U.
The attitude of God's idierleg saints should be our example in
times of distress.

Truth!

BY Carl MktJr.
J. Edgar Hoover may be the finest man
in the
world. I wouldn't know. However, what does seem
apparent is a monumental conceit that makes him
balk at stepping down as director of the FBI, those
federal policemen who dress alike, look alike, think
• alike and act alike, before he reaches what no
doubt
his very own idea of a mandatory
retirement age-I00
"There is no such thing as a necessary man."

-
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Poetically.
Speaking 117
Bow Easy It Is To Misanderstamd
Once Wm Dad was very young he was invited to speak at a
large pawls& Dad was so nervous that perspiration tridded
town hisfare intIke meat. The only consolation be bed was in
the Withal he had spent days preparing his speech
he knew
t wet Hirt be gave his speech, not missinga Wee pest sof
ending on time. Dad felt be hod done a fine job and was hiskine
forward to the chime of the meeting when everyone would came
around sod ten Pm bow ped he was. Everything went peit
gliiied meant be iieve
inrAWM11111=1
:^No
bee
memo tor pro estlhe
glad yea are se piing. You WWIPak JIM awnI.Impreve at,"
Mao hes hod bar problem;to the eciumeiniaiden field se weft
Ow time de was ping as a hag he. trip sad art needed maw
gasto her car to get to the Ms.See wagged to Dove
the stoney
doe could lier the trip se she drove up the gas station end sod,
"I'm gain to Camas pm as, a dollar's worth." 'The attendee(
humanoid to be a ciao dist d'art get excited easily as be jest
Ended and said, "Ok."
Dad likes to take Mom and moist to the restaurant when to tan
afford it,so we took our annual trip. It was an mating affair with
mum and food and busy waitresses. This was a by day with
several families on their annual trip and the waitresses were
moving like nothing you ever sew. When the waitress brought nor
food Ded looked at her and said,"Yon are sisch a herd wider I'm
going to give you a good tip. The up w y
mildn't wort se
herd." She looked at Dad like he was the err.artest mon dot rear

French Proverbs
PROGAESS TO THE BACK WARD CLEWS
I woidd
like to set
the world
back
about two-thousand years

11M1 IASI NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.

—Tlismas 0. Per

Murray, Ey.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service &tilt Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON ANEW OR USED CAR

*********•*
•
•

I

0

•
a •

I

Enchned is poem oar fifteen year old granddaughter tntlipoaet!
sod suit to vs. Sevoratof our friends suggested we send in as they
&mad* it woad be dewed with others. She wrote the was pso,
tag her hasp into poetry. We are newcomers to dee area
hoeing limd hire fer two years. If yea do ast
rasa et do thu
sort of thin I understand. The puma
-•

•
•
•****••******

0

"Who Are My Greedprems"

ADULTSsavs:

THEY ARE
Ones who we wanted, are. who are missed
Ones who I cherish their hog and their Ides
7624333• Oues wbo I long for
•
the day they arrive
• Ours who make me happy for being alive
sad tell
•
2-16. 4 SU e It a
&
THEY ARE:
Elk & wit
St
OEM, Toe decided, that bye too far away
Mod would love to be with ovary day
Omitreceive from, better yet love to give to
Om who make anything old seem brand new

"A COCKEYED •
MASTERPIECEr•
•

MASH

NAOMI'ROM nom

CADU, Ky.,lay S—The Govenure Cassaussioa 41111 Caws
heniiire Buda Piroarag and du
Xernedry Ossepshaeave Rode
Mob* Candi will swam
S Staie Sad* Plawieg Caw
term:, Thursday and Friday
it Lake Bartley LodgeThis is the second sock canICelardry. with the
lereace
say previous anedag held last
november at Comdterland Falb
'Rate Park.
Attendance we Meade regional tompreheaserit Mesa Mius•
mos Corsica aistrom,
personnel of the maw& mow
clis. all Area Develops's* DieWet directors, seembeTS of the
. State Commaianive Health..
TIPSY-TM .
Fit(SCHEDE, -The Rea
. erlandsfun I—Willy Stockkers.
owner of a tavern, has bought a
mini-bus to drive home cousers who do not look fit at
cleans time
He said he bought the vehit4e
became manners complain it
is difficnk to get a taxi around
dein time The 'Vary taxi,"
which hos a mattress, a driven
by Meddlers

own;Immo

Fame Aft%

41

F ngailly

Sat. 1 til 3 p.nr.
-• •
aka the whokii family to a happy
rnoviir for a change

80steps kkjonah,

LATE SHOW
Fri. & Sat. 11:30

WANE
HARRY NOVAK
presents
IS

101
0110•101,
MOO 11111111110

[11
Adm. 75' to All

Ilpseb4
Stan din

7

I

ta

(6) 11111aan, dm. 1.25-Children Free
DRIVE i..774
IN
reeifrte

TON
,.,thru SAT.,

•.t

-v. *

P-L-U-S

Wilma
. _ onoalSTEIN-11.1Al2
roman

They explore love...
they teach love...
they're the love doctors.

husband ciliartrigid "thetete thairs- soma Oa cans to"Tie
Pia lad Pa arse he was Cieclarr le learn W Oa
deprived or
al minas

4
4
4
4

Rirthalay v/
hos

1934
9.1eetriewl Rnainrer
in

Klortrie Feirer
Heveria
Al At AL elk

mask wall

* Sunday thru Wednosda *

osKAR VON MILLER
(

PialleMil Le
East
W.
w York
19
ttaburgh
15
. Louis
16
10
Montreal
ago
11
• delphia
8
West
W,
San Francisco 20
Los Angeles
15
Atlanta
13
Houston
13
11r.Oincinnati
Sim Diego
7
Thursday's II
Houston 5 Montret
Los Angeles 5 Chu
Chicago at N.Y., p
St. Louis at Phila
'1 Today's Probabli
..., Chicago (Hand
Montreal (Morton :
. St. Louis (Gibson
Tort(Seaver 4-1),
i Houston (Wilsc
Philadelphia ( Bu
night.
Pittsburgh (Joh
Los Angeles (Sotto
Cincinnati (Gullet
Diego ( Arlin 0-4). l
Atlanta (Stone
Francisco (Perry 3
Saturday's(
Chicago at Montre
St. Louis at New '
Houston at Philade
Pittsburgh at Les A
Cincinnati at San
Atlanta at San Fra
I

POSTAGELadsMillififfES 4
May

the Murray Stat
will meet Tennesse
dl match today i
a* then close out
season Saturday in
with Southern Mina
pile Racers finish
T
t rek
Tvu9-team Holt(
'c in Shrevep
and beat Aus
Martin, in du
*re Reitz had the I
Aurray at Shrevep
t.lia 54 holes. Chris
2111, Paul Celah
Pilberth 234's E
litarcoullier a 235.
.in
i the sirnultaneo
Austin Peay and
IllSiberth shot a
larcoullier,
ar
rmous 76's; I
te a 79.
;
f -

nal 'he owe nortors
".."

Ilapssa

'Hy'Imo ST
UPI Sports
Pat Dobson is
winning for the
pions sometimet
easier than winnin
Diego Padres.
Since Dobson w
for the cellar-divi
last year, the Bait
were touting tin
newest possible 20.
when they obtain*

r

•

?fanning Cowed, naresania
5ves from the Renasay Pas
Cram DecenPlinent Oekie. Int
represeautives from preemies
al health related arvadatios
across die 'taw
Representatrves from Par
dose Am Development Dia
tries will grata R L Cooper.
Regimal.Consprebemive Heald
Connell; Rea Cale mid Ratan
0. 161ke.- State Comprebenase
Health Council representadver
mod Leon Smith, eseentive area
lor of Purchase Area Develop.
most District.
Mayer spiders at the conference wall Made Clyde W. Middam. dolma* at the KenCellelvdemsive Health
Pima% Comicd, Dr. Wiliam
R. Wased, special assistant to
the president for health affairs.
University of Kentucky: Frank
I. Groschelle, regional director
of Department of Health, Edocation and Welfare. Region IV,
Atlanta: Dr. Wiliam McElwain,
commissioner of state Departmein of Health, and Joseph M.
Gray, administrator of the Kentucky Program Development office.
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ME!

FABIAN FORTE
JOCELYN LANE
ASTRO WARNER
ADAM ROARKE

•
•

• MIEY ARE
atm who I tressiwe with each inernory I hold
Mato who him mode ins rich without gold
MOTT GOULD TOW WWI
Oes who have taught me the glory of Isle
Dame who have taught ene that there's always strife
•

CHILDREN'S MOVIE

Oriole!
From

Golf Tear
Plays To
And Satin

All Madiraw ItyanO'Nul

Stiste Health P
eonference Scheduled

:No Ow

•

4th Record Breaking Week

Generally, no—provided that
buy another house within
one year The federal government will usually allow you a tax
deferment, on the theory that the
sale is not an ordinary business
deal but a matter of personal
necessity.
But in order to qualify for the
tax deferment, you most fully
meet the conditions that the law
lays down. For example, your
second house must be not only
bought bin actually occupied
etworisass
'
within the one-year limit.
In one case, a man moving to
another city bought a house that
needed remodelling. The work
took considerable time, and his
family was still living in a rented
= apartment by the time the year
was up.
The Almanac
Nevertheless, he tried to get a
By United Press [Merman's' lax deferment by arguing that at
Today is Friday, May 7, the least his intentions were clear by
121tli day of 1971 with 238 to the time of the deadline.
Nut a court turned him down.
"[he judge said the law was based
The moon is between its first not on
what a person intended to
leerier and full phase.
do but on Wag he did,
?lir morning *tars are MerIL another'Can, a man failed
?fry Mare, Venus Mad Jupiter. to buy a second house within the
year solely because of a sudden
The evening star is Saturn.
illness. Was this an acceptable
On this day in history:
excuse? Again,
--In 1915 a German U-baat fhe court said a court said no.
the law "is unamas* the British liner "Laiiii;‘'hieuous and leaves no room for
• off Ireland; 1,191I pennon" InTurpretation because of unfora 1-.g 124 Americans, wore tonate-,circumstances," adding:.
-We ter powerless to rewrite
ast
the statute'
'
s
In 1945 Nazi Germany surrenWhat if yo
fired on the 2.979tit day at O.. house. instea cide to build a
buying one
World War II.
already in existen
In that
law does
arTua
troop;
case.
he
In 1164 Preach
give ou an
months.
us
leeway
Jared Me fortress et Caen Bois csir
long
as you have at least started
Phu awl wearinew frees whet is karaillisawM•Ib
ie
war misamos
he NMI Cow. Lavigne Walser paread.
Oae elouldl,lat Insider
a
St *Memo dad 411 maw as 14, anaspad a loon, boughs
and obSe age it 41
sned a Ituildlog permit — all
widow the year Sat actual work
ea the boom he sea pa begun.
Had he warted -auesesuctiai
A thought for the day:'awe so waify for der tax deArilliade seed, -Evers *hue femme
Yes The Treasury decided
hop have bees written demi,
Ow. with so essay tameable wells
Om might eat aiways • already sates, a cowld
ma fairly
ppm* anelland."
sera he 467•111

DRAG STRIP
RAINHAM, England r DPI s-The manager of a social dub
ys he is going to investigate
•
so incident in which a male
performer stripped nude in
front Of Zia women
CreiTgall_
* DOUBLE
: • THEY ARE
The center of attention at the
FEATURE *
lathes-only social night was
DANS who flow, IT "Very way
Under 13
316,
1131k 1110 t J6. WM • kas who here taught me the vest need to pray
Charlie Miller, 15, who said. "I
•
2:16, 61:1.11111.
SW
LOR
was engaged to do a drag act
0" Cloatithe mean more than the world to me
• *
•
/impersonate a woman', plus
Thyamin lie greatest rosedperwes there could ever te
FIF al/
.0
111
strip
"I had not Intended to do a
1111101
grip, hut the women
Lediarilklimes
r
leefe-yelling for it and I was
a
really in a spot If I hadn't
•
Starts Wet! Now Ti
• Vie saber si Ss poem is Dalin(Dane) Mayfield (.r5r4- done it, I would have been
booed. So I decided In do a
41101sr at lir, ad
Also -Grimms Faory .Tales For Adults Only"
L. a Mayashl at Iteessas Shores
-•
'trip and get off, They
lisadiaZr.
lab
Maw
yaws
sli.
as
et
knuary
17th.a
•••••••••
tr«e•
'
what they wanted
ateata MO SAM
idurutrd fur too "
t

@NM

you

BY TOM PERKINS

Bible ThoughtforToday
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20 Years Ago Today

wain raft laisks,britalbum 0. J. Ile*"alid

•
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Isn't It

...

LAWN
'
E

-.4

Frank Cm of Hapthomile dimmed In Iliatudy Lake neer
Eggeor's Perry Bridge molerdm Misr big thrown from a
speediest. His conipsuiee,Ma Davis,MUM,le swim toshore
after die boot wort:zed
Mu Jean Petrel, dmighter
sallialLlidgthun Futrell,
hes been 'circled as Morro; StMe's besulargessa easkisat
the Mows= Laurel Festiva meen cosiest at Ptirrille May Ma
blra Earl Massy. yid star mother of World War H,was elected
;readmit of the Americus Logien Auxiliary at a Amer m.aidel.
held at Sae & Omar*
Ikadi. Able Combeinkiwaitte Pucka,

New Ye. USW
By United Press laterna0ems1 at Los Angeles County beadies
Even though summer is more on the Pacific Ocean made VS
than a month away, lifeguards rescues during April.
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COMING Thurs., May 13 . . .

"PATTON"

America* Li
Emit
W.
Boston
16
'Baltimore
16
. Washington
12
Detroit
11
New York
10
Cleveland
8
West
W.
Oakland
19
Kansas City
14
California
14
Minnesota
13
Milwaukee
11
Chicago
10
Thursday's
Boston 10 Chicago
Balt 3 Callf 1 (1st,
Balt 3 Calif 1 (2ni
Minnesota 5 New V
(Only games sch
Today's Probabl
Washington IC
Minnesota (Blyleve
Boston (Culp 3-1)
ee (Pattin 3-3), ni
New York (Pete
Chicago (John 2-4
Kansas City (He
Detroit (Lolich 4-2
California (Wril
Cleveland (McDt
night_
Oakland (Segu
F1altimore (Cuellar
Saturday's I
Washington at Min
Boston at Milwauk(
New York at Chics
Kansas City at Di
California at Clert
Oakland at .Raltirni

7. 1971
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Orioles Sweep Doubleheader
From California Last Night

. •
FRIDAY—MAY

RHAY, KENTUCKY

Siamminl Sammy's Golf

p

S
RT
Future Is Not Certain
Winds Hurt Scores
•••••

not make the cut in
winter deal.
the doubleheader but they
"Well, I dunno. I was gonna Open; did
By MILTON RICHMAN
tied for 25th in
Open;
Citrus
the
But Dobson just managed to squeezed out two runs in the
UPI Sports Writer
give it another try this time but
Open; tied
Airlines
National
the
even his record as 2-2 Thursday fifth inning of the first game
NEW YORK (UPI)—Sam next year. .1 dunno."
28th in the Greensober
for
USGA's
and
out
the
right
Snead
come
night with a nine-hitter as the and the sixth inning of the
gave
I
Snead didn't
a tournament an which
Orioles swept a doubleheader second. Run-scoring singles by
say so but the implication was number, he told me he thought ()pen,
had something of a
always
he
from the California Angels by Brooks Robinson and Johnson
they'd be closed already and he
plain enough.
failed to make the cut
and
lock,
Lee
he
who
had
said
Trevino,
the
knows
He
through.
correct.
all
be
may
identical 3-1 scores. Dave decided the first game and
was
He
By MIKE RABUN
Masters.
to struggle through some bad
McNally, now 5-1, pitched a Hendricks' sacrifice fly and
Not only as far ass playing in USGA is like the umpire behind in the
UPI Sports Writer
there were those
Dobson's run-scoring single won DALLAS (UPF)—When those advice from his caddy, was the U.S. Open is Mricerned but home plate. It doesn't generally Each year
four-hitter in the opener.
saying "This is the
kept
who
among
two
shots
behind
-those
Boros
on
Julius
start
mind.
winds
its
regularly
change
playing
as
Dobson, who was 3-3 at San the second.
Texas
far
as
old fashioned
gonna win the
American to blow like they did during at 68 along with Gay Brewer, the golf tour as well.
the
other
forgot to file in 1962 and tried year Sam Is
Diego at this point last season, In
Open."
said, "I could have had a few League games, Minnesota Thursday's opening round of Bob Stone, Ted Hayes, John Snead pulled a rock by to 24 hours after the deadline
Nobody will say it this year
more wins this season but I Lopped New York 5-3 and the Byron Nelson Golf Classic, Schlee and Ed Sneed—who used forgetting to send inhis entry to had passed. The USGA told him
Sam Snead isn't even
because
be
teamgolfing
to
McGee's
tell
in
don't want to sound like I'm Boston routed Chicago 10-1.
the same thing they'll
the USGA so he could play
a person the size of slight Jerry
play.
to
going
the U.S. Open at Merion, Pa., Snead. Sorry, you're too late.
complaining. My goal is pitch- In the only two National McGee sometimes needs some- mate at Ohio State.
man with the
The group at one-under 69 next month. The deadline was
Not too long ago, Snead, This time the
ing well enough to win. The League games, Houston beat thing to hang on to.
to watch
going
is
swing
picture
led
by
was
defending
champion
Angeles
Los
more
and
in
5-2
-par
since
three
Montreal
who'll be 59
rest will take of 'itself."
Wednesday night and,
McGee had a four-under
screen
picture
the
on
Open
the
Dave Johnson, the leading topped Cincinnati 5-2. The 66 and a two-stroke lead over Jack Nicklaus and included Chi Snead neglected to file, he weeks, confided to his nephew,
it at all.
Oriole hitter at .333, agrees. Chicago at New York and St. the field to hang on to going Chi Rodriguez, Bob Charles, won't be able to play. You J.C. Snead, also a touring pro, —if he watches
Corcoran, his one"Dotxson should be at least 4-1. Louis at Philadelphia games into today's second round of the Masters Champ Charles Coody, might say the window was shut that he would quit tournament As Fred
and still best
manager
time
Blancas,
golf if he' didn't start putting
He pitched as good a game as were rained out.
In his face.
$125,000 event, but he must also Gene Littler, Homero
friend, puts it:
and
Beard,
Frank
Hugtr
an
Royer
up
set
that
rainouts
Open
I
two
mentioned
When
The
fickle
Oakland
Won
better.
pitch
Never
against
those
can
face
you
and
out
go
'The Murray State golf team
of a
interesting pitching match be- winds which killed many a who won last week in New Snead has won 84 recognized to Snead he didn't deny saying "This could be the end
lost to Vida Blue 1-0."
will meet Tennessee Tech in a but
era."
wonderful
will
Orleans.
With Paul Blair, Boog Powell, cause now Tom Seaver
PGA tournaments, more than it.
round and stirred up a tornado
dial match today at Cookeville
and Mery face Bob Gibson tonight for the watch during Thursday's play. Arnold Palmer bogeyed three Ben Hogan or any other player
he said wearily, more NETS SIGN
41 then close out its regular Brooks Robinson
UPI,—John
NEW YORK
all hitting under second time in two weeks when And if he survives the wind of the first five holes, but in golf history, but he never weary it seemed than I had
season Saturday in a home dual Rettenmund
Louis is at New York. he must then face the pressure fought the afternoon winds to won the U.S. Open. Religiously ever heard him before, "I was Duncan, a 6-7 rebounder from
has
St.
the
pitching
Oriole
.250,
Illinois.
with Southern
Gibson was off his form and from a host of the game's come in at even-par 70 along since 1937 he has tried, but thinking about it and maybe I Kentucky Wesleyan, was signed
rhe Racers finished second in been carrying the club. "Our
Nets
York
are doing it for us," was routed 12-2 when Seaver Pentesit
who are lined with a host of others.
even thqugh he was "champ" will, but I did want to play in by the New
tile 9-team Holiday-in-Dixie starters
. 'The smallish, slender (he for an hour-and-a-half once and this open."
Wednesday to a contract for
pitched a seven-hitter on April
said.
Hendricks
Ellie
catcher
behind
last
La.,
Shreveport,
Tsic in
weighs only 145 pounds) McGee subsequently finished second
a good thing because 26. But Gibson wll have his
Snead frequently has been the 1971-72 American Basketball
and beat Austin Peay and "It's
C
put his 33-33-66 on the board four times he never was able to called "the best player never Association season. Duncan, the
as a team. My chance for revenge tonight.
Martin. in duals Monday. we're not hitting
early Thursday, and then the win golf's premier prize.
Nets' eighth draft pick, scored
Rico Petrocelli drove in three
average is down to .153 and I'm
to win the open."
hake Reitz had the best score for
winds began to kick up to 33 When I reached Snead at his
routed the
Sox
points a game and
Red
17.9
the
as
even
Putt
runs
I
begin
with.
30-inch
to
a
Blew
worrier
for
ay at Shreveport, a 727
the 7,031- home in Hot Springs, Va., to In his first one at Oakland averaged 13.1 rebounds last
over
an
howmiles
good."
I'm
going
when
worry
54 boles. Chris Pigott had a
yard. par 35-35-70 Preston talk with him, the telephone Hills, Mich., in 1937, he looked season.
McNally, Jim Pal- %13ViltIttelatg
IZ
sv
Slf beGhai17, tleelesre
, Paul Celano and Bob Dobson,
showed up for the
Trail Golf Club layout.
fans
511
(2Cuellar
and
Mike
(5-0)
mer
like a sure winner. and waited
conversation went like this:
Vernon
berth 234's and
"I see the windiehave picked "How
nor under a tree for an hour-and-a- NEW CAPTAINS
you're
0) have accounted for 14 of the game in Chicago which
come
coullier a 235.
up," said McGee after his score playing in the open?"
EVANSTON, Ill. (UPI)—
Orioles' 16 victories. Despite rescheduled for Thursday after
half to find out whether the
the simultaneous duals with
was posted. "Hee, hee, bee."
O's are only being rained out Wednesday
course with Quarterback Maury Daigneau,
the
the
on
mean?''
their
only
"woes,"
player
"Whadd'ya
Martin,
U-T
and
Peay
711
McGee still had some frightbehind Boston and night. The White Sox made six WI-TISVILLE, KY. (UPI)
USGA says it never a chance to beat him, Ralph who set a school record of 22
berth shot a 74; Celano, a half-game
the Kentucky Colonels had their ening' moments, however, as "The
rout.
the
in
pass completions in his first
errors
almost
is
16-9
mark
their
received your entry and that Guldahl, could.
Johnny
if
one
call
and
would
they
coullier,
-dark clouds bearing heavy rains the deadline has passed."
Guldahl did by two strokes. varsity start, and safety Eric
m imic Raftlamosed-identical to the 16-8 record they Minnesota rallied for three WaY•
'euR61---14" and potential twisters moved
from the s'c
Planned To Play
had last May 6 when they had a -hint- in the eighth to beat Mel their fans beat
.
Two years later at Philadel- Hutchinson, interception leader
the Utah Shire
a 79.
help them
toward the course. Turbulent "They never sent me a slip. I phia Snead, the kickffrom the last season with six thelis, have
Stottlemyre and New York.
2 game lead.
/
11
In Friday night's third game of
Baltimore got only 11 hits in After Cesar Toyer tied the the American Basketball Mao- weather could have washed out didn't know when you were hills with the beautiful swing, been named co-captains of the
Stottlemyre
the day's scores, but the storm supposed to file."
game with a single,
needed only a par 5 on WO final 1971 Northwestern football
_one ciation playoffs.
moved away.
to play?" hole to win.. and took an team.
walked two batters
intended
you
"Had
intentionally _to load the bases That fan is All-American
McGee got going Thursday by "Well, I was gonna try. I've unbelievable 8.
two„un Artis Gilmore of Jacksonville making "my first put in four
ggss up
sod
FOR COKRECT
been in every one since 1937 but Snead's best chance perhaps
Nallemal Lowe
single just post seco„d b„, to University, whose 7-2 height the weeks," on the 12th hole (the they've always sent me a form. was in 1947 when he and Lew
East
Colonels could use right now
third he played). That one was I thought I had plenty of time." Worhsam wound up tied for the
Steve Braun that Horace Clarke
W. L. Pet. GB
since they are down 2-0 in the
handle.
30 feet long and he followed it "What are you gonna do lead after 72 holes. Snead then
couldn't
.635
the
Stars.
with
19 9
playoff
w York
DAY OR NIGH
drove in two runs final
with birdie putts of four feet on flow:"
Wynn
Jim
lost the playoff when he blew a
15 11 .577 1
ttsburgh
Gilmore, who signed with the
17th hole, five feet on the "I think I'll call the USGA 30-inch putt on the final hole.
the
a single and a double to
with
16 12 .571 1
Louis
Colonels for nearly $2 million,
second and 10 feet on the sixth. and ask 'ern if it isn't too late.
hand unbeaten Larry Dierker
Did Poorly Recently
COVII•f(V
10 8 .556 2
Montreal
The Murray State University his fifth victory as Houston will root fcs. his future
played real well for me," Do you have their phone Of late,"things haven't been
-I
and
third
11 15 .423 5 track team will wrap up its dual
the
in
liicago
teammates
he said. "I've never been an number?"
beat Montreal. Dierker went
going spectacularly for golf's
a 16 .333 7 meet season Saturday against seven
of the best-ofFlhiladelphia
innings and was lifted fourth games
exempt player (by being among "I've got their number. I'll biggest winner of all time. He
West
and
night
Friday
series
seven
arch rival Western Kentucky at after giving up a leadoff single
the top 60 players on the tour) give it to you, but what if they tied for 34th place in the PGA
W. L Pet GB Bowling Green.
Saturday afternoon.
I think I have a chance this say you're too late? Will you championship; tied for 51st
In the eighth.. Denny Lemaster
and
whipped
San Francisco 20 7 .741 ...
the year."
Stars
Since Murray and Western are and Fred Gladding finished up. The
bother trying again next year?" place in the Doral-Eastern
15 14 .517 6 considered the two teams most
138-125 at Salt Lake
Los Angeles
Wes Parker's run-scoring Colonels
2
/
61
.500
two-game
13
into
the
13
Atlanta
likely to win the Ohio Valley single started a four-run fourth City to move
13 14 .481 7 Conference meet nest weekend, inning that carried Los Angeles tead•
Houston
sPoi Saturay's tneet should be a good
to'••ts
The Colonels are eertatift
Cincinnati
past Cincinnati. Jim Lefebvre's
2 preview to the OVC.
1
7 19 .289 12/
a master shot-blocker,
San Diego
Gilmore,
run-scoring double, Bill Gragiven them a
have
Thursday's Results
could
Murray warmed up for the barkewitz' run-scoring single
Zelmo
Houston 5 Montreal 2
Western meet with an easy 90-49 and a sacrifice fly by winning defensive edge against
pivotrnan.
Los Angeles 5 Cincinnati 2
romp over Arkansas State pitcher Claude °deem corn_ Beaty, the Stars' ace
$3,788-00*
Base Car
53,792.00'
Base Car
$4.216 00*
Jim
Base Car
Chicago at N.Y., ppd, rain
Tuesday. Murray won 11 first pleted the rally. Cincinnati's As it was, Kentucky's 6-7
Automatic Transmission 321650
Automatic Transmission $217.00
was overmatched in
Std
St. Louis at Phila., ppd., rain places in the meet but all the
Automatic Transmission
Tolan injured his leg Ligon
Bobby
Beaty
$11590
- Rower Steering
• Today's Probable Pitchers
3115.00
winners had had considerably while running in the outfield trYing to stop the
Power Steering
Std
who
"
Power Steering
advantage of the mis▪ Chicago (Hands 3-3) at better performances in previous
took
Std
Power Brakes-Disc
Std
before the game. He's been
Power Brakes— Disc
Std
POlver Brakes —Disc
Montreal (Morton 2-4), night.
meets. Winning first places were sidelined by an Achilles tendon match to score 40 Wints
40
$66
Am
A
Radio
00
$66
RamFrank
New
Radio
at
Coach
AM
392 35
Colonels
St. LOUIS (Gibson 3-2)
AM Radio
the 44o and mile relay teams; Injury and will return t
ward,
$3230
Size
Std.
York (Seaver 4-1), night.
whitewairTires.
$3200
Size
Std.
Tire,
Whitewall
Tommie Turner, 220 and 440 Cincinnati for further treat- seY assigned Ligon, a forWhitewall Tires Std Size 334 45
Houston (Wilson 1-2) at dashes; Jim Kre)ci, mile and
to guard Beaty in order to
Protective Side Molding $33.75
$34 00
ment
Protective Side Molding
Std
Protective Side Molding
Dan
pivotman
(Bunning
Colonels
1-4),
Philadelphia
protect
pole
Doug
HONOLULU l'EAPit WINS
$44,250.85
hi*rris,
TOTAL
runs;
mile
trouble.
$4.256.00
TOTAL
••
$434280
night.
TOTAL
vault; Roger Worth, high jump; BINGHAMTON, N.Y. (UPI)._ Issel from getting into
Mtn
0111ersnee
Pittsburgh (Johnson 1-1) at Randy Smith, 100-yard dash; Pat Unseeded Nick's Fish Market of The strategy worked to the
MAO
Difference
Los Angeles (Sutton 0-3), night. Verry,intermediate hurdles; and Honolulu upset the defending extent that Issel avoided foul
matched Beaty
equipped 4-66ot 4rcRou models, excluding state lot local Wes and destination draws.
Cincinnati (Gullett 3-0) at San Toni Williams, triple jump.
"Based on manufuturers' suggested iel.el pi ices for comparablychampion Long Beach, Calif., trouble and
40
collecting
by
Diego (Arlin 0-4), nighL___
-point
-for
ad
recent
Point
a
Kirkland,
-1L—D.
Shamrocks, 15-12, 12-10, ThusAtlanta (Stone 0-0) at • Sea &don to the team, had his
day night to advance to the himselfon
3-1),
night.
(Perry
Francisco
performances in both the sho semi-finals of the Women's But in concentrating
Ligon
Saturday's Games
(45-5 %) and the discus (138-3). Division of the United States trying to contain Beaty,
Chicago at Montreal. night
The Murray-Western meet
Volleyball Association National was virtually no help to the
St. Louis at New York
Colonels on offense. He contribegin at 4 p.m.
Tournament.
Houston at Philadelphia
buted only three points and
Pittsburgh at Los Ang, night
snared seven rebounds—both
Cincinnati at San Diego, night
well below his season averages.
Atlanta at San Francisco
Utah Coach Bill Sharman
expressed concern about Issel's
American League
-performance.
Faust
"We've got to slow Dan Issel
W. L. Pct. GB
have maintained contact during down," he said. "He's a
By GARY KALE
16 8 .667 ...
Boston
last four weeks when talks tremendous performer. It's
the
UPI Sports Writer
° 16 9 140
'Baltimore
began again in earnest. The worth the money just to watch
(UPI
(—The
YORK
NEW
12 14 .462 5
Washington
current money war over the him and Beaty play against
11 13 .458 5 National Basketball Association signing .of top „college players each other."
Detroit
closest
its
at
10 14 .417 6 appeared today
New York
The Colonels never have
merger with the has made the situation uncom2 point of a
1
8 17 .320 8/
Cleveland
fortable, financially, for most beaten the Stars in Salt Lake
AssociaBasketball
American
West
dubs in both leagues.
City, but they won two of their
W. L Pct. GB tion since consolidation talks When the ABA first apthree games in Louisville
August, 1989.
in
began
11
.633
19
Oakland
proached the NBA on a merger during the regular season
chaired
committee
merger
A
While you're at it, move way over, Because
14 12 .538 3
Kansas City
two years ago, the older league
this is no cu1-down car. This is a full14 14 .500 3 by Abe Pollin, Baltimore Bullet expressed a willingness to
California
size Chrysler, with all the full-Size
2 owner, reported to the NBA discuss the proposal. However,
/
13 14 .481 41
Minnesota
Thursday
Governors
of
luxury you'll never find on a Ford
Board
5
11 13 .458
Milwaukee
talks broke off after the
session
seven-hour
e
or Chevy. Like the largest interior
after
and
2
/
10 15 .400 61
Chicago
in the medium price class. Like
the league ecided to recessive Carolina Cougars signed PhiThursday's Results
ladelphia's Billy Cunningham to
today.
Chrysler Corporation's esclusive
a.m.
10
til
1
Boston 10 Chicago
contract and Denver signed
Torsion•Outet Ride Even a new
broke for
committee
Pollin's
Balt 3 Calif 1 (1st, twilight)
360 V-8 that runs on regular gas
and then pencer Haywood out of colnight
Thursday
dinner
Salt 3 Calif 1 (2rid, night)
And when you add the features
reconvened to go over the fine ege.
Minnesota 5 New York 3
subsequently The AJBC Twin Lakes Bowling
Cunningham
you buy a luxury car for, the price
Royal
rus'er
merger
the
proposed
of
points
(Only games scheduled)
Id Carolina had reneged on Association held its double and
4-Door Hardtop
difference is enough to make Ford and
that failed to gain the threeToday's Probable Pitchers
signed a singles tournament Saturday.
and
agreement
ts
blush For the right car deal.you've
Chevy
for
Washington (Cox 0-2) at quarter majority necessary
the right place. Our place We'll
with Philadelphia. May 1, at Gateway Lanes north of
pact
to
cher
come
to
got
Minnesota (Blyleven 2-4), night. passage.
There are still two obstacles Benton.
move you up. Royally.
Boston (Culp 3-1) at Milwauk- "The board is willing to hear maining before a merger can
Murrayans who won first place
ee (Main 3-3), night.
honors were
everything we have to submit be affected.
AlfT1-1(11,11IF ii lF Al FRS
New York (Peterson 2-2) at concerning a merger," Pollin The NBA players association
Junior Division
Lynes
Chicago (John 2-4), night.
Girls
doubles—B8nnie
they
agaihat_the
suit
weren't,
law
they
a
has
said. "If
Kansas City (Hedlund 3-0) at could have voted it down in 20 league, claiming a merger and Linda Futrell.
night.
4-2),
Lolich
Detroit
minutes. As long as we keep would be in violation of the Girls singles—Janie Lamb o ith
Wright 2-3) at talking, there's progress. I feel Sherman Anti-Trust Act be- a 614.
California
Cleveland (McDowell 1' 41, the situation is encouraging." cause
eliminate Boys doubles—Gary Evans and
would
it
•
night
The ABA's Board of Trustees competitive bidding for players' Alan Jones.
3-2) at held a separate meeting Thurs- services.
Boys singles---Richard Scott
Oakland (Segui
Baltimore Cuellar 2-0), night. day and will meet again today. Then, there's the matter of with a 614.
Senior Division
Saturday's Games
It's primarily a waiting game congressional approval of a
doubles—Sandra
Washington at Minnesota
for the ABA. The league has merger. The two leagues must Girls
and
Hargrove
Sue Ann Adams.
consolidaBoston at Milwaukee
a
for
case
for
their
present
unanimously
voted
Girls singles—andra
New York at Chicago, night
merger and now the owners are tion to Congress and hope they
Kansas City at Detroit
simply waiting for the NBA to can join professional baseball Hargrove with a 563.
tite,..Murray
California at Cleveland
and football in enjoying exemp- The coach for.
make up its mind.
S. Fourth Street Murray, Ky.
Hero- VC.
Mrs
is
Helen
AJB('
Oakland at Baltunore. night
committees tion from anti-trust laws
merger
Both

By vrro STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Pat Dobson is finding out that
winning for the world champions sometimes isn't any
easier than winning for the San
Diego Padres.
Since Dobson won 14 games
for the cellar-dwelling Padres
last year, the Baltimore Orioles
were touting him as their
newest possible 20-game winner
when they obtained him in a

At Nelson lassic

Golf Team
Plays Today
And Saturday

p

1

OlOnels
Need Help
From Fa

Baseball
Standings

i.

Track Team
Dual Meet
At Western

TIME Ind
TEMPERATURE

1AL

753-6363

I ll I'L N II A ti

FORD LTD
BROUGHAM

CHRYSLER
ROYAL

CHEVY
CAPRICE

Move over Ford and Chevy

Chrysler Royal's
coming through
with yourkind of
price

NBA-ABA Merger Appears

At Closest Point Today

Murrayans
Place In

AJBC Meet

thh.ir

yMorilascoRspoir4AEnv

Come tothe
Place
R

You'll go home with the right car

Taylor Motors, Inc.
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She wants family
that's 'ready-made'
By Abigail Van Buren

plaundwe amenhers el Sie Gamma Gamma digger id Beta
Silvia Phi sanity who received perfect attemissee awards at
the Femder's Day Deniatit behl ream*. They are, left to right,
Illra. DaaWal, Mri. John Pawl Nesbit, Mn. Ed Thomas, Mrs.
Wind Alb kr See yews,amid Mn.Waste Parkin.
Ed Thomas, Mrs John Paul
Members Of Gamma Nesbitt,
Mrs. Dan Wall, and Mrs.
Wallace Parkin.
Chapter
Cam-ma
Mrs. Dan Wall, the 1970-71
Valentine Queen, was recognized
Presented Awards and
given a silver charm
lbe Gomm Gamma Chapter
of Beta Slow Phi met for the
IStli Avila
—
Founder's Day
linnianst with three other
'elhapIsrs at the Biltmore
Restaurant in Union City, Tenmessee ea April 26. The theme for
the banquet was "Light Many
A general weiconis was given
by the Union City chapter
members, and the opening ritual
was repeated by approximately
SO women in attendance. Tbe
Beta Sigma Phi Grace was said
before the dinner.
Following
dinner
entertainment was provided by
Carey Bates, a student from the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Branch.
The new pledges of the year to
each chapter were introduced.
Mrs. John Paid
Nesbitt
welcomed each of the nine
;dodges into Gamma Gamma
diapter, including two tranthrees from the No Phi Mu
dueler of Murray.
111110140111 of the year for the
01111111in Gamma chapter were
gists by UM Ed Thomas She
gave a summarized review of Use
ways anti means, social, and
service programs throughout the
past year, and the new officers
for the coming year were
acknowledged.
Perfect attendance awards
were presented by Mrs. Kenneth
Thomas to the following members of the Gamma Gamma
chapter: Mrs.,Willard Ails, Mrs.

honoring her as the Gamma
Gamma chapter queen by Mrs.
Ellis Perry.
The "Girl of the Year" honor
and award was bestowed upon
the Gamma Gamma President,
Mrs. Willard Ails. She received
an engraved bronze plaque, a
silver tray and a specially
written booklet signed by each
member of the chapter. Mrs. Dan
Wall made the presentation.
Mrs. Alla presented the
chapter's committee chairmen
with special charms for the
outstanding job done by each.
These went to Mrs. Ed Thomas,
membership; Mrs. Wallace
Parkin, ways and means- Mrs.
Jerry Duncan, social; and Mrs.
Dan Wall, service.
The banquet was concluded
with all members joining hands.
repeating the closing ritual in

In The `Superobese'
Food Is An Addiction
Treatment for severe obesity,
say two Chicago investigators.
should begin with recognition
that, tor the patient, sating is
an addictive habit.
From their observation at 35
"superobese" subjects, David
Swanson, MD, of Loyola University, and Frank Dinello, Ph.D,
of DePaul University, refer to
a "habituation syndrome" as
characteristic of the group. Food
for them served the purpose of
a drug, to relieve melee sad=rest.

Three-Week.

Eurolean, oil ay
Fathet14,,fin I
Mefingly
ur,d.q the

701*MilUCK

DEAR ABBY: I once read in your column where a
man
had been injured in the war and became sterile, and he
asked
you to find him a woman with a ready-made family. I
have
the same request. I want a man with a family. I am not
sterile. My problem is my looks. I am extremely fat. I am 18
years old and weigh about 250 pounds. Don't tell me to see
a
doctor and lose weight. I've been all thru that
without
SUCCie83.
I have never been kissed on a date, so daft get the idea
that I am a present skileskieg for some guy to marry her.
I kese Mini& mid mid Some to give my love to. I can
calk Sad IOW lid hoW.
better than any woman I know.
I've bed en farms and la the city, so it doesn't matter
where I live. I don't care if the man wants love or not. If he
doesn't, I won't bother him. If be does, I have plenty to give
him.
I insist on marriage and will promise to love and cherish
his children as if they were my own. I prefer an older man,
but it really doesn't matter. Sign me,
READY, WILLING AND NEEDY
DEAR READY: You obeissoly have very Mae self
esteem—became you are fat. Yon are willing to marry any
maim whe seeds a emik. boasekeeper sad miistitate Reedier,
bat is as prim IdasaeK, because you deal consider yourself•
prise either. You amid be wrong. Est girls was have less to
offer thaa yea are getting married every day to mes who
really love them.
Before agreeing, at age IL to weed the rest ed year Ills
With Mst any sae In return Ise year services, get some
cousselleg from year local isisaid health chafe. Yea will
thaak see for seeding yowl there.
DEAR ABBY: After 36 years, Grandpa has Jumped
the
fence. When I found out about it and told him I
knew, ha
west to pieces. He has been bending over backwards to
make
it up to me ever since. I have lost all respect for him
and
will Dever be able to trust him again.
I don't want a divorce, but it makes me sick to
look at
him, never mind sleeping with him! Can you give me a
word
of encouragement to help me go on? I am
broken-hearted.
GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Time heals all wowed,. (And sametimes wounds all Weis.] This is not the end lit
the world.
Have yes never done a deed which yea later regretted?
Have
yos aever seeskd to he fergIvea? Answer these
mestims
hsaestly, them concentrate ea some .1 the
geed things
Grandpa las ism thrimmet taw yews.
DEAR ABBY: I read about Alice who rode to school
every morning between two guys. She wanted to know what
to do about one guy who tried to "feel her up" under her
sweater. You told her to kook him on the noggin with her
loaded lunch bucket.
I'm reminded of a true story: In 1915, two brothers lived
on a farm in Greve. Their parents secured the services
of a
plump, fun-loving new hired girl. The boys would take hesleigh riding in their dad's new cutter. "Susie" tru call her]
always sat in the middle and seemed to enjoy the ride.
There was always a certain amount of horseplay, and on
this one occasion one brother approached Susie from
one
direction, and at exactly the same moment,the other brother
approached her (roan the other side. Much to their surprise,
their hands met! There was a dead silence. Then
the
brothers shook hands, and all three of them Dearly died
laughing.
NO NAME, NATURALLY
CONFIDENTIAL TO "MUST KNOW NOW" IN CITRONELLE ALA: The hdermatisa yea seek Is available for
the asking. Write to: Association Mr Voluntary flterilhades,
14 West 40th St., New York, N. Y. IOU.
What's year profiles? You'll feet better It yo. get it ar
your eked. Weise he MIST. Box 11111709. UM Angeles. Cal
NM. Per a passead imply seeker stamped. addressed
savunesc-P
For Abby's booklet. "Kew to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
mad 31 to Ahoy. Sox MOO. Los Angeles. Cal. NM.

Campbell Home Is
Scene Of Jessie
Ludwick Meeting
Mrs. Vernon Campbell was
hostess for the meeting of the
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the First
Presbyterian Church held pn
Tuesday, May 4, at one-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon.

Its

*Oaf

Italy Switzerland France
Germany Austria August 911i
No hurry. no worry, just the most relaxing three weeks you can imagine,
with a small group of congenial people like you! IMME alone would be
worth the trip LOURDES, where millions of pilgrims cOrre ININCE, sparkling
storybook town whose countless sights you reach by gondola Sumptuous.
glittering PARIS and fabled sceneS you're read so much about Charming
INNSBRUCK. treasure-laden FLORENCE, leaning tower at PISA. Cheerful
Bavarians are waiting for you at MUNICH. the Swiss$106
at ZURICH. LUCERNE. and other wonderful places
you ye always wanted to see From and to New York

The fourth chapter, "Born of
God",from the study book,"This
We Know", was presented by
Mrs, Jessie Rogers.
Mrs. Charles Crawford gave
the devotion with her scripture
reading from Luke pertaining it
the Lord's Prayer.
The chairman, Mrs. Campbell,
presided and the opening prayer
was led by Mrs.Henry McKenzie.
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WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9999

(After

500, 753-9161)

For best flavor, use bacon, franks and smoked
sausages within a week.
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TheTau Phi Lambda sorority
will have a progressive dinner at
Lb. bowan ad tars. Glenda Smith,
Mrs. Treva Grogan, and Mrs,
Carolyn Parks starting at 6:31:1
P-in.
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Majorette Auditions at Murray
State University will be at one
pan, in the recital hall, Fine Arts
Building, MSU.

se

Senior Recital of Charlotte
Putman, Owensboro ,soprano,
eill be at the recital hall, Fine
‘rts Building, MSU,at three p.m.
Mrs. Koska Jones will have an
,pea house at her home, "Hill
rest" from two to four p.m. All
'riends are invited to call.
sit and Mrs. Charles Oph
Grogan of Hazel 'Route Two nil

.7J11

I would
flounce my c
City of Mur

The MSU Women's Society will
have its spring luncheon at the
Kenlake Hotel at 12:30 p.m.
Reservations can be made by
calling Mrs. Dale Lemons 7536682 or Mrs. Don Jones 753-6134
before May 7.

The Baptist Student Union
clou will present a program at
the little Cypress Baptist Church
at seven p.m.

.2`,1,

kilwilifwewwwnewe

Sea Mists Swim Show will be at
the pool, Carr Health Building,
MSU, at eight p.m.

A pancake breakfast will be
held at the American Legion
Building from six a.m, to one
p.m., sponsored by the Young
Married Class of Calvery Temple
Pentecostal Church. The charge
is $1.00 for adults and fifty cents
for children.

•••

Jena Davis of
breshold, of be
second of rum
Murray
Stat
graduates to finn
scholastic standi
"Overwhelmet
only one gradua
her with a 4.0 ace
Miss Davis said
off now" because
to complete her
of student te
commencement
Quick to smile,
blonde daughter
Robert H. Davis
she has studied
other students. 1
for her scholast
Murray State
"organization an
The 22-year-oli
of Union County I
she did not reallj
ng
recordauntil* the ;
of her junior yes
"My parents ti
stride all along
"but toward the e
year many of my
remind me per
certain amount I
begin to build tho
Her only acade:
year history o
was Diane Elkins
Mrs. Willis M.Go
Miss., a 1962 gi
parents, Mr. an
(Dub) Elkins,
Murray.
Miss Davis, wh(
speech and hearth
minor in psych

Ai

Linda Adams

Student Art Show will open at
the Exhibition Hall and McCoy
Hall Gallery, Murray State,
today and continue through May
79.

We Specialize In Your Needs

Storage tip •

',NOME
1SWEIT HOME
AGAIN42,40

corn and peas, and one can
condensed cream of mushroom soup with one-third
cup water. Cover: heat
'lowly. Serve over rice
Two servings.

0.
A ..4.

St
401

Of Peat

Foods for the older person are the latest in new
product development. With
each year bringing more
senior citizens with more
money to spend, the need
for special food lines has
gained importance.
Product development is
aiming for new foods as
much as foods that taste-like and chew-like familiar
foods. Being developed are
finely minced meat stews
and orange juice without
the citric acid.
Also being explored are
methods of including nutrients in an easy form
such as a nutrient-fortified
chewing gum.

Sea Mists Swim Show will be at The Almo Elementary School
the pool, Carr Health Building, at PTA will hold its final meeting of
eight Pin.
the school year at the school at
two p.m. All parents are urged to
Mrs. Jack Shell
Pony League baseball tryouts attend.
will be held at the Pony League
a graduate of Murray Higt
Field in the Murray City Park at
School and Murray State
five p.m. for boys 13 to 14 years The Theta Department of the University
where she affiliated
Woman's
Club
have
will
Murray
old.
a breakfast at the Holiday Intl at with Alpha Gam.
International Reunion Day will
seven am. Mrs. Arlie Scott is
Saturday, May 8
be held on Saturday, May 8, at
Rev. and Mrs. Felix Balesitine hostess.
Holiday Inn in Murray. Members
will be honored at an open house
at their home on Murray Route The Sigma Department of the from throughout the Western
The
Kentucky Area will join' the
Three in observance of their 50th Murray Woman's Club will meet
active
members from Murray
wedding anniversary from two to at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
State University to observe this
four p.m. All friends and Mesdames Gene Land*, Hal
Houston, Jere Stripling, Do 'mud day.
relatives are invited.
Other
officers
hostess. can help you
in
the
Henry, Hunt Smock, and Buddy
organization
over the anxiety of getinclude: Secretary,
The Calloway County 4-H Club Valentine as hostesses.
ting acquainted in new
Mrs. Clegg Austin; and
Rally will be held at Calloway
surroundings and make
treasurer, Mrs. John Nutter.
County High School at one p.m.
you feel at "Home
The Suburban, Homemalars
The club meets 'regularly
Speeches and demonstrations
Sweet Home," again.
Club will meet at the home of throughout the year. Mrs. Shell
will be given. For information
Mrs. Varro Clark, 1004 Waldrop served her firtyear as president
She will bring gifts and
call 753-1452.
Drive, at 7:30 pan. Mrs. Holmes last year.
vital information from
Dunn will be co-hostess.
__your neighborhood boar'
"Slave Day"will be held by the
D118 and civic kaderb.
Tuesday, May U
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at
fruit
can
More
Murray State University. For odd
The
New
Providence
jobs and car washes call 767-2370 Homemakers Club will
Phone t53-23711
meet in
or 753-5672.
the home of Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon
Myrtle Mae Grogan
There'll be freshfrtdt
753-1365 '
at one p.m.
aplenty. More fresh citrus
The Captain Wendell Oury
will be available this year,
the Most
Famous Basket
and there are lots more
Chapter of the DAR will meet at The Westside
Homemakers pears, apples, and grapes
in the World./
the home of Mrs. Ralph Slow at Club will meet at the
home of .. and prices will be lower
two p.m. Mrs. W.Paul Hale, state Mrs. Harold Forbes at
12:30 p.m. than last year.
chaplain, will be guest speaker.

Combine one cup
chopped cooked beef, onefourth cup each cooked

IS MORI!NAN
JUST A W0110

Sturgis

New foods for
senior citizens

United,- will be held at the prst Center, Ellis Drive, from two to Mrs. Jack Shell has beer
Presbyterian Church at ten a.m. four p.m.
elected president of the Alpha
A potluck luncheon will follow the
Gamma Delta Sorority Alumnae
Monday, May If
program.
_
The Crestive Arts Department for next year.
the Murray Woman's Club will Mrs. Shell is the daughter of
of
The 'Laker Songfest", the
Mr.and Mrs. Harvey Ellis. She ii
a business meeting at 9:30
have
spring concert by the three
choruses of Calloway County am. followed by a brunch at
High School, Mrs. Josiah Dar- 10:30 am. at the club house.
nall, director, will be presented Members may bring guests. If
not called, contact Mrs. Macon
at eight p.m. at the school.
Blankenship 753-4395.
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens will meet at 12 The
Calloway
County
noon at the social hall of the First Genealogical Society will meet at
United Methodist Church. A the home of Mrs. James Byrn at
potluck luncheon will be served. 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. P. A. Hart as
In charge of the arrangements cohostess.
are Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Scruggs,
Mesdames Bertie Parker, Neva
The !slat:tie Belle Hays Circle of
Waters, Mildred Sharpe, Lela the First United Methodist
Shackleford, and Bryan Tolley. Church WSCS will meet at the
social hall at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, May 9
Kenny Rogers and the First
Edition group will appear at the
fieldhouse at Murray State at
7:30 p.m. Call 762-2593 for tickets.

Red Carpet
2
FICA
Cleaning
Papal Audience Maintenance Co.

An audience,with
Holiness. Ptgole RIUI '.1,is scheduled. as well as .
tomeehentive tour of

Mrs. Jack Shell
Elected President
Irsiday, May 7
be honored at a reception in
The May Fellowship Day, honor of their KO wedding an- Alpha Gamma Delta
sponsored by Church Women niversary at the Coannunity

A Ham Breakfast will be held
at the Dexter-Hardin United
'Methodist Church with serving
Announcement was made of the from five a.m. to ten a.m.,
May Fellowship day program of sponsored by the Methodist Men.
the Church Women United at the Proceeds will go to the hanPresbyterian Church on May 7, dicapped children from the
and of the church May Family Merray-Benton area.
night supper on Wednesday, May
12, at six p.m. at the church
Bake sales will be held at
The meeting was closed with Roses, Big K, and on the court
the Mizpah benediction. Mrs square from nine a.m. to 12 noon
Campbell served ice cream and by Murray Assembly No. 19
cake to eight members piesent Order of the Rainbow Girls.

Skillet special
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After 38 y(
I know som
Murray.

r

If elected
better place

LITTLETON'S

193_ Wow

L.
\

Will Be Open
Mother's Day
Sunday, May 9
1:30 — 5:30
REGISTER FOR

$25°' GIFT CERTIFICATE
FREE Soft Drinks for Everyone!

LITTLETON'S

"The Happy Yellow Store"
Coot Sciume
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Key Wins Three-Way
Puryear Mayor's Race

1V CAMEOS: Herschei Bernardi

best academic average who was
initiated as a freshman into
Alpha Lambda Delta honorary
society.
Besides recognitien for her
scholastic achievement, which
included membership in Alpha
Jena Davis of Sturgis is on the thought of making history when
Clii national honor society for
Areshold of becoming only the the enrolled as a freshman in the
scholarship, she was also
second of more than 16,000 fall of 1967.
honored as a member of "Who's
State
Murray
University "It never occurred to me to say Who in American Colleges and
graduates to finish with a perfect •I'm going to make all As' or
Universities" on Honors Day.
scholastic standing.
anything like that," she points She has also been a member of
"Overwhelmed" to burn that jut. -It just worked out that the Hester Hall Dorm Council for
only one graduate Ina preceded way."
two years and is active in the
her with a 4.0 academic standing, She had one close call. When
Speech and Hearing Club on the
Miss Davis said the "pressure is she arrived home from her work
campus.
off now" because she has merely at a summer camp about two Her experience as a student
to complete her nine-week cycle weeks after achool ended in the
teacher has reinforced her desire
of student teaching before spring of 1969, her sophomore
"to be of service to children,"
commencement June 5.
year, she found her grades either in a clinic or in public
Quick to smile, the soft-spoken waiting for her.
schools. She has been working
blonde daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Much to her surprise, one of
this spring with children in the
Robert H. Davis does not believe them was a D.
six elementary schools of the
she has studied much more than Before she could explain to her
Calloway County system.
other students. Her explanation parents that someone had made a "My enjoyment in dealing with
for her scholastic perfection at mistake because she knew the
these children has been difficult
Murray State is simply grade should have been an A, to measure," she explains.
"organization and luck."
they were comforting her with
Her elaboration revealed that
The 22-year-old 1967 graduate the ironic consolation that she is a scholar with perspective:
Arnie
Actor and farmer Herschel Bernardi, who plays
of Union County High School says "Nobody's perfect."
are
"Teaching affords personal
sorbs' "Arnie," contends that he and his character
she did not really begin thinking She had no difficulty in having satisfaction far beyond what I
graduating with a perfect the error corrected. But, in ever expected—and that's really
years of touring in a one-man
By BILL DUNN
show based on the folk tales of
record until the second semester retrospect, she considers it a more important than grades."
Car.
York
BORN IN New
S h,,o tem Aleichem, Herschel
of her junior year.
close call because "if it had been
Herschel Bernardi began hks
rate to Broadway in another
dis
of
age
"My parents have taken it in a B instead Of a D, I might have
acting career at the
A ichern derivative. "Fiddler
ha
stage
on
stride all along," she recalls, accepted it and never checked on'
months, appearing
on the Roof." And now, of
-mother,'
actress
the arms of his
"but toward the end of my junior it."
course. Bernardi stars in the
Leine., playing the approprialik CBS comedy, -Arnie."
year many of my friends began to Calling herself "not athletic at
.
being
role
the
part of an infant,
.• •
remind me periodically. So a all," Miss Davis says the only
years
many
"a carry-on." Now
BUT AFTER having arrived
.certain amount of pressure did other problem she encountered in
later Herschel has left New at the top, Herschel Bernardi ellsUse
begin to build then."
and
maintaining the record was in
NEW YORK (UPI)—"It is York for California
co -era that "you're only as good
Her only academic equal in the some
physical possible that the Dow may stage for television.
required
as your last picture or book."
thethe
up
While its a move
year history of Murray State education courses.
There's the pressure and "the
show a relatively perfunctory
unsuccess
was Diane Elkins of Murray, now "But the instructors know performance from now on," atrical ladder and
In discussing
his. Herschel abyss of failure."
Mrs. Willis M. Gooch III of Biloxi, when you try hard and I suppose I Spear and Staff, Inc. believes. questionably is
he repeatedly referred to
it,
"As
saying,
qualifies it all by
Miss., a 1962 graduate,
a good deal of consideration The company feels the Dow you climb up, they take the Charles Reieh's provocative
book, "The Greening of Amerparents, Mr. and Mrs. W
reasons.
for effort," she
Jones industrial average may rungs away." Then adding, -I ica." Bernardi agrees with
in During the recent Honors Day
way."
that
(Dub) Elkins, still
advance "only" 100-200 points don't want to live
new conHerseh- Reich's view that "a
Murray.
ceremonies at Murray State, over the
next 20 onths. By way of explanation.
sciousness" must emerge, in a
his
about
Miss Davis, who has a major in Miss Davis was presented the "Stocks.. will have their ups el Bernardi spoke
valand - his sense a return to simpler
speech and hearing therapy and a Marie Leonard Book Award as and downs, but....for secondary childhood, the theater,
ues-and a rejection of the drive
California
in
interest
minor in psychology, -ted no the graduating senior with the stocks, the odds favor more present
for power, success and material
.
farmland.
possessions. Herschel sees it as
•
•
•
Spear
advances than declines,"
back to the values and
"going
beginthe
BEGINNING at
predicts.
ideals of a kid."

Sturgis Girl On Threshold
Of Perfect Standing At MSU

Bernardi Weekends On Calif

Wall Street
Chatter

The market's climb to the
"difficult 950-960 area" on the
Dow was inspired by "the first
glimmerings of a business
upturn," according to Harris,
Upham & Co. The company
adds that the all-time peak in
1986 is only 5 percentage points
away. "Although the 1000 level
is likely to be bettered during
this bull market it would
sunrise few people if there were
a minor correction first," the
company says.

ning. Herschers childhood, a bit
out of the ordinary but happy
nevertheless, had its share of
youthful optimism and idealism.
His parents, Jack and Laina.
both actors, provided their children with a homelife filled with
respect for the stage, books, and
music. It's not surprising that
Herschel decided on a stage career early in life.
"But I became a welder in
1940." At that point it was a
maLter of making money. But
Bernardi's creative impulses
were in no way stifled by the
new job. He !Rigid that while

As for his own solution to
"the hassle, pressure,and smog,"
Herschel proudly mentioned. "I
bought :l farm. And I love what
I'm doing there." He spoke of
the fun he's having building cor-

Puryeas, Cottage Grove and
Henry held city elections
Saturday, with light voter
turnouts in all towns.
In Puryear, Rudolph Key was
elected mayor with a total of 115
votes. He defeated two other
men, Max Wimberly, who polled
38 votes, and J. C. Darnell, who
polled 3.
C. H. Parks was elected city
recorder with a vote of 130. He
had no opposition.
Four men were elected
alderman. Those elected included Glynn Orr with 106 votes,
Harvey Pascahll with 94, Joel
Atchison with 92, and Max Dale
with 86. Trailing the winners
were Milton Smith with781 votes,
Carl Childers with 77 and
Barchall Doran with 65.
In Henry incumbent Mayor
Nuvo in the CBS hit
Glen Lipps had no opposition
"fish out of water."
and polled a complimentary
vote of 71. Leo Davis was also
fornia, is a two-hour flight from on opposed for recorder and
the Los Angeles studios. Her- received 76 votes.
schel jokingly suggested that
CBS send his scripts to him itia
falcon or carrier pigeon, allowing him extra time up there
away from the hectic life.
Weekdays Herschel's in town
to play Arnie Nuvo. A character in the best tradition of the
nouveau riche, Arnie advanced
his economic lot with a promotion from the loading docks to
company executive, but not
without encountering transitional difficulties. Therein the story
lies. "We use contemporary
Ideas and extract the humor."
Herschel contends.
•

• •

THg SHOW'S star, Bernardi,
closely identifies with the show's
main character, Nuvo. And now
beginning the shooting for the
second season. Herschel would
like his character to reflect the
conflicts of daily 'living, the
pressures from success and failure, and the wish for 'simpler
values that he himself has experienced. Arnie, like many of
us, Herschel concludes, is "a
fish out of water."

Yes!

All aldermen were returned to
their posts with complimentary
votes. Those elected included
Glenn Scott with 75 votes,
Gordon McFadden with 71
votes, George N. Parker with 70
votes and Jimmy J. Morgan
with 69 votef.
In the only contested race, the
incumbent city marshal, J. L.
Rawls, was defeated by R. L.
Dinwiddie. binwiddie polled 64
votes to Rawls 27.
There was no opposition in
any of the races in Cottage
Grove.

...the herbicide .
that controls the
10 Most Unwanted'
soybean weeds.

Vote totals for each candidate
were not learned, but 41 persons
cast ballots.
Reelected were J. T. Barney,
major; W. D. Cox, city recorder; and aldermen Robert
Snow, Ray Nichols, Thelma
Bell, James Wheatley, E. W.
Call and J. R. Smith.

rals, a greenhouse, and a !canto that developed into "a laydown." The idea though. isn't
This coming seiyain. CBS
"do it yourself but try it yourWilliam B. Olds was reelected
-Arnie" to Monday
switches
self,"
Town Marshal.
nights
The farm. in northern Cali-

I

-UNIROYAL

Lynn Grove
Seed Mill
Lynn Grove, Ky.

solde•

William R. Furches
I would like to take this opportunity to announce my candidacy for City Councilman of the
City of Murray, Ky., on May 25, 1971.
After 38 years in business in Murray, I feel that
I know some of the problems and the needs of
Murray.
If elected I will do my best to make Murray a
better place to live.
Your vote and influence will be greatly appreciated.
William R. Furches

he could give the
"The stock market investor weldingftOWNWielir
tgaid• 0..4141bi
,
extra
must tlbw, as always, be more calling it -baroque weld." ---1C1`
concerned with future than Continuing, Herschel reports
present performance of the ite7ntually went back to act;
I did
economy," Bathe & Co. advi- mg."It was the only thing
be not good
ses. The company adds that it well." e adds, "I'dbut
an actor
things,
is "optimistic" about the future at a lot
what I h" And his theatis
of the economy and also that it
After
rical credits -prove it.
considers the market is "selling
at historically reasonable price
earnings multiples" while free
of speculative excess. "We
Mgt conclude that the direction of the market in coming
months is more likely to be up
than down," Bathe says.

There is a possibility the
market may "run out of steam
or simply run into too much
supply before the DJIA can
make it across 1000," Hoppin.
Watson & Co. warns. The
company feels "anything can
happen" as the "magic number" approaches. One posibility,
the company says, is another
major speculative top but the
firm adds it is "perhaps a little
too widely expected to be a
serious contingency—but who
knowsl"

by Mr lawn dower Safety

The Riding Mower
NEW YORK (ED) —If you've

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

let

R

We,lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell ifs
what to do.-They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need -and use -our service So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies. equipment, maintenance, extra
••• help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment prograrns to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs - any -fedson of the year—with a seasoned money
pro: the man at pCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit. Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

got, a really big yard. you've got UNIQUE is the job of Roger
a really big job. And, if you like
Nixspending time pruning your fruit E. Johnson, President
trees or tending to your roses, on's newest aide,,,akip.vn
you probably resentthe time it his desk in the Executive
takes to mow your lawn. But, if Office Building. Johnson, a'
you let it go too long, your prized
friend, has "the unroses will quickly be hidden by a Nixon
knee-high nereen of jungle grass! usual job of keeping NixThe best way for you to Kim- on's friends friendly The
plify life? Use a riding power President has friends he
mower ... it's perfect if you have
would like to see but dous
lame areas to keep trimmed.
Rut, as with any motorized ye. not have time, and Johnson
hiek, there aye certain safety is to keep up the contacts.
procedures to follow. Be sure to
test drive your machinedand un- NAME COACH
TROY, N.,. (UPI)—Billy
derstand how it works, before
.vou put it to work. Watch where Kalbaugh, playmaker on the
your
you drive. You-wouldn't put
Bob Lanier-led St. Bonaventure
ear in reverse without seeing
basketwhat's behind you .. , name holds teams, has been named
true for your riding mower. Do ball coach at LaSalle Institute.
the kids want a spitbaround the Kalbaugh's father coaches at
yard? Your mower isn't a motor•
Polytechnic Insticycle ... it's dangerous to carry Rensselaer
petteengers. Don't try to operate tute in Troy.
your riding mower if you're not
ton near 'lit, w.
in the driver's seat. Chair your and, don't drive
highways, etc.
i's rd nf debris hi'fort'
!rally
Sound eorunlicatee
and keep a look-out for anythine
a lIttle
ou missed that mgrktget caught isn't. It only requires
faicilim ity
in the Isfilleri. When yetere mow. eorrintnn sense and thi!,
ing steep slopes, work up and v..ith year machiny ruleon
down for best stability. Use cau- follow thy safety
see
Fur more aafeti
tion when mowing • hill . . aciously.
don't start or stop suddenly. your local power mowei
Lawn Mme,
When you move from one area to -he's Mr.
neighborhoo.1
another. disengage the blade in..youy

Two ridiculous gimmicks of the1940's.
when they come out with the
Everyone kaurlhed
.
•
television.
6M 3,000 Miles
A bortihdt could show pictureslr
Absurd.
away?
cracked up when we came
But everyone
.
Volkswagen
Out with'the
the Lid TO Ifs-itun,k in the
(1
en
its
Car
A
the front norithe
neither
in
riJ.Liii)tor
front? Anil its
back?
It even lookeo like a lake.
But time marched on,
The television clicked.

The Volkswagen accelerated.
People liked the idea Of a car that didn't drink
gas like water. Or oil like water. Or, for that matter, didn't even drink water.
Some strange people even liked the idea that it
wasstrange looking.
In fact, 1:),;.tt oit car makers now like the idea ofja
e their own.
VW so mch that they decided to f
51ou
cars
around,
oh
new
those
even
And
the fate ef the oug sstill seture.
This is the first year for ah of the others.
We've NA 23 years Of re-runs.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat..,730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
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Emmy Awards Take Top Spot On Video Screen This Week

Bap

Scotts I
Worship Service
Evening worship

SUNDAY

the 9-11 period formerly given ing World War II in an AmeriBy JACK GAYER
gle to survive in prehistoric
WEDNESDAY
topher Plummer as a British
NEW YORK (UPI)—Televi- Limes (R).
-Kraft Amite Hall" on NBC to "The Johnny Cash Show" can bombing attack IR).
safecracker who becomes a
Surulse Seinester Know Your Bible
11:31)
sion's own Emmy Awards take
TUESDAY
a( 9 has "The Kopykats," com- and "The Young Lawyers," The CBS movie at 9 screens World War II hero (RI.
Sego Bros.
Torn & Jerry
7:00
a top spot in the new week's CBS preempts "The Beverly edy - variety show with Edie both cancelled).
1963's "Tarzan's Three Chalfor May 8 or thereafter
7:05 Farm Digest
programming. The ceremonies Hillbillies" and "Green Acre's," Adams, David Frye, Frank Gor- NBC's "Four-In-One: Rod lenges," starring Jock Mahoney. Ads'
7:15 Report
•
10
Sunday
at
will be on NBC
7:30-8:30, for a puppet special, shin, Will Jordan, George Kirby Serling's Night Gallery at 10 A struggle for the throne in a
7:30 Discovery
World-Tomorrow
Penelope PitstoP
has "Room With a View,""
p.m.
"The Frog Prince," featuring and Rich Little (R).
country in Southeast Asia IR).
8:00 Roadrunner
Three Stooges
Carl Tipton
CBS offers a Tuesday special Jim Henson's famous muppets. ABC brings back the 1966 Little Black Bag" and "The NBC's "Strange Report"
at
8:30 Hot Dog
entitled "The Frog Prince," a Steve Lawrence, Cass Elliot -Love On a Rooftop" comedy Nature of The Enemy," three 10 offers "Racist—a
most dan9:00 Jambo
Johnny Quest
puppet-type entertainment for and Louis Nye are on Don series for a summer run, stories dealing with the bizarre gerous proposal." A racist lead9:33 Herald of Truth uok Up & Live
Cattanooga Cats
the young; the running of the Knotts' NBC hour at 8.
9-9:30. Judy Carne and Pete and supernatural (R.
er is eager to become the prime
10:00 This is the Life oral Roberts
Discovery
Preakness and an American ABC's movie at 8:30 screens Duel play a young married
ABC introduces a new half- suspect in the murder of a civil
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
Basketball Association playoff "Weekend Of Terror," starring couple
hour sports series at 10:30 with rights clergyman (postponed
l
i e: Francisco.
11:00
FhPPer
Sierra Club
game on Saturday.
Robert Conrad and Carol
'The
rtal," one-hour ad- "NFL Action." The 18-week from April 30).
Set
Pet
1130 Worship
Face the Nation
ABC begins a summer re- ley in a story about three nuns venture series, is revised as a skein will review highlights of
1200 Meet the Press AAU Track & Field News Cool.
placement series called "It held hostage by two homicidal summer replacement on ABC, pro football in 1970.
SATURDAY
Card.-Baseball-N.Y.
12:30 Newsmakers
Was A Very Good Year" on kidnapers (R).
9 30-10:30.Christopher George
CBS broadcasts an American
1:00 Ebony Exp.
THURSDAY
Monday, reprises the "Love On NBC's movie at 9 screens stars as a man whose blood
Basketball Association playoff k rAck
The CBS movie at 9 screens
1:30Gidget
a Rooftop" and Tom Jones va- "Plymouth Adventure", star- contains antibodies making him
game at 2 p.m. (Teams to be
2:00 Baseball-All. at S.F.
1966's
"A
Covenant
With
Death"
riety specials on Saturday.
ring Spencer Tracy and Gene immune to disease and old age.
announced).
2:30
Highlights (times EDT):
Tierney in a film about the Pil- r These two ABC rrvivals fill starring George Maharis and The 96th running of the
- Arab
3-09
SUNDAY
grims and the Mayflower (R). all but the final half hour of Earl Holliman in a drama about Preakness horse race at Mary3:15
a man sentenced to hang for
ABC has reserved 2-4:30 for
land's Pimlico Track is covered
Bill Anderson
Big Valley
3:30
the death of his wife, whom he
a National Basketball Associaby CBS at 5.
Movie
Award
4:00
did not kill.
tion playoff game between Bal"Tom Jones . . .Such Special
4:30
Animal World
Joey
Heatherton,
Eva
Gabor,
Milwaukee,
a game
timore and
Friends" is a musical variety
4:45
Paul
Lynde,
Norm
Crosby and
that seems unlikely to be necesspecial on ABC at 8:30. The star Both immediate and lasting
Reports
5:00 Comment
heavyweight champ Joe Frazier
results. Easy to use
sary at this writing.
is joined by Paul Anka, Dusty Guaranteed
to
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
give
are on Dean Martin's NBC show
CBS at 2 telecasts a Stanley
Springfield
professional
and
Gorshin.
Frank
exterminator
Johnny Cash
Lassie
6:00 Scene at Six
at 10 IR).
Cup playoff game of the Nationresults
when
used
as
Saturday
"NBC
Night at the
Hogan's Heroes
6:30 Disieyland
FRIDAY
directed
al Hockey League, Montreal vs
Movies"
at
screens
1967's
8:30
FBI
Ed Sullivan
7:00
ABC preempts 'That Girl"
Murray Lumber Co.
either New York or Chicago.
"Triple Cross," starring Chris- 104 Maple St7:31 Bill Cosby
and "The Odd Couple," 9-10, for
Murray. Ky
From 4 to 5 NBC presents an
8:011 Bonanza
"The Lagoon of Lost Ships,"
Glen Campbell
Movie
original television play, "Sit
8:30
one of the documentaries of
Down, Shut Up or Get Out," by
4:00Emmy Awards Jackie Gleason
"The Undersea World of Jacques
Allan Sloane, dealing with the
10:00 Scene at Ten News
Costeau" series. Exploration of
News
problems of a gifted 13-year-old
[
Perry Mason
Phone '753-I27Z
10:30
Japanese vessels sunk in Truk
Movie
boy in a high school environ11:00 Tonight Show
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Laeoon
in
the
South
Pacific
durment.
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
The Late Show
11:30
The final round of play in the
12:00
Byron Nelson Golf Classic at
Dallas, Texas, is on ABC from
MONDAY
4-30 to 6:30.
"The Love Child" is the
5:45
Country Journal
"Bonanza" tale on NBC at 9 A
News
6:00 Morning Show
young unwed mother turns to the
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
Cartwrights for help when
7:00 Today Show
Bow
rebuffed by her father.
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
NBC preempts "The Bold
Mike Douglas
8:30
Romper Room
Ones" fora 10:00-11:30 broadcast
9:00 Dish's Place
Hazel
of television's 23rd annual Emmy
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
a
ts*. with Johnny Carman as
NM We Costis7 Family Affair
Gourmet
in Hollywood.
10:101ffIlywood SperaeLove of Life
That Girl
MONDAY.
.
, 11:10 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
"It Was A Very Good Year"
11:30 Who, What where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
bows on ABC in the 8:30-9 spot
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
as a replacement for "The Reel
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal Game." Mel Torme stars as
host-narrator in this backward
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed Game
glance at the U.S. from 1919 to
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
1968 with each program focus2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
ing on one year, the first being
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
1945. Guests will be personali3:00 Another World
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadowc
ties involved with the various
Lucy Show
3:30 Here Como-Brides Gilligan's Island
periods.
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
"NBC World Premiere Movie
4:30 Wild, Wild West
Encore" at 9 offers "Berlin AI
5:00
News
V _
lair," stairrtng flatten letedsvin
5:25 News
Weather
T E
ai)in space puts t e news
sN• • H
Weaver
Fritz
and
in
a
drama
News
5:30 News
News
spotlight on these scenes fyom a decade ago. Here is
about
a
who
spy
must
hunt
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Alan Shepard, suited 'up 4 the first astronaut, and a
Let's Make A Deal iown his close friend (R).
6:30 Red Skelton
Gunsmoke
photo of his rocket lifting tff. And getting a medal in
The ABC movie screens "One
Newlywed Game
7:00 Laugh hi
• Washington from President(ennedy. Kennedy is shown
7:30
It Was-Very Gd. Yr. Million Years B.C." starring
addressing a joint session gtCongress, when,he said, "I
Here's Lucy
Welch
Raquel
and
John
Richbelieve this nation should commit itself to achieving the
8:00 Movie
Movie
Mayberry RFD
ardson in a story about a struggoal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the
Doris Day
8:30
Moon and returning him safely to Earth."
Carol Burnett
9:00
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Prepaid Health Care Protection Can Help
Movie
Dick Cavett
10:30 Tonight Show

Emmanuel I
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West
Morning worship
Evening Worship

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

First IL
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Spring

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Evening Worship
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i Morning worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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Evening Worship
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Morning Worship
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—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Conattry Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6a in to 10p in .7days a week
— J.C.GA LLIMOR F: —

Stokes Tra

• INDIVIDUALS 65 OR OVER
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This Year . . .

ril Motor
Cain

Enjoy Your Vacaiiiin
But Be Sure To Take Along Your
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD I.D. Card

Ambassador- I

Top
wis' Po

BLUE CROSS.
and BLUE SHIELD'
RUE CROSS
NOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

3101 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Ky. 40205
S American noseitalloweietaim

Canceled checks become receipts automatically
c
•
Klew where your money goes
Open.a 6andy Checking Account soon.
Its the practical way to pay. And be Paid -

PEOPLESiBAN
MURRAY

Ky..

Pah

Phone:(502) 452-1511

Five P

at' National
of Blue Shield Plans
For more information send us the coupon,Association
todayt

sum moss 4m1 owe seems._

3101 Serisrevart Met'trovieviIke, Ky. 40205
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HAZEL CAFE

GARY TUT
Off Ph 75:
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• INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILIES
• COLLEGE STUDENTS

KENTUCKY

Tired ot Your Own Cooking?
(I

• EMPLOYEE GROUPS

444,41
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Farm Buren,Members, See Your Farm
Bareau Agent
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Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
E010111011,1 Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:11p.m.
Westford
Morning Waren*
710111
EY1101011 5,4

Tli.M.

ONO UMW
Pawning Worship
10:15a.m.
Evenat4 Worship 7:30p.m.
-11blegtreelr Morning Worship
.s Of".
Evening Worship
eikm.
Kerbside
flans
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
* Evening Worshio
Sifting SKIMP
Montag Worship •
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

km/ Providence
Morning Worship
11 ems.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
University
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Warship
6:00 p.m.
ethreen Plain
MAP** Worii/OP
CS a.m.
Evening worship
Weel Murray
Morning Worship
111:30a.m.
Evening Warship
Nide,Bravo Morning-Wenhip
11110a.m.
Evening Worship
6:311p.m.
Sousa& Pamir
Worship Service
10:10Lin.
Cretin,Service
frp.m.
New Ceisowil
Morning SerVitsw
11750a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
'Veisant Valley
Morning
slp
11 a.m.
Evening

Naze' Baptist
.
11 am.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
E*ating Worship

First Christian
10:30 a.m.,7

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:4S a.rn., 7 p.m.

Ballet:Kirwan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
United. New Concord
Sunday School
10 a. .
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Twine*
Sunday School
10a.m.
Warship Services
11 a.m.. 7:30
First Assembly Of God
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7 30
P.m.

Liberty Cumberland

pDs— -Warship Service
Finlay Wings
Ham. Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd 11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Martins Chapel United
Worship Service
, 9:30a.m.
r- Grace Baptist
Sena Plossat Grove
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m. Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Babe River
Geed Shepherd United
Worship
11 a.m. worship Service
Morning
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:301)-111.
Brooks Chapel %Rolled
Kiritsey Baptist
Worship services at 9:30 a.M. 1st
Warship
11 a.m.
IL
2nd
Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
tvsnffig Worship
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, es 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Monied& Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Bethel United
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Worship 'Services at 11 cm..1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 P-m•
New NO.Carmel Missionary
a.m. 3rd sundae
Morning-Worship
11 a.m. soildaY, & 9:30
independimice United
Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.
WOrship services at r p.m. let 11.
no
3rd Sundays. 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9:30
a.m. 4th Sunday
Baptist
,
11 a.m.
Kirkorr United
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
7:30p.m. Morn's*,11,faiship
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:005clo.
Coldwater Unded
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00
TompleMitt United .
10
11 a.m.
Marnine-WershinMorning Worship
7 p.m.
is a.m.
Evening Worship
siunday scnoos
4..
_ Worship First Mellholist
Salem lia_ptist
11a.m.
Morning Worship
Rossalls Chapel UMW
7:15 p.m.
-Evening Worship
Sunday School
a.m.
Morning Worship

Worship Services
P.m.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn %eve
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. tat
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Cohrs's tamp Ground
Worship Service at ii a m. 2nd
Sunday, 10..4.4 a.m. 4th Sunday

Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Meson? Greve
nday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Oak Greve
Sunday sqsOoI
10a.m.
Worship
ices 11 a.m.., 7p.m.
Plesant
Morning Worship,
Evening Worship
First Presbytedipe
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 n.m

St tee Cathotict'hurels — Sunday Mass Sam.. 11 a.m.,4:30
P.m.
6:28 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
Service
Worship
—
Jehovah's Witnesses
10:30 a m
Watchtower
9.30a..m
Lecture
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services II a.m., 71s.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:15a.m.
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9 15 a m.

10 30 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service

lie ve hi lie he lid hi he KO be Be 1.4 e i hiIi Bile lie lie he a
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mom paints

ost all other dings come by twos, threes.
by- dozens See the som6„ the stars, the sunsets.
Alt, theft s brothers and sisters, kio, and uncles and aunts
cousins a-picnn. But in all the whole big
°
world there's isssU one mother. There's :
114
"
41
-much more &gut my rnothei and
good it all must be. In fact sites as
ro4 as goatee:sit, and that's enough
-- forme. Her wordsme • '
kind, her faith is strong, and her hope
as high as the highest tree. You can
Ise Ii The Otwd
see fromere. that she isa-dear, Tss
form a :orobonedan
she mews everything to me. Not one sinI.! good Eatery mad.
gle emotion comes nearer
.••non add chrloth moods
rlo. ,arlarenc• of rho
the divine than my mother's love for
church So corn* lot
Vt go ,ntoie hoosa
me. She is the soariakciossii
of in. lo,d Le rat
apgpo, her program
radiaat rapture that Jilts me to new
ro Ord en.,
O., tor.
attempts mad the strength fared
b• a f•araCat ...Mr,• claJa Orb,. r.edPs see me tbs-nrsgb. I'm taking my
,
4,1
e••
re gaiarl•
mother to church this Mother's
- Day - --what about you???

even

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
1210 Mein

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Ph

Dunn TV & Appliance

Capital Transmission
-

nee",
•
a

•&ZT1LMflI WAYIL

"Transmissions are our business...
Set a Wee line

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - WhIrtomil
Phone-733-3037
US South 12th

The BusitalteNnan 'a Choice For Fine Printing
,403 MatSt. -:- Murray, Kentucky

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Lifo Insurance Society
GARY TURNER, Field Representative
Off. Ph. 753-4377 Home Ph. 753-7738
THE FAMILY FIRATERNITY

Cdripliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service- Member FDIC
500 Main Phone 753-3231
Branch Office So. 12th at Story • 753-6655

a

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy.slat Aurora

Phone 474-2202

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS • YOUR HOST
steaks . Chop* • Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Sleek - Ti... Rbeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs.,Chides* - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Can hi Orders to 7$34419

Mr & Mrs. Wm. A. 4stneS, owners
Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S 4th

Masby-Fergusen Sales and Service
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

pri Arnerleen
Cain a Trees Motor Sales
- Jeep
Ambassador- Hornet- Matador- Gremlin,
Top Quality Used Cars
8
"Is
I'vc Point

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich 5
Call In Orders 753-7101.
Sycamore at 12th

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
liwsin 7:•s3 1933
Mum*. Ks

,Division
Gra
It; W. Outl
Holmes Ellis. NI
• -i
82211

S

A Choice Selection ot Relishes - Salads - Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast SerV.Ce
Neel Sundays
Hwy
Phone 753 200

Residential - Commerc.al - Farm - Building Lots
Buying--. Selling -Leasin
and Lake Property
s 518 -1N !VI
US 724
Jas D. Clopton - Div.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Healing
Sheet Metal - Air Conditiogarg
['Nati 7 I3 4832
HI Ii at Chestnut

Your Johnsen teeters Dealer
Solos, parts, Service. Cemplete Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sot.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Secisl Meellotia
753 31112
So. Side Manor Snapping Center

Ph. 753-7793

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

Building Blocks a Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 So. 5th

lovet Br!bs.

Southside Restaurant

qt-k cued„c.S.yearbotte
MURRAY
.
, _KENTUCKY

66

Phone 753-3540

Dosed On Sunday
PRIMP; 66 Priebe!'
No. 4th Street

Phone 753-1181

Lynhurst Resort

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULFrODUCTS
Tires-Batteries-Ace series
Murray

Ph. 753-3571

Murray Sport a Marine
Evinrude- Glastron-,Tidecratt
Polarltratt Starcratt—Boat Campers

Complete Service Shop

Claude Vaughn
Al. ConditIoning-Heatinge Commercial Refrigeration
Service Through Knowledge
Phone 753 8181
802 Chestnut
'Imo&

titinny Penny Chicken: • Pizza • Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 52.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phun-_• 431997

Plumbing, Hea tied and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Pc,•dential -Sales 41_ Service
Repa rs A irsIa!
-Gas & sow401 N. 4th
Its4161

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
• Phone 753-1, 13
403 Maple

Noy, Roberts - Realtiws ; Ray Relied"
Phone 753-1651 - 506 W. Main - Nile 753-3124
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States bidding for rich
shuttle launch program
k

Now that the supersonic
letransport project appears dodo
'f-bird-dead so far as federal
:;:financing is concerned, another
erospace extravaganza is
i:inoving upstage, and with it
'..,:another
political
power
strugg1e.
This is the so-called U. S.
space shuttle program in which
*American astronauts by 1979 or
tt1980 are to fly reusable airlane-like shuttlecraft from
.orbitiag space'stations
a busline-like timetable.
The first phase of the
ultibillion-dollar project is
treacly well under way.
veral aerospace industrial
nts are bidding for contracts
to design and build the space
.stations, 914.-.shuttle ships
ivhich_.-46uld take off like
indicts but land like conventional aircraft, and the
- -boosters to hoist them into
Some shuttle contracts are
- • - due to be awarded by the
lederal space agency in the
' • 'next few months.
••• Yet the greatest stakes in the
:,1"4huttle program in terms of
•, dollars involve the' space
agency);ultimate selection of a
"launch site. The state which
'ttrgra
-bs-dflhe shuttliTaunc-bmplex will get a rich • injection of billions pulsing •
through/its economic veins.
Cnrisequently in the last few
a new space.^race has
1developed
between
lAmericans and Russians, just
:tbetween
Americans and
::Americans.
Z. While Cape Kennedy, Fla.

place for America's next great
-venture in space.
The nation's space experts
from Dr. Wernher Von Braun
on down theoretically are to
select the space shuttle site on
the basis of studies, yet so rich
is the prize that it already has
become firmly entwined .in
state and national politics, just
as the SST was ensnared.
Why not, when you consider
that the eventual site will
become the nucleus of hiring
from 70,000 to 80,000 people
through the 10-year development period and for spending
from.*to
tbelitst
seven years of that decade?
In California, Gov. Ronald
Reagan has named a Space
Shuttle Task Force headed by
Robert H. Volk. The 20member group already has
visited the White House, the
Pentagon and the space
agency's headquarters to sell
California as the logical
location for a shuttle launch
complex..It also has called on
Califoynia legislators and those
from some adjoining states to
push for either the Western
Test Range site at Vandenberg
Air Force Base north of Los
Angeles, or Edwards Air Force
Base in the desOrt.
The new treasure hunt has
cut sharply across party lines
in California, allying Reagan
rry
itral4-te-j-r ,
a
Southern
California
Republican, with their arch
political enemies, the state's
two Democratic senators, John
V. Tunney and Alan Cranston.
Floitida, while space agency
officials seem to favor its Cape
Kennedy as a • continuing
launch site for U. S. space
programs, nevertheless is
running scared. The. state's
new governor, Reubin Askew,
went to the Cape for the recent
Apollo 14 launch, mostly for
business.

.• launch site for the Mercury,
.• Gemini and Apollo manned
I: space shots, appears to have
the pole position in this rich
::handicap race, California,
-•• Utah, Texas and New Mexico
He wanted to talk with Rep.
:r
are bidding for the jumping-off Olin Teague, D-Tex.,
chairman

itertrUning
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAM -STEAKS

FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
Take MOM Out to Dinner on
Mother's Day...

Bring The Whole Family!

• A.M. ta ii P.M. - 7 Days A Week
J. C. GALLIMORE

of the prestigious House Space
'subcommittee which has a lot
to say about such projects as
the shuttle system.
"I'll leave no stone unturned
to get the shuttle for the Florida
launch site," Askew admits.
"In terms of money it would be
the most sensible thing, having
the shuttle at Cape Kennedy."
A few weeks ago Askew
huddled with the Florida
congressional delegation in
Washington and pledged his
administration's .help in landing the -shuttle program for
Cape Kennedy.
.et additional
m
revenue fro -the Teeleraf government," he told the
delegation. "I don't care what
you call it," he said, referring
to President Nixon's revenuesharing
proposals, "but
Florida has to have help."
Though the final shuttle site
selection appears to be between
Florida and one of the two
California locations, Utah is
plugging for Wendover Air
Force Base, New Mexico for
the White Sands Missile Range
and Texas for the Army missile
test range near El Paso. The
New Mexico site also woulc
benefit west Texas.

Add new jargon:
'structured freedom'
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (UPI) In the fall, students in pod
standing in the Syracuse
versity College of Arts and
Sciences will have the option
of formulating their own individualized curricula. The option, called Selected Studies
Plan (SSP) is an alternative to
the traditional liberal arts plan
which the college will continue
to offer.
Peter III, aasistant dean
of the college, says SSP is
unique in its offering to the
student of a "structured freedom."

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

VISIT TO

Bu
rail
sea

Urban problem
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
research study by the Highway
Users Federation for Safety
and Mobility has found that
motor vehicle-pedestrian accident, are 'primaritriin
n
problem"and that the majority
of victims are school children
and old people.
In a publication entitled
"Pedestrians," the federation
reports traffic control measures
such as one-way streets, improved lighting and playground
thivelopment have helped to
reduce pedestrian accidents.
But the value of some measures
generally regarded as good-such as marked- crosswalks,
"W al k-Don't-Walk"signals and
enforcement of jaywalking
laws-have not been proved.

Quebec Eskimos
want independence
- in their land and the adverse
effect this can have on
traditional hunting grounds.

OTTAWA - First it was
In Quebec the Eskimos are
discontent among Frenchtrying to fight off control by the
Canadians and now • the
authorities of that province.
Eskimos are deknanding a
Bluntly, the Eskimos do not
province of their An.
want to come under FrenchThe headaches pile up for
Canadian influence and be
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
forced to educate their children
as he seeks to keep in one piece
in French rather than English.
huge and sprawling Canada
Traditionally, the Eskimos
with its diverse elements.
The separatist movement have been under federal
control but in recent years
suffered a setback last autumn
when the terrorist Front de Quebec officials, in line with
their new spirit of nationalism,
Liberation du Quebec engaged
have been moving to take over
in kidnaping and murder. But administration
ot the natives
,
the indications are- tbaL 111%renthirrturprovince
desire for an indepedEn
ff -• tab A telbgrarn has
been sent to
Quebec is again gaining Trudeau by
the 3,000 Quebec
strength particularly among Eskimos declaring
they do not
-young French-Canadians.
want to come under Quebec
Not so serious but an in- jurisdiction.
dication of the turmoil in
Although the Eskimos say
Canada is the desire of the
they would like their own
Eskimo people, particularly in province,
they retain loyal
Quebec,for their own province. sentiments
toward Canada.
The Eskimos have invited They cite as
one reason why
Indian bands in Canada to join
they want their own province
with them in seeking the the
substantial _sentiment in
creation of their own territory. Quebec for sepiration.
The Eskimos say this is the
Trudeau is under pressure to
only way they can get fair
treatment from the federal and grant authority over Quebec
Eskimos to that province
Quebec governments.
In western Canada there has Officially, his government thus
been talk about breaking away far has denied it will transfer
from Canadian Confederation the Eskimos. But it is an exbecause western interests are tremely awkward position for
ignored by the more in- French-Canadian Trudeau
dustrialized and prosperous
east. And in the Atlantic
provinces where economic Why narcotics?
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Or.
depression is no stranger, there
is always some talk of quitting Dale C. Cameron, chief medical
Canada and becoming, in- officer of the Drug Dependence
dependent or joining the United Unit of the World Health Assoelation (WHO), reports that
States.
Trudeau and the other five.important motives probpoliticians in Ottawa don't,take ably figure in drug use. A.s he
secession talk in the West and lists them in WHO's journal.
maritime provinces seriously. "World Health", theykare:
- To escape from something
But there is concern about to have a new, pleasurable .r
Quebec and a degree of shock thrilling experience; to aches,
at the independent spirit of the improved understanding or in
Eskimos.
sight', to achieve
Sense of
Eskimo spokesmen are belonging: to express iridep,n
becoming more vocal in all dente and sometimes hostilit‘.
parts of northern Canada. They
complain about oil explorations

By B.STE
' Copley New:

LOOKING
FOR . .
MARCHER SAVES RAO—Marcy Taylor, 25, one of the
marchers in a mammoth peace rally in San Francisco,
holds an American flag she saved after it was set afire
by demonstrators. She extinguished the flames by pressthe flag against her body. She said she, believes that
"this kind offing is wrong."

a room
to rent?

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(UPI)-A spiritual community of about
300 young people left Tennessee for the Ozark Mountains nr
Arkansas Tuesday night looking for the "remised land."
Policemen escorted the caravan of 46 brightly painted
buses from East Memphis to the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
as the group continued its search for a farm to serve as a
permanent residence.
The spiritual leader of the group, who identified himself
only as Peter,said the group had given up its quest for a farm
in Tennessee because of the high cost of tillable land and the
dense population.
The bus caravan rolled into Tennessee March 24 after a
six-month trip from California.The long hairs settled on a 600acre farm north of Nashville, but recently declared the land
unsuitable.
Peter said the group left the Nashville area Thursday,
spent one night on a small farm near Glasgow, Ky., then
headed back through Tennessee. He said they camped
overnight at Natchez Trace State Park near Lexington
Monday night and then headed toward Memphis.
He said the community of vegetarians hoped to find Suff.
able farmland in Arkansas.
"It took Moses 40 years to find the promisad land," Pete
said. "We're in no hurry."

sporting
goods?

furniture?

YOU'LL FIND
IT FAST
iN THE

Career Ladies!

CLASSIFIED
SECTION

MURRAY BRANCH
_WPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSN.

Whatei er your needs, you
are sure to find what
you're looking for in this
Classified "market place."
Shop for things easfir leisurely, in the comfort of
your living room. You'll
find the classified columns
a quick, convenient and
economical way to shop
No one soybean hvbiode pilOWITIS well in all sail typos. But in the light to medium
soils of our area. Du Pont -Oros" outperforms them all.
You can control both broadleaf weeds and grasses with economical "Lorox". For
exempts, 2 pounds (typical nos tor 2% sift loam soils) can be band treated for about
$2/acre; broadcast for gg.

With
GARY COUPER --Mayor
Richard G. Hatcher, 37,
speaks to supporters in
Gat y. Ind., as he looki to
his re-election carnpaign.
He is a enomination winner by a sweeping- fnii gin'
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remember for MOTHER'S DAY

We also have a good selection of
Azaleas in bloom.
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1:00-5:00
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Soybean Growers!

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.

Get your Mother
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SPACE AGE REPORT

By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service

at

labeling

Murray. Ky.

Phone 753-1933

: MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Some 1,000 union wo
General Tire & Rubb
here are on a "wild
a company spokesm
? day.
: The "illegal work
began at 8 p.m. Wec
cording to an offii
:.United Rubber Woi
s• the union affiliate
of
: at the Mayfield plar
Workers reportedly

Thi
th

Classi
Ad

intitructions and warnings carefully.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
103. Maii€, Street

1

Tire P1
Worket
On Str

1u10‘ Kentliclo 42071
"CIRCULATION

ii4x5

Phone. 753-1916
THAT SELLS"
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ISIEWAVIIMICATP IPANTAWS
Burma-Siam
railway bears
seats of war
By B.STEINER
Copley News Service
KANCHENABURI, Thailand
It was still dark at 6 a.m.
7 svhen I passed the prisoner of
:
.:•x•
.,•,..svar cemetery and boarded the
rain at Kanchenaburi. This is
::,:the beginning of the BurmaSiam
Railway, built
by
risoners of war and con;cripted laborers do lag.
The
locomotive,
three
:passenger coaches, coupled' to
was already billovring stacks
white smoke into the chilly
If:i'..morning air. Red sparks of
turning wood whirled from the
.:Aocomotive's funnel like so
::*any angry fireflies.
The aisles in the coaches
vere stacked with baskets of
•.l.iegetables. A live pig, a
Aamboo basket woven around
lay next to the door. Bundles
live chickens, their feet tied
:laogether, were thrown un-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

VISIT TO RIVER KWAI

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ATTENTION SPORTSMEN

"TELL MOM YOU
LOVE HER"

BILBREY'S Has

GOLF SETS

'34"

R eq9se950ut at
PUTTERS - 13.99
FOR THE PLINKER . .. Reduced Prices on all
.22 caliber Hand Guns-Colt, Hi-Standard, Ruger
753-5617
210 Main

With A Beautiful Potted

ROSE BUSH

BILBREY'S

crossed the bridge. Instead I
concentrated on my fellow
AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALE
passengers. Most of them were
women, dressed in sarongs and
woolen sweaters, their legs 1968 CORTINA Ford four door. MATCHING
tucked beneath them. A few Automatic transmission and all MEDITERRANEAN rocker, and
dozen soldiers of the Thai the extras. New tires. We sold sofa, black grain naugahide, 11
/
2
border police, their weapons new. $1195.00.
years old. Cost $270.00 when new.
next to them, drank Mekong 1969
VOLKSWAGEN Priced to sell at $145.00. Alone
whisky in an effort to klep Squareback. A local station
MlIC
753-6344.
warm.
wagon. Air-conditioner, radio
A woman sitting opposite me and all extras. One owner..
AUTOS FOR SALE
pulled a small metal box out of $1795.00.
her bag and prepared some 1968 Volkswagen, white. One
1968 CHEVELLE
Malibu.
betel nut. Noticing my interest owner with automatic tranAutomatic, power steering, one
in her doings she smiled and smission, radio. Real nice.
owner. Good condition. $1400.00.
offered me some. I politely $1195.00.
Phone 753-1363 after 5:00 p.m.
refused.
1966 SIMCA four door. Blue. You
TFNC
SlowiSr the darkness gave can operate this one
cheap.
way to the gray of early
$295.00.
morning. A heavy dew hung
1964 VOLKSWAGEN Camper

FOR SALE

from

Shirley's Greenhouses
500 N. 4th Street
Itp

CtAlue,..se4.1

MB-51M

AIMMIlinsweelowsem0111.1111at

l7iNWI
17.iit'adi I
UNBELIEVABLE-BUT TRUE
12 WIDE-2 BEDROOM
MOBILE HOME -

160 BUSHELS of Hood Soybean NEW LOAD of registered and
grade horses from Texas, 21 thin
/Seed,uncertified. Phone 753M7C graded horses, $100.00 and up. 10
6862.
registered mares in foal, $250.00
and up. ten quarter horse colts,
129 ACRE FARM, modern brick
one fancy yearling Appaloosa
1
2
home. Also have lots, size from /
stud colt, 15 quarter horse mares
Also
larger.
acres
or
20
up
to
acre
and geldings. Three years to pay.
have harness horses, riding New and
used equipment. Circle
horses, riding ponies, cart ponies
B. Horse Ranch, Alternate Hwy
and pulling ponies. Three miles 69, Paris,
Tennessee. Phone 642South of Lon on 1078. Call Noble
6499.
1147C
Caton, Route 3, 546-7623. Also on
Audubon Parkway Toll Road.
G.E. RANGE, good condition.
MI1P
Phone 753-1865.
M1OP

1963 TEMPEST station wagon.
over the countryside - an Four door, automatic. Good for Van, Recently overhauled. Four
occasional rice paddy and camping or to go to the lake. new tires. $650.00 or best offer..
M7C
bamboo jungle.
Phone 753-8786.
$350.00.
The train pulled into a
1969 DART 2 door hardtop. Local
village. Before it had a chance
car. Nice. Real sharp car, 11 1966 BUICK Special Coupe.
to grind to a halt, children
* All Electric
* Conviebilylumished
cylinder. $1395.00,
2_1_,Aihdard shift, radio, new tires,
the gruitii
carrying .t-gaLlan- -cans and
:7Call Carl
V I ea
clittin
lbed over the mer- ..plastic hoses came running up IfilirTHUNDERBIRD with ak StlfDlit 'interested?
M1OP
753-4402.
* Carpet Throughout
* Bay Window
andise and found an empty
and began siphoning water conditioner and all the extras. Holland,
Real
nice.
$795.00.
from the passenger-coach
::eat.
TWO 1968 Mustangs. Both red, 1956 FORD FOUR door. A good
* Small Down Payment
tanks.
It wasn't long before the tram
* Free Delivery
owner cars. Like fishing car. Good tires, good
iliulled out to make its „daily
A woman with some 50 V8, radio, one
MlOP
ii iirriey over the remaining 36
lizards tied together by a string new. One with 3 speed tran- motor. Phone 489-2287.
* Balance Like Rent
* Full Warranty
triiles of the once 263-mile-long
t
•
passed along the windows smission and one with automatic'
priced
at
Soon we would be (offering her wares. A delicacy! transmission.i Both
1965 MUSTANG 6 cylinder
:grossing the infamous River
"You Just Can't Get A Better Deal Anywhere"
About an hour later, the train $1495.00.
automatic. Good condition.
bridge, made famous by
suddenly slowed down to a 1966 DODGE Coronet, four door, Phone 7534904 or 753-3143. MlOC
he film and the book, "Bridge, snail's pace. Looking out of the V8, automatic. Local car. Real
giver The River Kwai."
window, I saw the River Kwai, nice. $875.00.
1969 CHEVELLE SS 396 four
It was difficult to realize, some 120 feet below, its water 1962 FALCON two door, 6
speed. Best offer. Phone 753while steaming through the
glittering in the early morning cylinder, standard transmission. 6936.
MlOP
dark and peaceful • Thai sun.
Real nice clean car. $395.00.
countryside, that in the year it
Everything trembled as the 1969 FORD four door with V8
Open Weekdays Until 9 p.m.
had taken to build the railroad, locomotive, spewing clouds of automatic, power steering and all 1969 OPEL G.T. automatic
more than 16,000 Australian, white smoke into the blue sky, the extras. Local car. Green. transmission, tape player, 1-9
Sunday Afternoon 1 to 6
litre engine. Phone 753-5227. M8PA 4 .
American, British and Dutch cautiously pulled us across the $1895.00.
and
_POWs and
slightig.man
.
ding 2130-y arik
TRUCKS;
too,000 conilMr
May
il
and long wooden treire.
1970 Chevrolet pick-up, V8 with 1965 DODGE 440. Factory air,
Burmese laborers died along
We stain reached Wang Po,
its tracks. Within weeks after the end of the line. The long bed, radio and heater. Blue. tinted glass, power brakes and
the first tracks were laid, the remainder of the - Death Local one owner truck. Like new steering, new tires. 2750.00.
Phone 753-1499 or 753-3000. M11C
POWs nicknamed it the Death Railway, which extends into with low mileage. $2195.00.
Railway. They died of- Burma for three miles, has TWO 1970 Ford pick-ups. V8 with
mergenc study.
...malnutrition, dysentery, been dismantled. Trees grow 4 wheel drive. Real low mileage.
:i.cholera,
malaria
and between the tracks and another Save! Save! Save!
Lake Hwy. 79E
Hivy. 70W
WASIIINGION 044)
Often the bridge, nearly as large as the/1966 Ford Van with windows.
too weak Or ill to work, one over the River Kwai, Real nice. $795.00.
The goal of the 1Iedical
Paris, Tennessee
-Waverly, Tennessee
were carried to the work site. stands unused and' rusting, TWO 1967 Chevrolet pick-ups, Help program is to tram dt
They were buried where they pierced. to:, bullet holes. And long wheel base. Local trucks. leak one member, o I
r%
f.< fell.
American family in emerge'',•
bomb craters aropnd the Both priced at $1395.00.
N/
PEANt IS
12
It was still too dark to see bridge still offer grim tribute tc 1964 FORD pick-up, V8. 9495.00. health care. To date is
TmEst DON'T 'WOVE
LOOk AT
IL"
Parker Ford Inc., Corner of 7th million students have tat,ii
I'M NOT
ALL
7HE
?•ii. anything when the train World War II.
d THE AR'
ulmetE
LOOKING AT PICTURE5
PAINT)N
and Main.Phone 753-5273. MlOC course admiiii•tered by th Ih•
(M1(.EUM
AfeE
THAT DCI.CT MO,E OK
ikon of Emergency Healt `crtheir 4obs in sympathy with a Home basic
NAVE COMMERCIAL5,
vier.
union employe who was disNEW YORK ((PI) - Wood
ciplined by the company for framing is the basic structural
co 1
Illinois recentl• becanc the
smoking in an unauthorized area material for eight out of 10
first state t,. have I willow
of the plant.
American homes how being graduate troth the 4'4)14f. I 11,
A number of employes milled
built, says the Nmerican Wood sell.help program is desi;11),
around the plant entrance toir
Council.
teach people I() care Ii r
day, but no incidents were reemergenc), health need, •I,
Nancy
ported.
services 44 a doctor ar)
Company representatives were
In a recent survey conduc- the
MAYFIELD, Ky., May 6
course
available.
The
paint manufacturer,
AND I HAVEN'T
Some 1,000 union workers at the mum regarding the strike situa- ted by a
of II lessons on such !-•11101,
do-it-yourself painters most
STUDIED ALL
General Tire & Rubber Co. plant tion, although one official source
1,1.,11
respiration,
DEAR,
as
artificial
OH,
asked: How much paint
WEEK
here are on a "wildcat" strike, remarked he has "no idea when often
lag and bandaging,
TODAY
do I need to paint my house.
a company spokesman said to- the strike will be settled."
shock, transportation Iii
WE GET
The answed: read instructions
It
is
believed
however,
that
no
day.
injured, and emergency 1'111'
OUR
meetings will be on paint can label or ask the birth.
The "illegal work stoppage" company-union
SCHOOL
paint dealer.
held
until
the
strikers
return
to
began at 8p.m. Wednesday, acEXAMS
their jobs.
cording to an official of the
Answer to Yesterday's
local,
:itlnited Rubber Workers
I
I
MOO 0030M R cc
Louisiana was pumhased
I
the union affiliate of the workers
4 Entreaty
ACROSS
OMR
3013M0
0
-L
H
•
on
from
France
April
30,
Merits
-I
5
1
at the Mayfield plant.
ORR= 00000 E
6 Bitter vetch
1 Music: as
1803.
- : Workers reportedly walked off
Football
7
written
0000 ORO
Posnoon
4 Removes appIe
30M00M0 000
(ebb,)
skin
00
0102
M10 1010
8 Apart
9 Encountered

ARM T'qtG
FACTORY TIRE OUTLET
DEALER OWNED
PT 107 White wall,4 ply nylon,non-akid tread
775104 or 15
825:14 or 15
856:14 or 15
900x15

21" Lawn Mower 344 H.P. Briggs engine $49.38
Sturdy Aluminum Chaise Lounge $5.95 each
Famous Brand Carpets at Bargain Prices

ONLY $315000

ARMSTRONG FATSC)
With 2 ply polyester and 2 ply fiberglass Dual white wall.
$25.110 + 2.62 FET
$26.44 + 2.00 VET
$27.35 + 3.00 FET
928.38 + 3.12 FET
930.52 + 3.19 FET

F78n14 or 15''''' • •• • ...
43111s14 or 15
1178x14 or 15
J711x14 or 15
L78s14 or 15

DINKINS
MOBILE HOMES

t

$18.84 + 2.16 FET
$19.44 + 2.37FE'T
$20.52 + 2.54 FET
$21.33 + 2.89 FET

•

* OPEN SUNDAYS *
NO DOWN PAYMENT

EASY TERMS

ROBY SALES

Wholesale
& Retail

Highway 68 North of Benton, Ky.

MAYBE Welt
GET TII

E

RAMONA

LOOK AT THAT
PAINTING. ISN'T
THAT BEAUTIFLX.7

Tftti NOT 10 HAVE A 600C!..
TIME...TN15 15 5UPPO5ED
TO BE EDUCATIONAL.,

LISA.

•

Tire Plant
WorkersGo
On Strike

ARE
YOu
READY?

Crossword Puzzle

12 Scottish for
13 Big
14 Be in debt
15 Climbing
devices
17 Communion
piste
19 Counter at
Asko
20 linger
21 Ireland
23 Birds
27 Inundates
29 Macaws
30 Near
31 Sunburn
32 Publish
34 Greek letter
35 Printer's

ford
thru

Measure

16 Traced
18 ventiktes
20 Put on guard
21 Chemical

' 31 Head oil padsh 45
22 Pointless
church (pl.)
46
24 Coloring
36 Body of a
17
substance
water
45
25 Squander
38 Fortune
49
26 Pigpens
40 Ship's
28 Speak
complement ,50
confusedly
(91.)
33 Genus of frogs 41 Gravestone
53
..

S

Classified
Ads

DOWN

3

6

7 •

i(

- TmA-r's
Kr-rezG1- 1 e

.I- DIZEAAAEf>
DiEl, Ai417. ThE
• IS- BUZZARDS ATE ME
DOC,

DESC2I ESE THE
BuZZ_AIZI>S, TEEBER.!

High cards
Resort

Insane
tree 01
Openwork
fabric
Secret
agent
Roman gods
9

i=Jem

10 11

14

13
16

41111111111111111111W

17

.16

26

ITS TH.-

•

5.

TI 4' FiNt.145'L

0'
LIFE (:)' MA.t.IL'ir STANLEY
pt-_vt-- ALED TO
IS aaow
OIJRO4ILLUMrT

.41/44.
47

at

1.4,
SADDEST- Pr..
OF A DOGRA1"C14
PAPPY'S LIFE.

/ DOGPATCH
YCY )5 MATURE Alt.)FF TO KNIONN \NH,
TEP
MAmtvuE5 TREATS 00GPATOA PARRIES WIF
CON1E/00TP,

--NO'LL TREAT
WHEN •10'
'EN% T1-1'SAME WAY IT
••••

J'

19

•

ydr

32

34 .
rata

•••

polI/1

19

1 'fellow
other
'
Part of
'fireplace .

-.t.sesey,4
*.

The Colonials

oempound

36 Plot
37 Puff up
39 Relates in
detail
42 Employs
43 Roster
44 Diplomacy
46 Small fish
48 Calculates
51 Animal's
foot
52 Roman
magistrate
54 Corded cloth
55 Paid notices
86 It borne
57 Pigpen

the

UMMI 03000 MI
ROM OMORO 0
000E10 WW00000
OS= 0MTIM
Dammam M0000
0M0 @IMMO alM0
30M 00000 0100

9 Slogan
Female
sheep
11 Number

10

Wholesale
& Retail

Distr.

by UrnisZtest179
.14113Matit. nc.

c`142.41

-<;‘)

• fat*-.-

THF 1 Fric.F.14 di TIMES _
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get the job-done
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL' ESTATE FOR SALE

itEAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR ,SALE REAL ESTATE

FOR

1.

SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Relief from c
the country.
Madsir on app
.4. room and to
SPRING
In this spick
place your
Central heat
'equipped kite

*NOTICE*
All Remaining Lots

BAGWELL MANOR SUBDIVISION__:,
Just Off South Ninth Street

/image; even
Mary borne is
trunks. Centra
room, family
then and 2 ca
•

This three
School has cen
range and ove
Your children
located on No
..4 air condition
garbage '
ho with private
444
Outstanding o
houses located
absentee owne
817,000.00.
Co
TRIE
Apartments ar
terms are fle

Have Been Purchased By

HOWARD BRANDON'

This fine older
excellent. Thee
with this purch

•••

All Lots Are Reasonably Priced and

One of the fine
and air and
areas.
For those who
home on large
This home has
also central va

WILL BE SOLD!!

Comfortable
one bath, 3

All Lots Have Building Restrictions

Quiet residenti
.•
ralt
ek

t.
9

Call 753-4383

utiful, well
120'x272'.
family room

4„

'Cause owner 1
3 bedroom,
Also 2 tile ba
CO back yard. Pri

Yes-a lovely
4 heat
and air.

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY!!

equipped kitch
$• And save your
located in Keen
air, fully carpet
ho
Place.

a,
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
NICE FURNISHED
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
college girls.
SUMMER

AND FALL

SEMESTER.
Also furnished apartments
for college boys.
tifice private rooms with
kitchen privileges for'
College girls.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

RELIABLE WOMAN to live in
home with woman and 12 year old
boy, do housework. Room,board,
salary. Phone 753-9752 or see at
M1OC
*Broad.

WANTED: 'EXPERIENCED
waitress, good salary, plus 88.00
to 810-013 a day in tire- Apply in
person to Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant,Highway 68, Aurora.
MSC
Ky.

MEN OR WOMEN full time or
part time. Do you need money? WANTED: EXPERIENCED
ress, day shift, 6 till 2,
.
Don't borrow it. Witte the fait
Apply in Person
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you SlinGlYS off.
"
pin' t° South Side
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis, after
12th StreetP.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 311242. Restaurant,South
M2OP WIC
Give phone number.
• WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE
ELECTROLLTX SALES & Ser7
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2448, Far
mix
mingtoa, Kentucky.

REX CAMP
DITCHING

AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R.C. Evans,
June 5P
Route 3, Murray.

SERVICES OFFERED

TSIWAITIIIS
fat Your Home

........
.
.•

sri!
•

New
,
4

REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
Fluidex, 61.69. Lose Weight
safely with Dex-A-Diet, 96c at
1TP
Bele &Stubblefield'

ana old septic systems repaired "
and cleaned.

ROACHES
Owl Germs
Cis RID Of

PESTS

Protect Your Home!

private parking
sim HAvE AN opeang for a chef WANT TO RENT
-PHONE 753-5865 days or
home,
in or near
mobile
small
for
.........,
deceived! Termites.work 24 hours
Do
not
be
or above average short order
753-5108 after 5:00 pin. or
for
AIM
F-V,'''n,k,
cook. .-Steady work, above Murray, beginning m
on Sundays.
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer,
Write giving
.9.--..,,
average pay. Apply in person to 14-15 months.
Foundation
digging.
r
and
of
all
types
,
P.O. Box 32
m
to
Price
and
location
Lodge
Kentucky
Lake
..
M11P
RENTING NOW for the summer Restaurant on Highway &a, R,Murray,Ky.
and fall; two bedroom apartment Aurora,Ky.
- U.S. Highway 641 South
MSC
WANTED TO BUY
with central air and wall to wall
and
Phone 753-5933
—
carpet, tile bath and modern
WANT TO BUY; Good frame
kitchen. Best location in town.
house,that can Se
Store
KITCHEN HELP
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
miic
MoverPhn7S3-21.
Oli
\Link
st.
7$3-364:: ' 100 S. 13th 'Street ,-2.- .
,
June7C
WAN TED:
FURNITURE REFINISHING FULCHER'S TERMITE Control.
Murray, Ky.
WANT .TO BUY; . logs alio All work guaranteed. Free Free inspection. Call collect
753-3914 Day o;
Phone
y
ExPEMENCEOCOOK
NATIONAL 1101'EL; furnished
standing timber. Also have for pickup and deliver
Free Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247.Home
Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
apartment on first fl2or. Seen by
sale lumber and sawdust. estimate. Antique or natural 6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247Apply in Person to;
753.
McCoy,
THE CALLOWAY County Board
Jerry
finish.
Co
Lumber
and
o° Licensed by State of Kentucky
Mill
appointment only.•PPhone 753Murray Saw
*
4783.
MlaC of Education will receive bids at
TEC
.
MlOC
3020.
Phone 7534147
4•• Member Chamber of Commerce
itinelOC
3045.
HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
.
zoo
South 6th Street, Murray, y
MOBILE HOME Transporters.
AMMO
NOTICE
in. my Local and Nationwide. insoted, Kentucky, for the following SPECIAL SUMMER rates! Now
HWY. 68 & 86 AT
WILL DO baby sitting
'
items:
1
electric
heavy
duty
hot
apartments,
efficiency
renting
home, day time. Contact Mrs bonded, safe, reliable. Transit top range with oven: Toastatross street from campus.
Wilma OtAland,753-7636. MI It' Homes, New Concord, Phone 436- master 20MIRA or approved
AURORA,'KY.
titivate parktng. Phone 753-4342
MSC
2197 or 436-5515.'
\
equal. 1 electric single section
or 75349'78 after 5:00 p.m. M7C
TWENTY YEARS Experienc*
building
now
convection oven: Blodgett EF-Il 1
are
We
—
HOME
ATTENTION
owners:
Let
graders.
A-1
Grader
Ma N
APARTMENTS WANTED: SOMEONE to clean ..•
or approved equal. Prices to
home
your
cover
FURNISHED
Pickup Truck Campers. dozers and any relatedcompletely
equip., us
include delivery to Lynn Grove
house
one
day
a
week.
If
inAirfall
and
summer
Open 3:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
it
ment. Phone 753-8548.'
MI II with Reynolds weather tight School. All
bids must be in the
roc We build to fit all
cohditioned. Washers and dryers terested phone 753-5870.
oluminum aiding. Also we do
Board of Education office by
••:‘
seailabk. Zimmerman ApartEXPERIENCED PAINTER will snffitt and overhangs on brick.
Tuesday through Friday
model trucks. Prices
12:00 noon on It1,44y-.$5, 1971. The
Phone
ruents, South 18th Street.
do contract jobs in local area storm windows & door, shutters
.
mix
WANTED BUILDING material start as low as /24.95
Boafd reserves the right to reject
753-6609
Has own equipment. Phone 41•4.. and carports. Free estimates.
salesman living in Marshall or
.e. Saturday 11:00-7:00 (Closed Mondays)
M8C
any or all bicLs.
'
Garland's Aluminum Ser22V.
call
MII/P
Calloway.
County,
we
Topper.
have
an
for
a
16"
TNREE BEDROOM house.
.
.
Boys' Haircut — 75'
•• ice Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
outstanding offer for an ex"
HORNBUCKLE'S
B \Pi'I I, Sedalia
' 326-8396.
couple or couple with one child
perienced
aggressive
reliable
'
month.
junel8C
per
3.00
ShoP:open
p.m. - 10.06 p
preferred $115.00
'
K
S LE
Haircut
ps B
mx salesman to work established
Tuesday
.
jrnA , •
through
Frol,,, cARPETS CLEANED in you'
one 753-3903
accounts in this territory. For
Phone
, hofne. New, safe, professional
Saturday, 11.00 6 7 iiii i
753-JogooAds
further information contact Gene
'..' FOR SALE OR RENT
Monday, Boy's- halt( tut, , methods. Low -rates. Free
__—._s_
or
7534583
Rent. Allen, West Building Materials.
_ .
Men's haircut, $1 On H..- estimates. - Mayfield Carpet
'MAILER FOR SALE or
213 Spruce St. . Phone 753-7742 ' Afnc
.
.,
,
"
.
•
8th
St
P
Noctu
h
K
1117
753Home
a • . /'•"
417-4252. buckle's Barber Ship.'-1 i ,̀,I'l ,r ' ( 1eariers. Call collect 247No bedroom. 10155. PhoneM13C Phonc441-96i 1"
M7C
446,
1 i•.
M29P
Street. Phone 753-7742
or 753-7153.

PAINT

Hughes Paint

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Ontrol
Mite

NOTICE

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER SHOP

More Classified
On
Page 9

BRANDON'S MFG.

,,..

to

Ph.

-

HORNBMUeCn

This practicall
maculately k
arranged floor
$24,750.00.

SPIORRS
Are Poison

1U 4
Ili 1•-r--'

,

Septic Tanks Installed

SERVICES OFFERED

BARBER SHOP

.•

This investmen
home with an ad
all rental units
0.9 approximately
INVEST
26 acres, 3.6 mil
Good well and f
She'll feel youn
tractive, comfo
seeped 4 acres

*.

and this cottag
perfect for k
As comfortable
Beautiful wat
waterfront lot a

On Barkley Lak
beautiful 4
IS 5
That is the rate
peted, brick
pocketbook will
ho month will let y

0:

Large lot zoned
150'z150' on Ca
Beautiful lots on
On Monroe
Beiutiful w
Large residentia
Very nice lot in
Beautiful partly
tract 8 acres in
104 acres close to
300 Acres of land

DON
.

Office 1
EON
Office 75

171
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AWANATAADS
FOR SALE
11,

I,

41

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

.

SORRY SAL is now a merry gal.
GET
Stie used Blue Lustre rug and
FAST, FAST, FAST
upholstery cleaner. Rent electric
WE HAVE ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY'S finest farms, just one mile North of City
Relief from city headaches and indigestion by moving
limits, all under good fence. Has large stock barn, nice house and other good out buildings.
. shampooer $1. Western Auto,
. the country. Three bedroom brick veneer with central heat, "licane of The Wishing
93 acres of fine land. You just don't find many farms like this one for sale.
May8C
and air on approximately 2 acres. Two baths, carpeted living 'al Well."
ea,
room and lots of storage. $31,500.00.
Your
AT 806 SOUTH 17TH. STREET, ALL MODERN three bedroom brick veneer. Central heat
SPRING WILL BE A LITTLE GREAT THIS YEAR 0,4: HAY ON the ground. Red Clover
and air, large family room, fine carpet, kitchen has all built-ins, there is a large utility
In this spick and span 2 year old brick. Nothing to do but
and orchard grass. Phone 753room,two baths. You must see to appreciate.$27,750.00.
place your furniture and live. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath split level. ?,! 7550 after 5:00 p.m.
MI2C
Central heat and air, carpets, fire-place and completely e•s
:
EXTRA NICE HOME IN LYNN GROVE.This is a duplex on a real large lot. Keep a pony if
you can see a
equipped kitchen. In new High School area.
you like. One side has three bedrooms, living room, kithcen and otiiI1o,roorn, family room
NO ELEPHANTS
and bath. The °trier side has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath, breezeway and
Please; even though this spacious 4 bedroom, 2/
double garage. $29,500.00.
2 baths, 2
1
story home is selling for peanuts and has room for many -0
trunks. Central heat and air, carpets,dining room, breakfast
ON COLES CAMP GROUND ROAD WE HAVE this nice three bedroom brick veneer. Built2 miles from
1
room, family room with fire-place. Also fully equipped kit
e- Tape Recorders
ins, dishwasher, real large utility room, two car carport. One acre lot. Just 3/
chen and 2 car garage.
Murray. Price $17,500.00.
ISN'T THIS
• Stereo Systems
WHERE YOU WANT TO BE?
ONE MILE EAST ON 94 HIGHWAY. Extra nice three bedroom brick veneer, living room,
CHUCKS MUSIC
This three bedroom brick home across from Robertson
Large dining room, all carpet and large shop building in back. This is a good buy at
CENTER
For Only
School has central heat and air, lac baths, draperies, built-in et,
$16,600.00.
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
range and oven and garbage disposal for $23,000.00.
r.
Phone 753-3682
CARPOOL CRAZY?
ON FARFUS AVENUE,TWO BEDROOM Brick Veneer, real pretty. Has extra large family
Your children can walk to school from this 3 bedroom brick el
best chassis and
room. This is a auiet dead end street. Fine for a retirement home and priced at only
located on North 16th Street. Central gas heat and 3 window ea ONE LILAC Queen size bed$20,000.00.
air conditioners, dishwasher, built-in range and oven and
pro-rate picture tube
4 spread, two pair matching cafe
garbage disposal. Also has a furnished apartment upstairs,
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER LOCATED at 17th and Dodson. This house is extra
curtains. Phone 435-4238 after
el
with private entrance. Only $26,500.00.
nice inside. Good carpet, has family room,living room,large corner lot. Take a look. Price
M7C
6100p.m.
warranty
.
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
$23,250.00.
e,o
Outstanding opportunity is yours when you buy these 2
BED/ BOX Springs and matat the
located one block from MSU. Reason for sellingAT 1405 HENRY, CUTE LITTLE TWO bedroom brick, newly redecorated. The owner is
tress. In good condition. Large
chest. Phone 753leaving town and this house has garage,den and living room. Price $14,250.00.
ownership. Unbelievable price for both homes, e; four draw
M8C
$17,000.00.
50 1275.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1702 Calloway. This house has been reduced as
TRIED TO RENT ANYTHING LATELY?
° Apartments are a good investment, the price is right and the c".. 15 FT. STARCRAFT, tri-hull. 85
owner is being transferred. Large living room, carpet, garage, plenty of shade trees on
Central Shopping Center
H.P. Evinrude with trailer and
,terms are flexible on this duplex. $19,000.00.
pretty lot. Price $21,000.00.
equipment. Phone 753-6791. MW
OLD BUT SOLID
Phone 753-5865
This fine older home needs some redecorating, location is
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A pretty house and a two acre wooded lot about 5 miles from
Murray? If so, we have it, located 3,4 mile East of Locust Grove Church. Has two baths,
excellent. The extra cozy rental house that is an added bonus
s• with this purchase is producing income now. $26,500.00.
!
c•
A=MMI=Mi
large family room three bedrooms, living room, allbuilt-ins, and two car garage. Paved
e.,
Get out De a
c.
road Price $23,250.00.
SALE
FOR
REAL
ESTATE
e.
RENTAL MAGIC! LUXURY DUPLEX!
IRISH
punts, $25.00
Seed Corn
and $30.00. 6 w
. Phone
;One of the finest. 3 bedrooms each side, carpets, central heat
• Atrizen • Lorox
901 COLDWATER ROADrA TWO FAMILY APARTMENT building on business lot 90:180.
753-7585.
and air and seperate utility room. Located in one of the nicer
'cop
• Lasso
SEE! SEE! SEE!
nth. Bargain at $12,250.00.
Income $160.00 Per
•
areas.
• Hood Soybeans
One of the most beautiful
:..
OUT - A -- WAYS
homes. Large lot, good
GARAGE SALE, Friday
• Dare Soybeans
e For those who want "out-a-ways" from town. A 3 bedroom
to 7 p.m. and all day Saturday at -.location. Two baths, fire• Wayne Soybeans
IN KIRKSEY, LARGE RANCH TYPE BRICK VENEER. Three bedrooms, three baths,
.home on large lot, 4 miles East of Murray on Highway 121...`:
1302 Kirkwood. Call 753-6200. M8C
6.
Grain
&
Formers
room.-This place has a nice beauty shop, ready for work. Kitchen all modern, double
family
; This home has large living room and an extra large kitchen,
Most Everything you want
carport, also has almost new shop building, size 28:28 which has upstairs. Located on llis
a..
Co.
Seed
also central vacuum system. $12,000.00.
1969
a
in
HONDA
C.B. 160, excellent
o'
acre lot and priced at only $37,500.00.
Quality Field Seed & condition,$275.00.
THE IDEAL HOME FOR JUST
Shown by aiMeltment
Phone 767-4251,
0'
.
YOU AND YOUR WIFE
Service Railroad Ave. after 5:00 p.m.
only.
MIOP
WE HAVE A REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM frame at 1003 Coldwater Road Extra nice
,Comfortable home in an excellent location. Has electric heat
WALDROP REAL ESTATE
...1
inside. Central gas heat,fire-place. On large lot,$13,000.00.
Street
4th
South
.206
'one bath, 3 bedrooms and some carpets. $17,500.00.
SKYLINE MOBILE Home 10' x
Phone 753-5646
PRICE MOBILE
e.
TRICYCLE SET
45', 2 bedrooms on large corner
Phone 753-1390
WE HAVE FOUR REAL NICE COTTAGES in Panorama Shores. One in Lakeway Shores.
i: Quiet residential greet,ideal for the tricycle set in this nice e lot. Panorama Shores. Lot inHOME CENTER
et Little Oaks. One on Patterson Point. One at Centeridge. Two at Green Valley. These
, bedoom brick. Located near Carter School. Needs some e!1 cluded. Contact 753-2604.
et
M8P
in price from $6,000.00 to $39,000.00. If you are looking for a summer home on
oottagesrange
from
Hoes
'2,995
e1
redecorating. Priced at $17,900.00.
HOUSES around home,just give us a call. I believe we have what you are looking
oeoyear
lake
../
the
.
Low as '195* Down
SWEETER THAN SPRINGTIME
2 BEDROOM frame house.
1970-115 H.P. MERCURY outfor.
Electric and wood heat, well
,utiful, well equipped home on Stella-Kirksey Hwy. Lot e.,4 board motor. Phone 753-8175
y. 641 S. Moose 753-3640
water,located on 3-4 acre lot near
MUrra%.
Ne‘l
K%
o •, 120'x272'. Carpets, dishwasher, built-in range and oven and :0 before 5:00 PJ
,,a,‘,or 753-4707 after
• LISTED 163 ACEES ON JONATHAN Creek, adjoining TVA property. In my opinion
JUST
7krelef Concord, Ky
,family room with fire-place. $22,000.00.
Inn
Fleilida
MlOC
00
:
5
e.I
this
. Most all wooded. This land is located on Boy Scout Camp
is good developing pr
4 Bedroom very modern ,2 story ,
'
TEARDROPS A FALUN'
.1
rental
Highway
of
East
mile
as
Road
our
about
Ask
a.'
brick veneer home with formal
, 'Cause owner leaving town and can't take his home with him.e. 8 H.P. RIDING Lawn mower with
10 r dining room. 2 baths, carpeted.
; 3 bedroom, carpeted, brick veneer with central heat and air.
automatic starter. Used six purchase plan, up to
with full basement which has large family
NEED A REAL FINE FOUR BEDROO
Priced to sell Located on 14
• Also 2 tile baths, kitchen and den combination, and fenced
M8P
e.
times. Phone 753-2377.
study and bath? Upstairs there is a living room, two baths, dining
fire-place,
with
room
lot near Coldwater
; back yard. Priced to sell at $23,500.00.
ty and air-conditioning. Also a
three bedrooms, kitchen with all bunt-ins. Enjoy cenil4eat
"WE GOT YOU CORNERED"!
ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal. Located on 1625 Catalina, a real
Call for an appointment to see this
deck.
redwood
large
e
central
baths,
2
RIVERSIDE HST
Yes-a lovely corner home with 3 bedrooms,
Thousands of gallons, top quality, good buy Three bedroom brick
t••-.. heat and air. Also family room with fire-place and fully,
standard brands, as low as $2.47 veneer borne with electric heat,
Xt ittli and Dodson Ave. Large
'
SEE THIS ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM brick veneer'
equipped kitchen. •c
per gallon. Country Boy Stores. tile bath, carpets
room,kitchen, bath,carport and cyclone fence. This house is priced right, $17,200.00.
living
veneer
TAKE MY TIME
brick
bedroom
New three
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 •
home with 1 1 2 baths, electric
• And save yours. Call about this 3 bedroom brick veneer e
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
03 ACREYARM,NICE FRAME HOUSE,good tobacco barn, good stock barn,four or five
;located in Keenland Subdivision. 2 baths, central heat and e4
164. Phone 885-5914. Open Sun- heat. Located near locust Grove
2miles South West of Lynn Grove.
1
out buildings. Located 3/
fire-.
with
room
family
and
carport
120.x412'
on
car
2
lot
air, fully carpeted,
days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
tf!'
M31C 3 bedroom brick veneer home.
take a look.
Place
TWO MILES SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE,we have a 15 acre farm. Nice two bedroom frame
Bath, electric heat and has V. A.
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE
.
house,new pole barn. This place Is priced at only $12,000.00. Better take a look, it won't last
and
POINTERS
THAT COUNTS!
Loan.
e
Located
Ryan.
1657
at
REGISTERED
2ND TIRE WHEN YOU
long.
to
ea This practically new 3 bedroom ranch has been im-,
Setters out of 1966 National Nice 3 bedroom brick veneer
a
BUY 1ST TIRE
maculately kept. In a residential area of new homes. Well
Shooting dog champion and 8 home with one bath, electric
ONE MILE FROM TOWN ON 121 South, we have a good two bedroom frame, living room,
arranged floor plan. Price has recently been reduced to e
week old Pointers out of son of heat, partly carpeted. Located
at single tire price!
bath,garage,lot has over 300feet of Highway frontage.
month
1406
10
ei. $24,750.00.
Johnson
Kentucky Palatin Joe.
41
of FARMS & LOTS:
BUY A ONE ARM BANDIT!
Tread wear expectancy old Setter out of Daughter
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH BASEMENT down near the lake on Poplar
,This investment pays off like a slot machine. 2 bedroom e.314 '
Commanders Rig Coon di Son of 5 acres open land, fenced.
SPringilload. Here is a good buy for someone who wants to be near the lake. Has 4 acre lot,
months
30
492-8607
is
4
e•;';•
building
with
available
apartment
additional
or
New
&
753-5169
.
Located
Murray
on
Old
(i`; home with an
Turnto. Phone
all wooded.
WIC Concord Road.
• all rental units fully furnished and ready to go. Located e'
after 5:00p.m.
2 lots, size 105x210, located on
approximately 400 ft. from the center of MSU.
ea,
WE HAVE 22 ACRES orFINE developing land on 94 East, one mile from Murray. Would
MAKE BEATEN down carpet Highway
.•`;
121 South about 312
INVEST IN THE NOT SO DISTANT FUTURE!
fluffy
Main
and
a good place for trailer park. Also has many other possibilities
be
nap
510
bright
doorways
at
•
e••
Road.
Airport
the
on
limits
miles from Murray.
26 acres, 3.6 miles from the city
Big
Lustre.
Blue
with
again
ea
lots on Kentucky
Good well and fenced. $12,600.00.
Phone 753-1966 ffc K.
N18C Several lake
:,
Lake and Barkley Lake.
ON MOTHER'S DAY
e4
Located In Kingswood . on
She'll feel younger than springtime when she sees this at .0.
SIMMONS BEAUTYRF,ST firm MINIATURE
SCHNAUZrat Kingsway Street, lot size
*active, comfortable home on the lake. Beautifully land-e •
ea mattress, box springs and frame. puppies, 6 weeks old. Male, AKC 100'x150'.
leaped 4 acres plus with fantastic view. 842,500.00.
0'
.
Phone 753-7532 after 5:00 p.m .
registered. Good pedigree. Phone Wilson Ins. di Real Estate.
0
FISH ARE BITING
M8P 753-9371.
MSC
is
house
Boat
are.
Member of Multiple Listing
to and this cottage is located where they
". perfect for keeping your ski boat out of the weather. Cottage
Service.
eo
or
base
channel
23
RADIO,
CB
Phoises; office. 753-3263. Home
• is comfortable and partly furnished.
0,
mobile, D-104 desk mike, one
753-11N11.
OUR VIEW IS GREAT!
eA
'
.
hand mike, Skyhook amplifier, 12
.Beautiful waterfront lot at Pine Bluff Shores. Large e
Wayne Wilson, Larry Wilson.
in. external speaker, one super
M8C
;waterfront lot at Panorama ares.
mobile,
magic
one
100
meg,
ft.of
c..
753-2587
large coax, 50 ft. push-up. Also S
THREE Bk.DROOM brick,
ITS ALWAYS SPRING
P.
H.
&
Briggs
garden
Stratton
corner lot, central heat and air.
.On Barkley Lake. Easy living with a gracious flair in this c
'01 tiller with forward and reverse.
Pt baths, living room, family
beautiful 4 bedroom, 3 bathroom home.
753-5725
Louise Baker
753-6650.
MW
Phone
room, Carpeted, built-in oven and
ea CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
range, diehwasher, disposal,
IS 5 % PER CENT INTERESTING?
Portable now
753-8961
Onyx Ray
storm dosrsand windows, paved
That is the rate on this loan. Buy this three bedroom car- e` , barn construction, utility poles
built-in
to
converts
drive.
, peted, brick veneer home at bargain interest rates. Your
Exceptionally
clean.
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
when needed
pocketbook will be glad you did. $11,500.00 down and $96.00 a e Co., Maple Street, Murray,
available July 1. 1777 Keenland.
753-3735 after 4 p.m.
Month will let you assume this $22,000.00 home.
M7C
ITC
Ky.
powerful
plus
cycles
9
GOT A LOT ON YOUR MIND?
THIRTY ACRE „farm, road o 11117013EDROOM trailer on 100
•4:, Large lot zoned for 4-plex apartments, $9,250.00.
6-level wash.
GERMAN SHEPHERDS, 8
LOVELY HOME off North 18th two sides,fixed for blacktop. One Ft. lot with one third interest in
150'x150' on Calloway, $6,750.00.
weeks old. Phone 753-3619. MIOP
Street. Brick, three- bedrooms. and three-tenths miles from well. Located on Morgan Boat
Beautiful lots on Sycamore close to the new high school
two fun baths, well lighted large Murray. Extra large brick home. Dock Road. See this week only at
White $249"
M7P
On Monroe zoned for duplex, $4,000.00.
7 H.P. RIDING Mower. 30 in. cut.
living and dining area, patio and Four bedrooms and oversize this address.
Delivered
Beautiful wooded lot in Kingswood.
In extra good condition. Phone
garage, convenient kitchen living room. All under fence. Call TWO LOTS In Meadow Green
MIOP
Large residential lot, 111'1211', on Oakdale Iota of shade
MIOP
753-5109
Located near University, quiet 753-3334.
Color 15 More
acres Subdivision. Paved streets,
Very nice lot in Bagwell Manor, only $2,600.00.
Phone 753neighborhood
city water, shade trees. Phone
A Beautiful partly wooded land close to town. 20 acres in one
6527.
FtECIINER CHAIR in brown.
MiNC THREE BEDROOM brick. Air 753-1638.
MIP
0.4 tract, 8 acres in the other. Ideally located.
Living room suite, color rose
trbility
dishwasher,
conditioned,
M IOC
beige Phone 753-2588.
c.o 104 acres close to Lynn Grove. Good land,good price
COTTAGE ON Ketuckx Lake. kitchen and dinette combination. NEW BRICK home five minutes
510 Main
300 Acres of land and cottage near Lake. Sugar Creek area.
large tame bedroom, completely Built-in desk space in one from University. Four bedrooms,
ttc modern total electric, airANTIQUE GRANDFATHER Phone 753-1966
bedroom. Two carlarage. on two baths,two car garage Phone
(locks, Oak cases. Phone 4924594
conditioned, all utifities. Lake large private lot. Phone 753MIOC
753-3669.
after 5:00p.m.
M70 LARGEST VARIETY of pistols W'ress. $8,500.00.-Phone 7535676.
61125:
- WC!
LOST & FOUND
in Kentucky. No increase in
,•
1971 MOBILE HOME 12a70 and
Office /53-4342 -Home 753-5020
prices. Country Boy Stores, th
-PACED-Ifertflre
WHITE
Ox..
mama+ -Modern
lot. Three bedrooms, 11
2 baths
/
AITTTFUT. LAKE"Itionrio11.
Surplus FORA 9
brick veneer at New Concord. Good road to water's edge with Strayed from farm, two mike
lot and good outside garage can from
EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
Hopkinsv*.e. Junction Ky
Insulated. storiTe windows. dock. Must be seen to be ap- welt of Kirksiti. Has tag N6. 10
be included with mobile home.
117 & 164 Open Sundays until 4
Office 753-4342 Home 753 4910
carfieting.. Contact John D. preciated Phone 436-5471. MI3C clamped in brisket. Pleilse gall
About 21/ miles from Murray pm.
Nti1C,
t.;.-tevett?tt:V..."4.5..?+:".74::? (:;? dh7;?
Gene Scruggs atil80-2091.
MX'
MiC
Calhoon at 436.1"168
Phone 753-1222
M I0C

NOW!

Is The Time To Buy
Color TV Set
and if you shop

SONY/SUPER _-•
".
SCOPE

BEAUTIFUL HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

669"

_____With_the
8-year

the

TV Service Center

NYLON
TIRES
1/2 OFF

a

Montgomery-War.

Guy Spann Realty

MOTHER'S
DAY
SPECIAL
DIN WASHER

Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
NITE PHONES:

Guy Spann -

753-2409 Prentice Dunn Jack, Persall .753-8919

MORE

if:4NT

Montgomery-Ward

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

1

On

•`e:

1
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Hospital Report
May 5, 1971
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 5

indictments...
ICentiaaed from Page I
minor repairs and some painting

Stoat Market

Persons Fined In Calloway Court
Of Judge Miller, Past Two Weeks

The
urce

YORK ( UPI)—The
NEW
stock marked opened lower in
Several persons have been costa $111.50; State Police.
active trading today.
COURTHOUSE
Floyd Cunningham, Almo,
Shortly after the opening the fined in the Calloway County
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The Grand Jury further indrunkenness, fined $10.013
spected the Courthouse and Dow Jones industrial average Court of Judge Robert 0. Miller public
Sheriff.
weeks.
$25.50;
two
past
costs
the
during
stood
chips
blue
of
selected
30
DISMISSALS
grounds, and, in general, we
Jesse C. Tucker, Murray,
Mrs. Betty Lou Moreland and found both to be in good con- at 937.32 off 0.07 while declines Records show the following ocattempted assault and battery,
Baby Girl, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. dition. Specifically, we note that shot ahead of advances, 203 to curred:
Mo.,
to disorderly conduct,
Gideon,
amended
Baker,
Irene
the
on
the
issues
410
among
76,.
Rhodes
Diane
and Baby the ladies' restroom is being kept
Beverly
of
costs $25.50; Sheriff.
costs
license,
$10.00
a
fined
without
fishing
Girl, Rt. 4 Lone Oak Rd., Paris, very clean and orderly. Although tape.
U.S. Steel tacked on % to $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
Tenn., Mrs. Naomi Jane Garland some repair work has been done
W. L. Farris, Farmington
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Kirksey, m the Courthouse, we would 94%. Armco at 20% was suspended; Department of Fish Route One, driving while inWildlife.
and
Mrs. Dorothy June Todd, at, 7, further recommend that some unchanged and Republic at 28%
toxicated and no operator's
Ronald Thorn, Chicago,
Murray, Mrs. Grace Nell Hanley, remodeling and repair work be surrendered 4'4
$100.00 costs
fined
license,
Chrysler and American Mo- speeding, fined $10.00 costs $20.50; Sheriff.
Rt. 8, Benton, Hurshel Key, Rt. 1, done in the Courtroom.
Police.
State
$18.50;
at
tors were both unchanged
Rawl, Master John Patrick
Earl Forsee, Jr. Murray,
4 and 6%, respectively, Lemon Peeler, Almo Route
/
Lie, 1217 Peggy Ann De.,
Respectfully submitted: 301
and illegal sale of
possession
while Ford eased k4 to 66 and One, driving while intoxicated,
Murray, Jimmy Dan Paschall,
Jerry Grogan, Foreman,
local dry option
in
alcohol
General Motors, ex-dividend, fined 9100.00 costs $13.50; State
Calloway County
Rt. 3, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Toni
territory, fined $100.00 costs
Police.
was unchanged at 86/
4.
1
Grae Bohannon, 1517 Joluison,
Grand Jury
$13.50, sentenced to sixty days in
Losers among the chemicals Vernon Williams, 710 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Hattie Fay Elkins,
County :ail, suspended on con4 to Murray, disorderly conduct,
1
included Union Carbide /
1613 Hamilton Ave., Murray,
dition defendant riot traffic in
labor,
hard
at
jail
in
4 and thirty days
1
49%, Monsanto kti to 45/
Mrs. Katherine Diuguid Kirk
beverages for period of
alcoholic
4. Du Pont suspended on condition of good
1
Dow le to 100/
(From Cony. Div.).
from and after
months
twelve
In fact the
behavior for six months.
4.
1
remained unchaged at 150/
,NNW UVMriiz_111111,1F411WsMss plomber's slolissis, but
date. Bond of $750.00 to Comper
Camshaft
of
Kirksey
worked
Leonard
James
Oil issues dropping a fraction
May 4, 1971
r sod irsdalsetres. Nsle sink
1104dioink pmperpirm eistr=1111Me
monwealth of Kentucky that will
4 Murray, reckless driving, fined
1
included Jersey Standard by /
ADULTS 94
mew
brit,sitiossillaOsdililhe
traffic in alcoholic beverages
not
"If
—
YORK
(UPI)
NEW
to 77%, Atlantic Richfield % to $10.00 costs $18.50; State Police.
NURSERY 8
stocks are really the slaves of 74%, and Getty k's to 89%. Bobby Lamb, Mayfield Route in local option territory for period
the 1971 stock market Superior Oil rose 1 to 212, One, speeding, fined $10.00 costs of twelve months. Said bond to
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS earnings,
provide for forfeiture in event
will probably continue, with Occidental le to 21, Pennzoil /
4 $18.50 ; State Police.
1
defendant found guilty of trafminor interruptions, to to 351
only
Route
Almo
Burkeen,
at
B.
4.
/
Texaco
36% was David
DISMISSALS
ficing in alcoholic beverages
throughout the year," unchanged.
One, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Baby Girl Rains, Mrs. Lilllsui advance
within twelve months from and
to Wright Invesors' UAL
according
Inc.
and
Eastern $18.50; State Police.
Evelyn Wallis and Baby Girl, Rt.
after date.
company
the
Although
Service...
Paducah,
Lonon,
4
1
/
each
Airlines
38%
lost
to
and
Cheryl
1 Box 122, Murray, Trellis Elmo
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Fred Patek's a big man
on field despite size
By STAN WAVIER
Copley News Service
ANAHEIM, Calif. — "Hey
Fred," shouted Jim Fregosi,
"I'll bet you love Anaheim."
"Why is that?" the 5-foot-4
Infielder yelled back.
"Because," said the smiling
Fregosi, "you can get into
Disneyland at half-price."
Patek returned the smile to
the veteran Angel shortstop. He
has been through it all before.
In fact, Fred Patek has been
the center of jokes since he
entered high school.
Once when Patek was
playing with Pittsburgh and the
team came to Los Angeles to
meet the Dodgers he almost
didn't get into the locker room.
"The attendant thought I was
an autograph seeker," Patek
related. "I had to do a lot of
explaining before I finally
convinced him that I was a
PlaYer."
Then there was the time a
Dodger player wanted to know
if Patel(was a Hollywii6d Park
jockey moonlighting at night as
a bat boy.
"I don't mind all the jokes,"
he tells you."I expect it. I know
it's all in fun and it would be
ridiculous to get angry."
Freddie Joe Patek, a little
man who doesn't let the lack of
size hurt him,was the "big"
man in a six-player deal last
December.
Kansas City acquired Patek,

New X rays showed a hairline
fracture which disabled him for
three weeks.
"I was going good at the
time," Patek recalls, "and I
hated to leave the lineup. When
you're my size you have to take
advantage of every opportunity."
He hit a home run in Houston
the day he returned, but the
wrist wasn't right and it took
off-season surgery for the
removal of a small bone to
correct it.
Patek runs extremely well.
He, like Maury Wills, is an
intelligent base runner.
"Patek's base-running

ability often creates a murmur
from the stands," Pittsburgh
manager Danny Mertaugh said
last year. "The fans expect
something to happen."
Fred stole 41 bases in the
equivalent of two seasons with
the Pirates. He led the International League in stolen
bases in 1967 with 42 although
he played only 75 games.
"He's the most underrated
player in the National
League,' Dodger manager
Walt Alston said last season.
Patek is the smallest man
ever to play the game of
baseball if you exclude the
midget that once pinch-hit for
Bill Beeck's old St. Louis
Browns.
In fact, Patek's nickname is
"Midg."
Patek played baseball at
Seguin ( Tex.) High School
where he earned all-state
honors.
He played winter ball for exteammate Roberto Clemente at
San Juan, Puerto Rico, and hit
nearly .350.
"He's extremely strong for
his size," Kansas City manager
Bob Lemon revealed. "Fred
can hit a long ball if the
situation calls for it."
The way to the majors hasn't
been easy for "Midg" and the
jokes have to get to him occasionally, but Fred Patek has
certainly proven that stature is
only in the eyes of the beholder.

Secret negotiationsr
Agnew remark is hint
on new peace offer
SINGAPORE (UPI.: Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
said the Nixon Administration is seriously considering
North Vietnam's new peace proposal.
He added, however, that he did not have enough information to determine whether the proposal is acceptable to the United States.
His response to a question at an airborne news conference between Seoul and Singapore appeared to help
bear out statements by congressional leaders in Washington that some secret movements on peace negotiations may be Underway.
Having been out of the country for more thati a week,
Agnew said he did not have "the information on which
to predicate an opinion" as to whether the North Vietnamese offer would be acceptable.
The latest peace offer by the North Vietnamese called
for the withdrawal of U. S. forces from South Vietnam
by the end of the year in return for the release of
American prisoners of war and the establishment of a
coalition government in Saigon.

KNOCK, KNOCK. WHO'S THERE?—Robert L. Reynolds; had to knock out concrete
blocks to rescue Dutchess, his 6-week-old chihuahua, after she fell down a chimney flue in his Columbus, Ohio home.
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Too much exercise
39 Marine recruits
sent to hospital
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Bruce Dal Canton and Jerry
May from the Pirates for Bob
Johnson, Jimmy Campanis and
Jackie Hernandez.
Patek, 26, was born in
Oklahoma City but spent most
of his early years in Seguin,
Tex., and more recently called
Pittsburgh home although be
and wife.
Overland, Kan., prior to ;spring
training.
Fred, who weighs only 140,
was an instant success — and
fan favorite —when the Pirates
called him up on June 3, 1968.
In 15 days, he had helped the
Hues to a nine-game winning
Weak and was hitting 111
when a Don Drysdale pitch hit
him on the left wrist.
X rays proved negative but
the wrist was painful and
Freddie's average dropped.
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SAYS LBJ "H ONES T" —
Questioned on a New York
television show, George W.
Ball said former President
Lyndon B. Johnson never
"deliberately deceived" the
American public. He also
said he thinks the publication of secret papers on the
Vietnam war "was healthy
in a way." Ball_was undersecretary of State in the
John F. Kennedy and
• Johnson administrations.
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pARRIs ISLAND, S. C. (UPI): Marine Copps officials
said 39 recruits had been hospitalized, apparently from
too much exercise and that three drill instructors had
been replaced pending an investigation.
Capt. M. R. Arnold, public affairs officer, said the recruits were suffering from renal tract (kidney) complaints. He said the cause of the complaints was tentatively reported to be from "doing more than their normal amount of exercise."
The recruits, who had been here less than a week,
were all progressing satisfactorily. Arnold said none
was in serious condition.
Hospital officials said the illness apparently occurred
"after unaccustomed use of upper body voluntary muscles." The heavy exercise caused muscle fiber breakdown, which in turn, released various chemkals into
the bloodstream.
Arnold said the transfer of the instructors was not
a disciplinary action.
"U the investigation shows that disciplinary action
Is warranted, then of course it will be made," he said.

Good egg
Have you ever noticed a
small blood spot or meatspot in an ear You Imam, a
tiny dot when you break

AQøK OUT, ZONING gsralMillereRIBibe facing a new problem over this "high
rise" trailer park in Va am Heights, Minn. Nine 14`-ls7=717-fdtrtmobi1e homes are
parked in the Mobile Americana Corp. project in the St. Paul suburb, a "first.-

Meningitis
bacillus taken
by burglar

The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's annual 4-H and*
FFA District Dairy Shows will be
held in July, with the first shows
to be July 12 at Cynthiana and
Murray.
ARVADA, COLO.
Seven shows will be held this
(UPI): Potentially deadly
year, but apread over a two-week
silen ce was the only
period rather than one week as in
response to a police appeal
previous years. One Tuesday,
for help in recovering a
July 13, shows will be held at
stolen container of highlycontagious spinal meningiHarrodsburg and Bowling Green.
tis bacillus.
'the remaining three shows will
The germ was among the
be as follows: July 19, Camploot taken by an unsuspectbellsbille, and
July
20,
ing burglar who broke inShelbyville and Somerset. Ento the home of a Colorado
tries in the shows must be on the
hospital researcher early
Saturday.
grounds where the shows are to
Arvada police detectives
held by 9a.m. on the show dates.
warned that anyone who
Judging will start at 10 a.m. local
comes in contact with the
time at place of show.
burglar is in danger beAll regularly enrolled 4-H and
cause of the highly-contaFFA members are eligible to
gious nature of the disease
caused by the bacillus.
participate in the shows.
Dr. Kirk E. Peffer said a
However, a youth dui only show
microscope case was part
in one division-either 4-H or
of the $5000 in goods taken
FFA. Entries in the 4-H division
from his home. Inside the
will be approved by the county
case, covered only by a thin
extension agent, with vocetional
oil film, was the culture.
aviculture instructors ap
Peffer appealed to the
thief to tarn himself in improving the FFA division entries
mediately for medical exIn recent years the Kentucky
amination. He said even
Department of Agriculture has
breathing the air around
made a number of changes in the
the white, hairlike growth
State sponsored show programs
could be dangerous.
In order to better promote quality
The incubation period
for
the disease is about,sevlivestock. We have continued to
en days, he said. It starts
stress production records as a
with a high fever and can
part of district dairy. I am
result in brain damage or
convinced that this leads to a
death.
trend toward more efficient dairy
The Arvada police deoperations and helps in expartment, in its appeals to
the news media, promised
panding dairy cattle returns in
to keep secret the identity
Kentucky.
of anyone helping in the
The shows are designed to
return of the bacillus. OffI.
supplement the edecational
asked whoever had the
objectives of the 4-H and FFA
culture to leave it in an
organizations and to help
isolated location and telephone them with the exact
dairymen provide some of the
dte.
evaluations that are required to
further help our dairy industry.
BOY SUFFOCATES

che shell? If so—don't worry—according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
the eggs are perfectly
wholesome and just as
good as other eggs.

Sears

CATALOG
SALES
-7 ,e,d•te.4eotarAtie.

Remodeling
Repairs
Modernization

Check items you are
interested in,
then

CALL

ADVANTAGES of Shopping with
Sears Catalog Sales Representative
• SKILLED SPECIALIST is at your service to help
you with any information you require.
• EXACT COST--no "hazy estimates". You know
exactly what you pay and what you are buying.

o Alf

conditioning systems
mod room air conditioners

0Appliances and

built-in appliance

011athreorn fixtures
DS.,IIdlng materiel

• INSTALLATION by SEARS approved installers can
be arranged.. .and paid for on easy terms.

0Dishwashers, garbage disposers

o rousing

• LOW CATALOG PRICE - you pay the same low
catalog price with this specicilized service.

DM..' revering

o
1:3 Geroge

o
o

equipment

• SHOP at HOME in ccxnfort. Leave the measuring and other details to us.

NeatIng sworn,
Insulation

0Irrigation

systems

0 Kitchen cabinets

LET ME

0Office equipment
aind accessories

SAVE
YOU
MONEY

0hope and accessories
assinssisse, gutters

o

Rungs

0refrigereters, freezers
Oltesifinc and siding
Oneern heaters
ohlnks
0Stern. windows end doors

LARRY LYLES

OVentilotors
0Wellboard

CATALOG

SALES lIciproistintatio•

0Westters and dry•r•

FIRES FROM FIREWORKS
LOS ANGELES(UPI)—City VIENNA (UPI)—A 3year41ld
and county firemen reported East German boy suffocated in
Monday they put out 481 brush, his hiding place while he and
grass and structural fires in the his parents were being smug24-hour July 4 period-319 of gled across the Hungarian
them attributed to careless use border into Austria Friday,
Austrian police said Monday.
of fireworks.
City fire officials said they Wilhelm Wildback, 27, his
responded to 252 blazes of wife Heide, and Wilhelm Jr.,
which 147 were fireworks- persuaded an Austrian truck
related. County firemen fought driver to bring them across the
229 blazes, 172 attributed to border. They had been vacationing in Hungary.
flreworks.

0W0ter hooters

CALL TODAY .. make an appointment
lb

753-2310
Sears Has a
Crsidit Plan to Suit
Yaur Needs
ASK Of DETAILS

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Southside Manor Shopping

Center

Murray, Ky.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

•

and he tells me I should be pleased that she approves of me.
NO. 2
Any suggestions?

--AMT

CONFIDENTIAL TO BIG JOHN: Relax. A
agenarian" means she is front 60 to 69 years old!

(,BS ha, undergone a miniscule name change: instead
of -Cadris Country" it will
lie titled "Cade's County ."

"sex-

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

Lawyer can solve
half your problem

PENNI Is

DEAR ABBY: I recently married a widow I'll cali
Emma, whom I always thought to be a very sensible lady I
was a widower with a 14-year-old son. Emma had no
children.
Before our marriage, Emma agreed to move into my
house with my son and me. I work nights. Right after the
wedding, Emma moved in, but two days later she moved out.
saying the boy had made improper advances toward her.
Now she refuses to come back until I get a daytime job. so I
can stay home nights to "protect" her from my son.
I find it hard to believe that the boy ever made any
improper advances to my bride. I asked him, and he denied
it, saying Emma was crazy. Emma says the boy is not only a
sex maniac, but a liar. I don't know what to believe.
In the meantime, I am legally married but I have no
wife. In fact, we have never actually lived together as man
and wife yet. What kind of marriage do you call this'
NEVADA
DEAR NEVADA: Unconsummated! See a lawyer. Under
the circumstances an annulment shouldn't be hard to obtain.
And you had better find out for certain who is lying. If
Emma is telling the truth, your son needs help. If your son
has been unjustly accused, then Emma needs help.
DEAR ABBY I am so burned up, I'll bet sparks are
coming out of my ears!
Three years ago I gave my sister in law a baby bed and
a high chair. My children had outgrown them, but both items
were as good as new.
Yesterday I found out that she sold them! Now, I ask
you, did she have the right to sell them after I gave them to
her for nothing? When I told her I wish she had told me she
didn't want them because I would have taken them back, she
said, "I would have if you had told me you were only lending
them to me, but you told me you were giving them to me."
BURNED UP
Who is right?
DEAR BURNED: She is. When you give something
away, it's no longer yours.
DEAR ABBY: My husband [I'll call him Jim I has a
strange attachment to a girl he knew during high school. Jim
corresponded with her all Bum college, where he met me, and
we married shortly after graduation.
Now Jim calls her daily and keeps her picture in our
bedroom and one on his desk at his office. Otherwise he is a
perfect husband He told me he premed to her before he
asked me and she turned him divert Don't advise me to talk it over with Jim. I've done that

Hate m write letters" Send st to Abby, Box 07110, Los
Angeles. Cal. Mess, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters for AN Oecasioas."
New cartoons
Buffalo Mill roam
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Hanna-Barbera
productions
over
roam
still
buffalo
The
will introduce a new video carAcpreserves.
four national
toon series next fall, "The
cording to the American Auto- Funky Phantom."
"substanmobile Association,
* •
tial herds of American bison" Acquisition
Theodore
at
found
be
to
are
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Roosevelt National Memorial
Park in North Dakota, Wind Disney Studio archives acCave National Park and Bad- quired a 1922 live-action and
lands National Monument ir cartoon film titled 'Tammy
South Dakota, and Yellow- Tucker's Tooth," one of Walt
stone National Park in Wyo Disney's first experiments in
movies.
ming and Montana.
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3 Football
position
4 Part of fireplace
5 Sweet
substance
6 College
degree (abbr )
7 And so forth
(abbr.)
8 Former
Russian ruler
9 Oar
10 Lubricate
11 Anger
16 Mounds
18 Pinch

ACROSS

3,33

BAND-AID
SHEER STRIPS
Value Pack
70 Assorted
Bandages
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SLUSH

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

2-oz.
Reg. '1.75
Sale
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Assorted colors.

96

Love This!

Reg. $2.95
Lady
Clairol

‘,SS,
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I.

Sale
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MAXI BLONDE

t:sirsi

.

LADY CLAIROL

HAIR
LIGHTENER

1

MUG

Freeze white tumbler solid, put tumbler in insulating
shell. Pour cold drinks, stir and change drinks to slush!

The Kids
Will

ULTRA BLUE
LADY CLAIROL

FORMULA
Reg. '2.25
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L'il Abner
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Maximum Lightening and
Conditioning Kit.

96,

Reg. '2.75
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SWEET & LOW

COPPERTONE
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Tan, Don't Burn!
4-oz

Reg. '1.79

Plastic Bottle

98;

ULTRA BRITE

Family Size

614 or

Reg. 1 1.09
Sale

INSTANT NESTEA
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With Coupon - (Without Coupon - - 99')
PAYLESS
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NESTEA ms
100% TEA - 3 oz
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WITH THIS COUPON
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Regular or New Mint
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BUSINESS SHOULD
BE GOOD --PEOPLE ALWAYS
LOSE WATCHES
AND RINGS
AND STUFF

1 Obtain
4 Bed linen
9 Hawaiian
rootstock
2 New Deal
agency (init.)
3 Bards
4 Ventilate
5 Roguish
youngster
7 Taper
9 Elanets
21 Free of
22 Meeting room
24 Affirmative
20 Stitch
26 Conspiracy
52 Memorandum
36 Gratuity
22 Detests
29 White poplar
54 Woody plant
38 Cowboy
23 Lessen
31 Intellect
Sever
.competition
55
25 Drink slowly
33 Organ of
56 Devoured
41 Wing looted
27 Fertile spots
34 hearing for
57
Hurried
odia
no
ct
43
in desert
Symbol
zodiac
59 Silkworm
tantalum
28 Rubbish
60 Mournful
45 More insane
35 Posed for
30 Dine
63 College
47 Parcel of land
portrait
degree (abbr )
Wheat
32 Make lace
37 Equality
39 A continent
••••
9 10 1 1
7 $
S A
2 3
I
es•
(artor.,)
G
•
re?
letter
40
r"' 14
12
42 Sesame
a;:.•:\ ..,
'-''13
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17
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Trade
• '-:••••
21
"
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ii) '
". 19
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,
i". •
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.-.•.
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22 23
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53 Chose
30 .;.;. 31
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•.•.•
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30 ..."-...4?
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•
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.•.-.
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43
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_._
,•,://,, •
62 Article of
'-furniture
49
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46
47 • 4
64 Period of time
i
65 Man's
52 .'53
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•
,4‘
66 Growing out
55 56
Si '• S8
59 60
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67 Free of
/- 62
6.
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61
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I African
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TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

. NBC Will
-Harvey:

.• Narrator
(1 P1)
11411.1.1Uottlt
bole, "t.'%..irt sill narrate
"Proud,. Ilic‘ I :JMe S. a 2.4..11111111k rliii.timent.irs 'iii liii

Ace
the
Cow
SCC
Pop'

11

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

with James Stewart in the 90.
minute'television version ol
Mary
Chase's
comedy.
next season.

St

YOU CAN'T GET ME Noir e4CAIKE
This 15 54AMER VACATION I. I'M
FREE! DO g'OU HEAR ME?FREE!

STUPID SCHOIX!

Television
notes

Cunningham, friend of the
Oscar Madison character played
by Jack Kldgman.
* 0*
NBC has set Sept. 9 as the
time for repeating "An Evening
with Julie Andrews and Harry
Belafonte," the one-hour musical originally telecast Nov. 9,
1969.
•••
,71,
ABC and the PGA Tournament Players Division have
reached an agreement giving
the network exclusive video
rights to six major golf tourneys in 1972.
* 0*
Helen Hayes will co-star

V(

* * *

Grftrights
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Producer-director
Larry
Turman has acquired film
rights to "Everybody K 110 W :• •
and Nobody Cares."

prO2

By Abigail Van Buren

NEW YORK (UPI) - 'Fhat
veteran host of game shows,
Bill Cullen, will be back at his
specialty Aug. 2 when NBC
puts a new series, "Three on a
Match," in the 1:30-2 p.m
spot, Monday through Fridays.
It replaces "Joe Garagiola's
Memory Game."
• si *
CBS will broadcast the semifinals and finals of the first
annual Tennis Tournament of
Champions at Hilton Head Island, S.C., Aug,. 28-29. Four
contestants will be selected on
the basis of World Championship of Tennis pro tom points.
• *
Joan Hotchkis will be a
regular member of the cast of
ABC's "The Odd Couple" during the coming season. She
made four appearances this season in the,,ixde of Dr. Nancy

HA,THERE
YOU ARE,Yern

PAI

ecisstar in "Going Home" for
MGM to be filmed on location
in Wildwood, NJ.

Series for Dick Clark
Como on BBC
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Dick
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)-Perry
clerk, host of "American Band- COMO ta'a television special
stand," will appear in a new for the
documentary-type
television
• *
series, "Will This Marriage Be
Three-star film
Saved?"
III LYWOOD (UM-RoThere is no trick to growing
bert Mitchum, Brenda Vaccaro
old. Anyone can do it who has
and Jail Michel Vincent will
enough time.

Nisi-change
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)Glenn Ford's new 20th Centar% -Fo‘ tekvision series for

DEAR NO. 2: I suggest that It you put up with a man
who makes you feel like No. 2 either you must have no alternative or you like the punishment.

100000
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NEW RAID

Just light it and forget.
Burns for hours.
Packs of 8 coils and stands.
Repels mosquitoes!
Reg. $1.19
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Q t Offer Expires July 24th, 1971 :5-0419A
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Vehicle Registration For
State And Nation Increases
FRANKFORT, Ky.According to figures released by
the Kentucky Traffic Safety
Coordinating Committee (KTSCC), America's motor vehicle
population grew
by approximately 9100 vehicles per
day during 1970.
James D. Sewell, executive
assistant for the KTSCC, said
statistics compiled by the
Federal Highway Administration
showed an increase for 1970 of
3,337,217 registered motor
vehicles over the 1969 total.
Sewell
said
the
1970
registration of 108,435,903 motor
vehicles included 89,309,101
automobiles, 379,021 buses, and
18,747,781 trucks. More than a
third of the total vehicles were
registered in five statesCalifornia, New York, Texas,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania.
"But the largest percentage
gains of motor
vehicle
registration were experienced by
two states of comparatively
small population," Sewell said.
"These were Hawaii, with an 8.2
per cent increase, and Nevada,
which had a 7.8 per cent increase."
gentucky's motor vehicle
population increased by three per
cent during 1970, with 1969 figures
totaling 1,716,583 compared to
last year's 1,768,276. The figure
represents a daily increase of
approximately 140 vehicles.
Considering last year's increase, as well as increases in
palt years," Sewell noted, "it is
significant to note that our highway death toll has steadily
declined since 1968, not only in
the number of fatalities, but in
the average number of fatalities
suffered per hundred million
miles traveled annually in
Kentucky.
"While the number of fatalities
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PHILADELPHIA (UPI): There is a "silent majority" of Protestant clergy that devotes little time to
sermons on social and political problems facing
America according to a study released by the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith. The study is part
of a series called "Patterns of American Prejudice."
The report, based on a survey of some 1560
clergymen of the rune largest Protestant denominations in California, was written by a team of four
behavioral scientists at the University of California
Survey Research Center under an Anti-Defamation
League grant.

has decreased, the number of
miles traveled each year has
increased substantially."
In 1968, there were 5.95 deaths
per hundred million miles
traveled, 5.75 in 1969, and 5.36 in
1970.

zgairgezumew

(:(4t
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CHEVROLET

The report said that as long as the trend continues, "Sunday will remain the same: the American
silent majority sitting nghteously in the pews listening 1.0 silent sermons."
The report also said that the more conservative
the denomination, the more "silent" the minister.
The ADL said that 33 per cent of the Methodists
and Episcopalians preached nn controversial topics

five times or more a year, only 8 per cent of the
Missouri Lutherans and 9 per cent of the Southern
Baptists did so
SMOKING INCREASING With
the airwaves carrying fewer of
those antismoking commercials,
Americans apparently have felt
freer to light up again.
The Agriculture Department
reported Monday that cigarette
consumption in the United
States rose 3 per cent between
January and April. And the
smoking rate over the 10 month

CHEVROLET

CHEVROLET

IDWAIN TAYLOR

CHEVROLET

WE'RE SHOOTING THE WORKS!
From July 2nd thru July 20th

FLEETSIDE PICKUP
51 To Choose From
(9 Inflation Fighters

AIL

IMPALA COUPES & SEDANS

CAMARO COUPE

26 To Choose From

3 To Choose From

Salesmen: J. H. Nix, Mac Fitts Charlie Jenkins
(Hi VROLET

CHEVROL I T

CHI Vi(()l. I T

HEVROLE T

CHEVROLET

Murray, Kentucky
CHEVROLET

period ending in April showed a
214 per cent rise over the
same period in the previous
year, the department's latest
tobacco report said.
The principal reason, the
report said, was that as
"cigarette commercials on radio and television stopped Jan.
2, anticigarette announcements
decreased considerably."

CHEVROLET

COMPANY

1 SIZZLING

Highway
King has announced plans to
apply the first coat of new
blacktop to about 1200 miles of
[
trai
paved county roads at a cost of
or $9 million.
King said the program will get
motorists "out of the dust
rid mud," and reduce air
llution from dust for those who
lye or work along the roads.
"Also we're reducing future
paintenance costs," King said.
:1'When we get a good hard surface there, we don't have to go in
Itind grade and place additional
Atone each year."
The 1200 miles of blacktopping
rill be in addition to the regular
rural-secondary and county road
• programs. King said the
dditional blacktop money will be
t in counties where less than
per cent of the roads are now
rd-aurfaced.
Bids were opened July 2 on the
segment of the program
vering 259 miles of blacktopgin 23 counties.
The counties and the miles of
w blacktop specified are:
Garrard, 19.8; Jackson, 17.1;
1, 16.3; Adair, 15.9; Laurel,
3; Clay, 15.2; Pulaski, 14.6;
Uey, 14.4; Knox, 13.6; Casey,
6; Monroe, 13.5; Estill, 11.8;
e, 10.7; Wayne, 10.7; Met9.6; Lincoln, 8.0; Owen,
0; Taylor, 7.9; McCreary, 7.9;
castle, 5.3; Anderson, 4.9;
11, 4.9; and Gallatin, .9.
A total of 56 other counties can
some blacktop mileage
m the program using the
'under 65 per cent" break point.
:These range from Elliott with 12
:per cent to Edrnonson, Hart and
Clinton, all with 64 per cent of
their roads hard-surfaced.
DISAPPEARING ESCORT
BRIGHTON, England (UPI)
-Prosecutor Richard Carr said
Mrs. Violet Sullivan was with a
man when she ordered a meal
and bottle of wine in a
restaurant. During the evening,
the man excused himself to go
to the lavatory but never
returned.
When time for the bill came,
Mrs. Sullivan, 43, said she did
not have the money. She was
charged with obtaining the
meal and wine by deception.
After conferring with the
judge Monday, the prosecutor
decided to offer no evidence
against Mrs. Sullivan, who
d Repleaded innocent. Dettly
"a
corder Basil Webb
goes to a
who
woman
restaurant with a man can
reasonably expect her escort to
pay-even in 1971."

The team reported the average minister devoted
only three sermons a year to specific social and
It is as if there had
political problems It added
been no Sermon on the Mount
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Hippie fad
is taken up
by squares
NEW YORK (UPI) - It
started with the hippies painting peace symbols on their blue
jeans. It picked up steam with
the straight set embroidering
on casual clothes everything
from peace symbols to those
smiling sunshine faces - a
circle with two dots for eyes
and a widely upturned hne for
the mouth.
The "it" in this case.
decorating clothing in a way to
amuse, make a political statement, or to indicate support
for causes - from save the
water to save the birds.
The trend has caught up
with the home seamstresses
and others who want to make
clothing distinctive. Customize
is the catchword.
Department stores nationwide are going along with the
trend and expanding their
handiwork and needlecraft
sections - moving them from
upstairs or downstairs to street
floor.
The "making it"sections, as
sonic stores call the departments, feature pre-cut. Itst
'from top designers, wit
pie-packaged garments, cut out
y to be stitched
and
-together, plus trimmings such
as rickrack, piping, matching
thread, hooks and iron-on
„fabric decorations included in
the kits.
Helping to spur the home
sewing and decorating boom is
the wide assortment of colorful
iron-on fabrics available. These
"iron-on fabrics from Bondex
9'used to come only in shades
8 suitable for iron-on patches to
-.--repair knees of children's jeans
(*and elbows of an editor's
K'sweater or a student's corduroy
ljacket. Now they come in 13
shades to use for decorations
on clothing, accessories or
home furnighings.
Own design
You simply make your own
design or find one you like in a
magazine, trace it, and sketch
it onto the fabric strip. Cut it
out, iron it right on to skirt,
dress, boots, bags, pillows,
placemats, curtains.
The manufacturer of these
iron-ons says they work well
ou virtually all materials and
stay on through countless
washings, dryings and dry
cleanings.
Handbag manufacturers are
putting out canvas or denim
bags for young people. Each
hag has a package of iron-on
fabrics in pre-cut designs and
strips, plus a booklet on "How
to Decorate with Iron-on
Fabrics."
Betsey Johnson, designer
for Aley Cat, has come out
with a "Make It Your Own"
dress which is simply a basic
wrap around of beige muslin,
piped in bright colon that
lends itself well to decorating
either with iron-on fabrics or
with painting or embroidery.
Blue jeans with iron-on
appliques are the rage among
youngsters these days.
(EDITORS: This dispatch
on iron-on decorations will be
illustrated to UPI Telephoto
and Unifax subscribers)
HOMEUNACCEPTABLE
WORK
GROVE, England (UPI)Neighbors complained to local
authorities when Ctnistopher
Lee moved in and took his work
home with him. Lee is an
undertaker.
•'When people buy houses and
find a neighbor bringing home
coffins, it can considerably
detract from the amenities they
hoped to enjoy," said a
spokesman for the Wantage
Rural Council.
The council found that Lee
Aid not have planning permission to store coffins at home
but gave him the go-ahead to
keep them at his nearby office.
CONSUMER JUSTICE
WASHINGTON (UPI 1-The
government has provided
1150,000 to support a new
institute for consumer justice.
it was announced today.
The institute, formed to study
procedures for resolving consumer transaction disputes, will
be a Washington-based, non-oro
fit organization working with
the office of econuenic legal
service& con:warner law center
at Boston college
Adv for $34 AM EDT.
Waxing helps protect the
Surface of the floor from tiny
-scratches which can harbor
dirt.
In compliance with the U.S.
Constitution. decennial crammer have been -taken in the
oiled States since 1790.
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Bakery prices good thru ,Saturda
July 10. Others good thru SHOP
Tuesday, July 13. Limit right reserved.
Copyright 1971 - The KTORer Co
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WHERE EVERY DAY IS DISCOUNT-DAY

KROGER U.S. GRADE A

29,
EGGS

Medium

ALL FLAVORS of

BETTY CROCKER

CAKE MIXES

HI-C DRINKS
46 oz. cdn

thz
1
1C
(0
Pkgs
for
KRAFT PARSAY

OLEO

.29'

With Our Coupon

7-oz. bottle
EASY-OFF
ray Cleaner 75'
69` Crispy Pix 12'432. jar
Spotlight Coffee
pkg.
' Oven Spray
45
Cream Cheese
KROGER
HOMESTYLE PIMENTO
IS-lb. bag
546
4 '1 Sandwich SpreadT:51' Cat Litter
Toppings
Cream
Ice
43'
tub
KROGER STRAWBERRY, PEACH OR
KRAFT FRENCH
Cheese Spread
ONE-WAY QUARTS
8-oz. bottle
Grape
Preserves 12-02Jan3 $1 Dressing
31'
OR PIMENTO
AMERICAN
CRAFT
KR.E.
COKES
KRAFT DRESSING
pkg.
ll-oz.
65'
Cheese Slices
8-oz
box
r
79'
Pe'
Black
8-oz. bottle
39'
Italian
FAMOUS
ME[-0-SOFT
25-lb. bag
20 ,
KROGER
Ketchup
Heinz
xTrain
Gi
26'
n
$3.29
u$
KROGER
Loave
KRAFT
1
;
10
BISCUITS
200 for
BREAD
34'
Tissues
Barbecue Sauce bet.' 37' Facial
12 oz can of 15
ASSORTED COLORS
FOR THE WHITEST!
in Tissue 4'"11 Pack 48'
Pkg 49'
Sandwich
Cookies
CLOROX BLEACH Charm
JUMBO ROLL
CARNATION
lies. jar
BANQUET
78'
Towels roll 31'
Northern
Mate
Coffee
INSTANT TEA
Palm
o-toek
•
Gal Jug
DINNERS
-or,
2
jar
85'
zNestea
Paper Plates 100 for 59'
(Except Ham & Beef)
ALL FLAVORS
MAN-SATLSFYIN`
75-foot roll
3-oz. box
KROGER FROZEN
13'
Jell-O Gelatin
Manwich ls= 38' Reynolds Wrap re. 79'
Hunt's
HEINZ
Orange Juice •
416,4ER ROLLS or
COUNTRY OVEN
Vinegar b°ttle 38'
Cider
AVONDALE POTATOES
SIZE
BATH
SANDWICH
FIG BARS
8-P
Crinkle-Cuts
bar
23
Soap
Dial
BUNS
FOR THE DISHWASHER
KRUGER
JELL.-0
35-oz,box 39
Sol
Electra
Meat Pies adek'N-rmer 3149' Instant
4-oz. box
15'
Puddings
HAMA
SONG.I F 1 00-SHEET
VAHR.SING FROZEN
18-oz. jar
43
SCOTT TISSUE Plastic Wrap 104-ft. roll 29'
Grape
Jelly
KELLOGG'S
Corn on the Cob Pkg 4 49' HAMA PEALH
18-oz. jar
48
19 8-'92. Pkg. 44'
Product
Preserves
MOTHER'S BEST
Pealut
Butter 18-oz. Jar 69
Corn Meal or Mix b5-43 57'
MELO-SOFT
BLLE LABEL
FOR THE SWEETEST'
li-es. bottle
35 Diaper Sweet 15-oz. pkg. 37' PURE CAM
Karo Syrup
SANDWICH
10 lb bo,
STA FIA)
;4
oz.
BREAD
20-oz. can
58' KROGER
GIANT 49 oz.
Finish
Abric
a
gr
F
FLO
MORI ORAN=
SUGAR
box
bottle
TIDE
29' ALL-VEGETABLE
Liquid Starch Quart
mei- ft- 69'
Chiffon Cake
HOT SHOT
48-oz. bottle
98'
digylai-rineNrve Rolls 3PILIO $1
Oil
Pt.
CREST or CLOSE-UP
58' Crisco
Bug Killer
DELICIOUS
KELLY'S
10
58'
can
aiLosi-3 '1 TOOTH 6.75-oz.
unt Rolls
pint
Pork
Floor Finish
49' Barbecue
Tube
REACH FOR THE STAR
PASTE
ROYAL VIKING
FOR THE CLEANEST!
12-oz.
63'
with this coupon at Kroger, now through July
34-oz. can
Armour
Treeti
53'
DANISH
leaner
E
sizC
i9
l
RETt
SHOWBOAT
V
13. Limit one.
14-oz. can
PASTRY
13'
hetti
a.
s
S
14-oz. can
16'
A'ax Cleanser
ILISTERINE
Almond RIng (Ann Schnecken
RAMBO SWEET PICKLES

KROGER

4

254;:

1

3/$1

53

TIFseptir

y_

289

&i

Rop

3/$1

6

77;

(1.47YZ

59

:ANTISEPTIC
STY LAC

z0-oz Hot.

HAIR
LACQUER

with this coupon at Kroger, now through
_____tne.
---------__

130159

7-ozs.
$2.45 stze

Shampoo

EATMORE

99' SUP

TWIN PAR DEODORAN1
1I.7
value

Secret Roll-On

OLEO

1.19
99

8-oz. patty

7c

FOLGER'S
COFFEE Cin

Anacin Tablets

11.51 size

ANNSEPTIC MOUTHWASH

LISTERINE
7.0 rut.
-1.59 Sue

98' See this NOW ON SALE!
colorful and durable plastic Wilti
on display ...
build a
you will want to

,
29
9

complete set! Weekly features,

9-01.
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Stephen Foster
Story Drawing

DISCOUNT

Record Crowds
BARDSTOWN, Ky.—Officials
f "The Stephen Foster Story"
'ye reported that the everpular outdoor musical, now in
Es 13th season, set a new atdance record during opening
eek this year.
Bert Ballard, general manager
of the production, reported the
1971 first week attendance
reached 7130, compared to 4371
who saw the show durint the
same period in 1970. Total attendance now stands at 589,611
for the entire run of the show.
have
Parking attendants
already reported cars from 37
states on the parking lot of the
outdoor musical.
Change is the key word when
discussing the show this season,
Ballard said.
The show has a new director,
Horace Kelley, of the drama
faculty at Eatern Kentucky
University; a new musical
director, Gary Horton, a faculty
member at the University of
Louisville; and new leads, Roger
King as Stephen Foster and
Daune Mahy as Jeanie.
In addition, several more of
Foster's songs have been added
and minor changes in the script
cause the action to flow faster, he
noted.
"The Stephen Foster Story" is
presented nightly except Mondays, with an additional showing
every Sunday afternoon. Tickets
are $4 and 83 and half price for
children 12 and under.
Ticket information may be
obtained by calling Area Code
502-348-5971. Louisville residents
may call toll free by dialing 2822315. Interested parties may also
write The Stephen Foster Story
Drawer D,Bardstown,Ky. 40004.

DOUBLE TV STAMPS EVERY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY * OPEN SUN. 8-12
WHOLE OR HALF

Cut-up Lamb

I

WRAPPED
FOR FREEZING

BONELESS, VACUUM-SEALED

E1ONELESS

Whole Rib Eye
K.C. Steaks
einilEgAiHteciiks

CALIFORNIA
TENDERAY BONELESS SHOULDER

Swiss Steak

Honeydews
JUICY WESTERN

Cantaloupes

Green Aales
I

BONELESS RIB EYE OR

; Strip Steaks
. Rib Eye Steaks

TRY CLUB ALL BEEF

FAMILY PAK OF

HAMBURGER
$325
, FLAVOR SEAL 14(g
Ground Chuck
FRESH
Chopped Sirloin

CHOICE TENDERAY

Boiling Beef

EXTRA LEAN

PORK LOIN
A pkg. of
10 to 12
end & center
chops

FAMILY PAK FRYER

GROUND ROUND OR

Breast Quarters

OUTDOOR COOKING SPECIALS

Sliced Pork Loin
TENDER, PLUMP

DELICIOUS, TENDER

Country Style Ribs

Roasting Chickens
TENDER. DELICIOUS

CRISP, YOUNG

Fryer Livers

Celery Hearts
Washington

Bing Cherries

MARKET-MADE PURE

Pork Sausage
FRESH PICNIC STYLE

PORK ROAST

49c

Oldham's

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA STAMPS
with 2 pkgs. of
or
5E/Countr Oven Donuts

Sausage

Vac-Pak
.can Coffee
ith 6 pkgs. Kroger
timed Drink A.
orreChoround
"
cht
.
h ,_ROu
°nd
0
p. Sirloin
withc7 pkg. Center Cut or
Breakfast pork Chope
Frire
r irh.ah
rsiasset

n
v

Fresh Pork Hocks

5
50
50
1::1,47,Pk2''
Enwith -I s.Oldham's

Kentucky swami,
I . Oldham's
Kentucky Sausa
E with any pkg. o
uPp, O. Spiced Meat
rit a 2-lb. Shenandoah
urkey Roast

3
4

E with

•5 IhN
•5-lb

SLICED SELECT

Beef Liver
TENDER SLFCED

Pork Liver

5.1b,
•5-Ib,
•5-lbs
•S•lbs

ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAKS
CHUCK STEAKS
COUNTRY CLUB HAMBURGER
CENTER RIB PORK CHOPS
LEAN PORK STEAKS
FRYER BREASTS
FRYER LEGS
FRESH LINK SAUSAlE
KROGER WIENERS All

44-lbs.
(of MEAT $2995
SAVE 55 81 NOW'

w

with 7 head
battuce

25 Batneoas
2_5pwoitthatM
514.
:

e
m :jwith
tih
diva. ()m ons
ec with a dozen
with 50-lb. Peat or a
bale Sphagnum

II

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
has
which
Shakertown,
traditionally been thought of as a
place only for an afternoon visit
or maybe a cozy getaway for
supper, is undergoing a facelifting and is being developed into
a convention center for small
groups.
Presently being restored is a
large building which will serve as
a meeting facility for convention
groups as large as 100 persona.
Overnight accomodations are
available in 54 rooms for rent on
the farm and meals are served
daily in the Trustees House.
"This is the second phase of the
Shakedown project," said Earl
D. Wallace, chairman of the
board at Shakertosrm. "We want
people to bring their conventions
here." The first phase involved
restoration of the village itself.
Another restored building, one
which the Shakers used for their
religious programs, is available
to convention groups for
meetings and speakers.
With the completion of the
convention center and with the
groups capitalizing on the
present facilities the trustees at
Pleasant Hill hope to host many
groups when they convene The restored village which has
been open sice April 1968 has
been offering overnight facilities
for about two years. Few people
nave taken advantage of it
although a few conventions have
been housed there.
The restored village is a replica
of the 19th century settlement,
home to some 500 in habitants
who professed the Shaker faith. A
total of 27 buildings have been
restored thus far and are
presently open to the public.
Included in the village is the
largest outdoor Shaker museum
in the United States, exhibiting
over 1600 items.
New city for Peru
PALO ALTO, Calif.(UPI)
Stanford University will design
and plan one of the new cities
to be built in Peru's Callejon de
Juylas Valley, devastated by
the earthquake and avalane.he
of last May.
The Stanford project, entitlj,
ed "Plan for Reconstruction
and Urban Development." has
been drawn up by the Indiwtnal Engineering Department of
the university.
Principal objective of the
plan is to design a low-cost
house suitable for Andean lisp
ing and using locally-produma
building material.
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CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

U.S. waits for Peking
to restart Warsaw talks

Is OF 23
REAL ESTATE
SALESMEN DIE
IN PLANE CRASH
PACIFIC SURF
NEWSPAPERS WIN
WOW cOUOT BATTLE
TO KALISH TOP SECRET
PENTAGON VIET REPORTS

By RAY MeHUGH
Copley News Service

congress and in a Pravada ferences alternate between the
interview and in a speech he two embassies. The amblistered the policies of Red bassadors used to meet in
WARSAW, Poland - No.one Chinese Chairman Mao Tse- Warsaw's Myslewiecki Palace,
is taking Ping-Pong lessons in
tung.
me of Poland's brightest 18th
the American Embassy in
The impression in Warsaw is Century architectural gems.
Warsaw. But that doesn't mean
that the attack was either But by mutual consent in 1968
Ambassador Walter J. Stoessel ordered by the Russians, or the talks were shifted to the
Jr. couldn't set them up in a
was considered necessary by embassies.
hurry.
Gierek as evidence of his
Some suggest that both sides
The career diplomat from regime's loyal support of were wary of Polish and-or
Kansas has been waiting
Moscow. The Kremlin has an Russian attempts to "bug" the
patiently for almost a year and anxious eye on Poland since conversations. American
a half folk some signal that December food riots brought technicians pulled two canCommunist China is ready to the collapse of Premier plete listening systems out of
resume ambassadorial talks Wladyslaw Gomulka.
the American Embassy when it
here.
Peking vigorously con- was completed, despite the fact
John A. Gronouski, am- demned Gomulka and his or- that a special contingent of
bassador to Poland from 1965 to ders that set police and militia Marines stood guard over
1968, said of the talks:
against the rioters. Now it calls Polish workers as they put up
"Somehow, you get a better Gierek a Kremlin stooge.
the building. The Chinese went
feeling, I Mirk of their fears
Stoessel, a naturally quiet to the length of importing their
and concerns and aspirations, man with years of experience own workers to build their new
and I think they get a better in the North Atlantic Treaty embassy.
feeling of ours."
Organization and at the U. S.
Gronouski said, "Part of
There have been 135 such Embassy in Moscow, is tightmeetings since 1955, but only lipped on all aspects of the what the Chinese were saying
was not being said to us, it was
me in the last two years.
China negotiations.
being said to the Soviets. It
It was popularly supposed in
"He doesn't even want us to
the wake of China's welcome to announce the color of tea that is didn't make any sense, for
an American Ping-Pong team served," said one U.S. example, for them to go into
extensive criticism of the
earlier this year and the sudden diplomat.
Russians' role in the world viswillingness to permit some
Stoessel laughed at the
a-vis the Chinese, unless they
American newsmen to visit the remark.
felt that the Russians
mainland, that Weise
- w con"It's true," be admitted.
ultimately had access to these
tacts would be resurried.
The Chinese ambassador to
Stoessel says there has been Warsaw is Yao Kuang, a man secret talks."
no hint here, not from Chinese who served in Peking's EmThe meetings have been
diplomats, nor frorn the Polish bassy here in the early 1960s
as small three-how affairs - only
Communist government.
a counselor and participated in four men each side. Each team
In fact, some qualified ob- some of the talks with former consists of the ambassador, an
servers believe the Warsaw Ambassador John • Mears interpreter, a political adviser
phase of U. S.-China contacts Cabot.
and a "scribe." (The U. S.may have ended. Some cite • Stoessel said he and
Yao Chinese talks are probably the
Peking's expected drive for politely ignore each other
when last place in the world where
United Nations membership they happen to attend the
same the archaic term "scribe" is
this fall; some point to the Warsaw functions.
applied to the man who takes
dramatic upgrading of the
"Is he inscrutable?" I asked. notes on the conversation.)
Chinese Embassy in Ottawa,
"More inscrutable than I
The last meeting on Feb. 20,
Canada - perhaps a more
laughed Stoessei.
1970, marked the first time
practical meeting point; and
If a signal comes for another since 1946 that a Chinese
some speculate on the hard, meeting it will probably
mainland representative had
be in
anti-Peking statements of the form of a note
delivered to set foot in an American EmPoland's new premier,Edward the new, gray,
modern
bassy.
Gierek.
American Embassy,
Since almost 17 months have
For years Poland carefully even newer red brickfrom the
Chinese passed since the last conavoided the Moscow-Peking Embassy
on
Warsaw's ference, U. S. diplomats
feud, but at the and of March, Bonifraterska St.
decline to even speculate on
Gierek went to Moscow for the
The protocol for the sessions what points Peking might
bring
annual Communist Party is well outlined.
The con- to any new meetings.

UNCLE SAM TO PAY
TURKEY TO STOP
GROWING POPPIES
IN WAI ON HUM

PRIME MINISTER'S
CONSERVATIVES WIN
IN UPPER HOUSE IN
JAPANESE DICTION

Private enterprise
it the Arctic
QUEBEC CITY (UPI) The Canadian Transport Department says 1970 was the
first year that private shipping
firms sent more supply ships to
the Canadian Arctic than the
Canadian Coast Guard.
There were 23 such ships
delivering cargo to Arctic
ports, compared with 11 Coast
Guard boots and eight cargo
ships chartered by the government to deliver 85,000 tons of
supplies.

Ti DEAD, 20,000
LIFT HOMELESS
IN MEXKO FLOODS

4 ARMY OFFICERS
ARE EXECUTED IN
SIERRA LEONE FOX
ATTEMPTIKI COUP

PHASE VIII
OF NIXON'S
WITHDIAWAL
FROM INDOCHINA
STARTS EARLY

CAMSODIANS
SHARPLY PROTEST
"ACTS OF SAVAGERY"
AGAINST CIVILIANS SY
SOWN VIETNAM TROOPS

of
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AMBASSADEUR 5000

FISHING MOTOR

2373

Permanent Magnet Type

Limit 1

Sale Price
62-126-7

67",

427

Easy
Terms

Free-s
with anIrlaelclash brake. fneludes tools and
spare parts.

Rodand reel,
line and
practice plug. 62-123-9
Zebco st3600 Rod, 600
Rool and lin*. 62-124-2 9.49

Ambossadisur '5000-C" Rs•l. 62-126-4 29.97

SPIN-CAST
Forward and reverse switch.
Nylon propeller with line
cotter to prevent fouling.
Operates on fi or 12-volt
battery. 62-1404
ft.'

ROD AND
REEL

FISH BAG

2-speed heavy duty permanent magnet with
mechanical foot control.
Complete with mounting bracket. 4,2-910-s

Wallace's third-party
threat creating concern

154.44
Rubbermaid Battery Box.

virtually all other third parties ,were others in tine
to use a
have failed to do - take the 'lace. Not too many years later
time to assure that his name mme the Liberty Party,
Freewould be on the ballot in all Riders, and America
n Party
states. ; also called the KnowThis tedious and con- Nothings).
stitutionally difficult task of
In some instances, the oldaccrediting in states with time politicians pulled
some
diverse election laws has election tricks
which would
usually been the death knell for baffle
today's
more
splinter parties.
sophisticated observers. In
There have been incidents 1836, for example
, the Whigs
where third-party hopefuls - nominated four candidat
es tc
usually well-known dissidents run against Van
Buren but still
from the established parties - lost. And
in
have threatened to narrow the Abraham Lincoln 1860, wher
was
electoral vote competition and the contesting Democra elected
ts couk
force the House of Represen- not agree on
a nominee ir
tatives to choose a president. convention and
split into tow
The Wallace threat spurred weak factions
.
most of the effort after the
Horace Greeley, the Nee
election of President Nixon to
have the chief executive chosen York newspaper publishet
by popular vote. Much of the heralded for his admonition tc
energy, however, has gone youth to settle the West, all(
Iran that effort and it appears had more than a passing in.
likely that the electoral college terest in national politics.
In 1872, he opposed Ulysses S.
will remain.
Third parties have grown in a Grant as a liberal Republican
slapdash manner throughout and also was the standardAmerican history governed bearer of the Republican
mainly by broad social causes convention of colored men.
rather than the zeal of an in- Other splinter parties in that
dividual advocate. Their brief race were the Prohibitionists
and often colorful backgrounds and the straight-out Democrats
have given political science led by Charles O'Conor, who
students much of the feel of proved that it is possible for
how the nation's Democratic even the Irish to quietly fade
and
Republican
parties away in politics.
evolved.
William
Hesseltine, a Panay Emit sees
professor of history at the
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
University of Wisconsin and an (UPI)- Dr. Robert
W. Prehoda
expert on splinter parties, of the Bedford
Foundation
notes:
'told the Center for the Study
"Although the number of of Democratic
Institutions here
separate parties runs into the he foresees "one
hundreds, their careers have ilies by the 21st -child" famCentury, reducing the world populati
on
been brief, their impact from
the present 3.:; billion to
transitory and their very 2 billion.
names often , lost from

Sale
Price

274

"MY BUDDY"

TACKLE BOX

Top and bottom opening. 62.1/3-9
Inox Jumbo Fish Bag.
2
7.99

2.84

44 ,

Al! metal reel, lme
and 5'z-ft Rod

2-Tray Deluxe Box.
62-501.7
5.27

Zaino 3366 Rod, 33
It••1, Extra Line and
Case h. 124' 19.97

5-Ft. x 12-in.

WASHINGTON - In contemporary politics, the specter
of a third-party threat
inevitably sends chills up the
spines of Democrats and
Republicans.
Today, with a presidential
election still comfortably more
than a year away, both parties
are again looking warily at
another potential charge at the
White House by Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama. Some
members also are concerned
over a threat by the
congressional black caucus to
run its own candidate in 1972.
Wallace's 1968 bid, which
drew as much attention as the
efforts of Richard Nixon and
Hubert Humphrey, brought
concern because of the
possibility that none of the
candidates could achieve a
majority of electoral votes.
As spectacular as the
Wallace campaign was,heckles
not stand out in history as the
leader of a significant thirdparty movement. By historical
standards, he could be
described as a late bloomer.
Since 1788. when George
Washington was elected the
nation's first president,
campaigns for the White House
have been waged by literally
hundreds of splinter parties,
many of whom were obecnre in
their infancy and who died
ignominiously after ballots
were counted.
There were no political
parties as such in Washington's
time but he had 11 opponents in
that historic first campaign.
Every four years since, there
have always been at least four
-and sometimes as many as a
dozen or more - opposition - Historians give a then
third
parties carrying a presidential party - the Anti-Masoni Not
backward, they say
c
hopeful.
League -credit for holding the
MANILA (UPI)- The PhilThe threat brought to iation's first political
con- ippines has one of the highest
vention in 1832. The league college enrollmentirper
capita
Establishment politics by yominat
ed a slate of William il n the world, report governWallace in 1968 was based not Wert and
Amos Ellmaker who ment statisticians. In the issolely on his philosophical garnered
several electoral lands, 16 per cent of people
appeal to normally Republican votes but
were far outdistanced between the ages of 20 and 24
Democratic
and
neigh- by a ticket of
Andrew Jackson are in college while most adborhoods.
and Martin Van Buren.
vanced countries have average
Rather. Wallace.did,in a long
As parties like the Anti- enrothnents of 11 percent, the
precampaign effort, what
vlasoruc faction faded, there statistician said.

Sale
Price
Stainless steel spinnerhead
Anti-reverse.
100-yds. of line. 62.133-2
ZESCO 404 Reel. 62-1134
Elm.
1.1 Dpiel

4.27

ELIPIA/1. WORMS

Wm.I. '..Sy

REDI POOL

Choice of
colors

Easy to set up and fill! Flexible metal corrugated wall Great
backyard fun all summer. 63475-2

6-Ft. x 15" REDI POOL
Ready for us• Holds up to 265 gals.

4

8-Ft. x 20" Steel Wall Pool
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GRILL
Cut-proof cover.
Long flight. 63-5514

Chrome plated grids.
3-position hood and
U I. approved motor.
"Per ma- Lift- grid
pooltloner.

EASY TERMS
•

Bel -Air Shopping Center
753-8391
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Special

3-SPEED ELECTRIC

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

Unique nuclear reactor
TROIS-RIVIERES, Quebec
(UPI) - Quebec's first nuclear
power station, whose nuclear
reactor is the first in the world
that can be fueled with natural
uranium and cooled by ordinary water, is in operation.
The station, four years under construction, is located on
the St. Lawrence River 10
miles east of here. It is expectreach its full power outId
?tat of 250,000 kilowatts by
the end of 1971.

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR

Multi-speed
control.

• Deep pitched
blades.
16",tze.
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"Formation of the

Union." In
the display are the Articles of

By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service

hesitant, then more Vigorous
steps toward independence are

Association, the Articles of
Confederation, Gen. George
Washington's letter to the
Continental Congress antraced in a circular display of nouncing the victory over the
documents
entitled
the British at Yorktown. the Treaty

of Paris of 1783 ending the
Revolution, and Washington's
inaugural address.
Centered against a back wall
in the hall are the three great
American charters — the
Declaration of Independence,
now faded and worn, its cursive

script just barely visible to the
eye; the first and last pages of
the Constitution, and the Bill of
Rights.
Overlooking this scene are
famous heroic-size mural:
portraying Thomas Jeffersor
presenting the Declaration te

John Hancock, president of the
Continental Congress, ane
James Madison presenting the
George
to
Constitution
Washington, president of the
Constitutional Convention.
More than one million
visitors come every year tc

view this scene and the many other historical displays.
They seem to believe an
inscription on the exterior of
the building that states:
-The heritage of the past is
the seed that brings forth the
harvest of the future."

WASHINGTON
—
All
governments use lots of paper.
Reams, bales, truckloads of it.
Especially
the
American
government, with its daily

cascade of speeches, press
releases,
reports
and
statements.
Sorting, recording, filing,
filming — and even discarding
some of — this torrent of raw
history is the job of the
National Archives.
Located between 7th and 9th
streets northwest, and Pennsylvania and Constitution
avenues, the Archives building
is set in the heart of the nation's
capital.
Inside the 72 Corinthian
columns of Indian limestone
that march around its circumference, and beyond the
massive bronze doors at the
Constitution Avenue entrance,
are some of the most precious
documents in the nation.
In
the
flag-bedecked
exhibition hall the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights
are enshrined.
So,too, did the Archives have
in its possession for many
years the massive inside story
of Nazi Germany in the
seemingly endless corridors of
records captured in Europe
during World War II — now
nearly all returned.
There, researchers found the
long lost, unpublished second
book of Nazi dictator Adolph
Hitler, and his account of how
he planned eventually to attack
the United States.
Far less important papers
pass
through
Archives
processing, too, some ot tnern
of only transient value, to be
kept temporarily in one of 14
records centers
federal
throughout the United States.
Most of these are destroyed
after stated periods of time.
The volume of data handled
is mountainous.
The Archives have 900,000
cubic feet of records — enough
to fill 150,000 four-drawer filing
cabinets. Included are 1,555,000
maps, 4,500,000 still pictures,
45,000,000 running feet of
motion picture film,
rolls of mks:dill:1,40k
sound recordings. --- - These records range in date
from Colonial times to the
present.
They are kept in 196 stack
areas, protected by fire walls,
automatically controlled
temperature and humidity, and
shielded from sunlight.
An automatic alarm system
— more accurately an interlocking series of alarm
devices — helps guard the
stacks from intruders.
America's historical
documents arid records were
not always treated so well.
Before construction of the
present building began in 1931,
part of the Archives records, of
necessity, were boxed and
stored in cellars, attics and old
garages. They were subject to
loss by fire, theft and dampness. Many were unavailable
for use.
Not so today. They are a
treasure for the historian, the
economist, and the political
scientists. They can tell the
story of the nation's westward
expansion, for example — a
story buried in the records of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and General Land Office.
There also is the full record of
all U. S. military and
diplomatic activities since the
13 Colonies became a nation.
In the exhibition hall the
story of the 13 Colonies' at first

PAYING TOO MUCH FOR PRESCRIPTIONS
Let us price your next one and save you money.
Clairol
Great Body
334 oz
$2.00 Value

Quantity Rights Reserved

Prices Good Thru July 12, 1971

While Quantities Last

Pepto Bismol
Antacid
Tablets
24's 98C Value

Nylon stitched top coping
Serlisupporbng,
rigid vinyl sinew's: —
won't break or leak.
Heavy gauge, rugged duty vinyl
bottom is heat sealed to sides for
long, imakproof service.

53

Palmolive
Rapid Shave
Cream

09
.6

11

20 inch
2 Speed
Window Fan
$16.95 Value

Cod Oil Tanned Chamois
25" x 29"

Tiki Tapers
illette
Super
Stainless
Steel Blades

Perfect Patio Companion
—Runs Bugs Away

Phrase book
for cynics?
NEW YORK (UPI) - Cornpileys of Merriam-Webster's
'Travelers Phrase Books" (in
German, Italian, Spanish and
French) may be either cynics
or unfortunate travelers. In a
memo on the books the company notes that the phrase, "I
cannot find my bags" will
"Fitobably be the most frequently heard sentence of the
entire summer." And it further
comments that the phrase "I
have food poisoning' could be
the runner-up.

Newfoundland
honors Kirke
FERRYLAND, Nfld. (UPI)
-- A monument to English colonizer Sir David Kirke, first
pwertior of Newfoundland,
was dedicated here by representatives of the federal and
provincial gmernments.
N e w foundland '14 coat of
AVMs is the one panted Kirke
in 1637 when he legally supplanted the claim held by the
descendants of Lord Baltimore.
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or. $1.19 Value

JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
, Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

:*

PRICES
ARE

*

LOWER

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

•

U.S. Choke

United

Reti
Sul

Boneless

U.S. Choice

0. D.(
sergeant
Depart=

ROUND Rump Roast ib
STEAK
39; FRYERS

home at
Murray.

9
9

Family-Pak

Reelfoot

CUT-UP

12-oz. pkg.

5

Store Cooked Bar-B-Q

Chicken

ib.59;

4/$
Poird. Milk 55' BACON Bread
;
43
Podt&Beans 9'
9'
Baby Food
Matchless

20-oz. Loaf

Gerber

1-1b. pkg.

jar

BAR-B-Q
'- /SAUCE
18-ciz. b°t- 39
Kraft

SALAD
DRESSING

Ni nurt EA

89;

3-oz jar

White Gold

qt jar

4

PEARS
No. 303 can

JIM ADAMS 16A STORE POLICY

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO '5°' FORCED PURCHASES

Sugar
5115. bag

JUST LOW PRICES !

Liquid Detergent

HAWAIIAN

JOY
22.0z. 394

PUNCH

Maxwell House

INSTANT

COFFEE

LIQUID

I.G.A.

I.G.A.

DETERGENT—

39;
29;
Potato Twin Bag
Chips 39;
r
Qt

IGA

Ar+i

4.40

Blue Bonnet

Detergent

MARGARINE COLD POWER

69
29;
37;
Cheese89;
Coffee79; Ice Milk
/12 43
46-oz. can

6-oz. jar

$109

Giant Size

1-1b. quarters

Table-Rife

IGA

Folger's or Maxwell House

1-lb. can

2-1b. box

GaL

Yellow, Sweet

Ripe, Yellow

PRICES
ARE

LOWER

BANANAS
lb.

9;

GRAPd ES

CORN

39;
5
39;
Eats

b

NS
rNS
LEMO

Dot

39;

store OPEN 24 Hairs DAILY -- CLOSED SU AY
ember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the te that counts!
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